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Abstract
Ultrafast single-shot spectroscopy was developed and improved as a method to
observe photoinduced dynamics far from equilibrium. The method was then employed
to illuminate material dynamics in platinum-halide quasi-one-dimensional chain
compounds (PtI) and in the semimetal bismuth. Both material systems exhibit strongly
coupled energetic modes; as a result, their study under laser pulse excitation offers the
opportunity to explore the same processes that underlie their unique properties. Our
measurements have pushed the photoinduced study of these materials to new extremes
toward a better understanding of material response and control far from equilibrium.
In this thesis, the single-shot method is introduced and analyzed, and
measurements on PtI and bismuth are presented and discussed. Collectively, the
measurements offer a view into how materials with strong electron-phonon coupling
respond to photoexcitation across dimension, timescale, and excitation density.
Dimensionality is explored qualitatively between the PtI chain sample and bismuth
samples of varying thickness. The time evolution upon laser excitation is monitored
from the instantaneous response out to several hundred picoseconds. The
photoexcitation itself is varied from weak (corresponding to most published literature
on both materials) to very strong (exceeding the thresholds for visualizing dynamics
with conventional methods). We describe our results in the context of material
dynamics on the microscale and propose future directions.
New dynamics were observed in PtI chains that suggest long-lived structural
and electronic states under high irradiation. The possibility of collective structural
rearrangement with a long lifetime is proposed. In bismuth, high photoexcitation
measurements traversed the material's potential energy surface along the coordinate of
structural distortion. We report control of the excitation-dependent photoinduced phase
by dimensional constraint, as well as ballistic transport effects that govern this
interplay.
This research enables future advancements on two fronts. The instrumental
developments enable visualization of irreversible events for a wider range of materials.
The physical insights gained for the materials studied here characterize key processes
pertinent to technological applications and off insights that may govern behavior far
from equilibrium for broader classes of materials.
Thesis Supervisor: Keith Nelson
Title: Professor of Chemistry
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placed on the rising edge of both tim e traces...............................................................................................................102
Figure 3-7: Power of input Gaussian beam of radius 3.35 cm (inset) permitted by an aperture of varying size,
determined by integrating under the Gaussian intensity surface (inset). After expansion, the single-shot probe
encounters a 1" diameter aperture (12.7 mm radius) that permits 25% of the power. ............................................. 103
Figure 3-8: Intensity profile of the probe beam across the echelon grid before being focused onto the sample. The
beam is -1 cm across, and its intensity varies up to 6% from the beam center to the corners..................................104
Figure 3-9: Far-field diffraction patterns from [A] a single rectangular aperture, [B] 3 apertures, one above and one
below the original, and [C] 5 apertures, with 4 placed symmetrically about the original. The values used for center-
to-center distances between apertures were equal to the aperture dimensions...........................................................106
Figure 3-10: [A] Angular phase factors relative to center result from varying path lengths traveled by individual
probe beams. [B] Transmissive phase factors relative to the first timepoint result from varying thickness of glass in
individual probe beam paths. Calculated for 800 nm. [C] The sum of the two phase factors defines each beam's phase
delay relative to the others. The slight asymmetry present in the angular phase factor distribution is due to
numerical rounding from an even number of echelon columns and rows..................................................................107
Figure 3-11: Time overlap matrices for the grid square [10,101, where each element is formed by the dot products of
two Gaussian intensity profiles in time. Left: an input pulse of 100fs confines the time overlap to a single column of
pulses. Right: an input pulse of 400 fs induces very strong overlap over a single column and moderate overlap with
the preceding and follow ing colum ns. ........................................................................................................................ 110
Figure 3-12: Representative examples of calculated interacting fields E119 along the grid array diagonal. Variation
in background intensity is observed, as well as structure both in the fringes and the central region. ...................... 111
Figure 3-13: Examples of calculated grid squares on the camera, the result of taking the inverse Fourier transform of
the square of interacting fields at the focus. Examples from the central area are shown along with examples from
each corner. The [2,191 square, representative of squares along the corners and edges that have internal structure, is
magnified. The area covered by the inner dimension is 50% that of the outer...........................................................112
Figure 3-14: 5X5 echelon grid square detail of a CCD image, showing the first five columns of the last five rows. The
section was taken from a signal image in the absence of a pump. .............................................................................. 113
Figure 3-15: Demonstration of normalization procedure used. [A] The isolated field amplitudes were calculated
according to Eq. 3-20. Their largest values were computed, and all 400 fields were scaled so that the largest
amplitude of any one field was unity. [B] Interacting fields, calculated according to Eq. 3-21, result in higher
am plitudes due to constructive adding in the time dom ain. ...................................................................................... 114
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Figure 3-16: Calculated average intensities from probe array beam interactions. Each value is the two-dimensional
mean of the inverse Fourier transform of the square of the corresponding interacting field -i.e., F-1 ( E1,(X,Y)|2),
examples of which are shown in Figure 3-13. The calculation parameters are specified in each case, separately
varying the initial intensity distribution, the pulse duration, and the wavelength...................................................115
Figure 3-17: Calculated intensity standard deviations from probe array beam interactions. Each value is the two-
dimensional standard deviation of the inverse Fourier transform of the square of the corresponding interacting
field-i.e., F-'(I Ej,(X,Y)|2 ), examples of which are shown in Figure 3-13. The calculation parameters are specified
in each case, separately varying the initial intensity distribution, the pulse duration, and the wavelength.............116
Figure 3-18: [A]: The pixel-averaged reference matrix computed as described in 2.3.3. The large-scale intensity
variations are due to the probe intensity profile. [B]: The difference of two pixel-averaged reference matrices from
separate laser shots shows the variation underneath the probe beam intensity profile. While not ordinarily used in
processing, this averaged matrix provides a rough calibration for scaling the averaged values calculated in the probe
array sim u lation s........................................................................................................................................................11 7
Figure 3-19: [A]: A step change in refractive index was introduced for the timepoints shown to simulate a material
response to a pump pulse. [B]: The largest isolated field amplitude, calculated without beam interactions,
demonstrates the effect of a refractive index change confined to specified grid points. [C]: Average intensity per grid
point under a simulated pump pulse. [D]: Standard deviation per grid point under a simulated pump pulse. ....... 119
Figure 3-20: [A]: The effect of a simulated pump response on the averages measured at the camera. Shown is the
difference of the matrices shown in Figure 3-19 (C) and Figure 3-16 (A). [B]: The effect of a simulated pump
response on the standard deviations measured at the camera. Shown is the difference of the matrices shown in Figure
3-19 (D} and Figure 3-17 (A). [C]: Unfolded traces of both difference matrices, with time points specifying the first
(40) and last (92) perceptible changes, as well as the temporal region of changed refractive index (58-82)..............120
Figure 4-1: Structural and electronic configurations typical of mixed-valence metal-halide ground-state chain
configurations when coulombic interactions U yield the symmetric ground state (top, Mott-Hubbard state, e.g. Ni-
Br chains) and when electron-phonon interactions S yield the distorted ground state (bottom, Charge Density Wave
state, e.g . P t-B r chains.)..............................................................................................................................................123
Figure 4-2: PtI(en) lattice structure with a symmetry-breaking, energy-lowering Peierls distortion of alternating
valences and bond lengths. Perchlorate counterions neutralize the overall charge and minimize steric effects while
linking parallel chains; ethylenediamine (en) ligands occupy the metal binding sites...............................................124
Figure 4-3: Structure and electronic distribution in the highly localized extreme for the ground state, charge-
transfer exciton state, and self-trapped exciton state. (Sourced from ")...................................................................126
Figure 4-4: Spectrogram showing the power spectrum as a function of time and frequency, for the data collected at
the lowest pump fluence in Figure 4-6. A time window of 1.95 ps was used. Intensity is centered at the breathing
mode frequency near 3.5 THz, with the strongest contribution in thefirstfew picoseconds of measurement time..134
Figure 4-5: Two representative spectrograms constructed from the same data trace (lowest pump fluence in Figure
4-6, 0.2 mjI/cm 2). On the left a time window of 0.9 ps was used; on the right a time window of 5 ps was used. While
the frequency resolution from the wider time window is excellent, in our case the loss of time resolution is costly
because the frequency is expected to change perceptibly within afew vibration cycles. ............................................ 135
Figure 4-6: Reflectivity response of PtI(en) versus time for pump fluences between 0.20 and 1.6 mjI/cm 2. Fourier
spectra are inset, showing a time-averaged 3.6 THzfrequencyfor the launched mode. ............................................ 137
Figure 4-7: The electronic amplitudes resulting from exponential decay fits to the data in Figure 4-6 are shown asfunctions of pump fluence. A single exponential fit was found to be sufficient for pump fluences below 0.6 mJ/cm 2
above this fluence a biexponential fit was used. Increasingly negative amplitudes are observed for both fit
parameters, with the second amplitude decreasing only slightly within error...........................................................138
Figure 4-8: The decay times resulting from exponential decay fits to the data in Figure 4-6 are shown as functions
of pumpfluence. A single exponential fit was found to be sufficient for pump fluences below 0.6 mjI/cm2; above thisfluence a biexponential fit was used. The first decay time is near constant with fluence, while the second increases.
..................................................................................................................................................................................... 1 3 9
Figure 4-9: Signal amplitudes based on exponential fit scaled by pump fluence, exhibiting a maximum in multi-
exciton effects at 0.31 mI/cm2. Reflectivity traces from Figure 4-6 and scaled by incident pump fluence are also
d isp lay ed. .................................................................................................................................................................... 14 0
Figure 4-10: [A]: Oscillatory components extracted by subtracting exponential fits from the raw data. [B]:
Normalized Fourier peaks at the main STE lattice frequency. [C]: Full non-normalized spectrum with experimentalfrequency steps of 0.2 TH z .......................................................................................................................................... 141
Figure 4-11: Low-frequency mode observed from conventional pump-probe measurements (color axis is normalizedfor each plot so that the color codes ranges from 0 (blue) to 1 (red) across 2D plots). The time and frequency axes are
identical in all 2D plots. A mode at 1.7 THz is present at the lowest fluence, blue-shifting slightly (to 1.8 THz) for
slightly increased fluence but losing its distinct shape upon further increasing fluence. At the highest fluences
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shown here, a low-frequency band is observed that peaks at 1.9 THz. Non-normalized early-time cross-sections
(lower left-hand plots) suggest two m odes are present...............................................................................................142
Figure 4-12: 'Instantaneous' (earliest measureable STFT time) breathing mode frequency in PtI(en) extracted from
conventional pump-probe measurements (time window = 1.95 ps)...........................................................................143
Figure 4-13: [A]: Reflectivity response of PtI(en) versus time for pump fluences between 1.6 and 9.4 mJ/cm 2. [B]:
Reflectivity response of PtI(en) versus time for 1.6 mJ/cm 2 pump fluence. In each case, the measurement was taken
on the sample region that was previously irradiated with the indicated fluence. The bottom curve, from 1.6 mJ/cm 2
on afresh sample spot, is re-plotted from Figure 4-6 for reference.............................................................................144
Figure 4-14: Single-shot differential reflectivity of PtI(en) versus time, showing fast dephasing at higher pump
fluences. The data are offset for ease of com parison....................................................................................................145
Figure 4-15: The electronic amplitudes resulting from biexponential decay fits to the data in Figure 4-14 are shown
as functions of pump fluence. The first amplitude increases until 2.5 mJ/cm 2 and then decreases; the second increases
w ith flu en ce.................................................................................................................................................................14 6
Figure 4-16: The short-lived electronic component decay time resulting from biexponential decay fits to the data in
Figure 4-14 is shown as a function of pump fluence. The decay, of <1 ps, is relatively constant with fluence within
error. ........................................................................................................................................................................... 14 7
Figure 4-17: Single-shot differential reflectivity of PtI(en) versus time, with the y-axis scaled by incident number of
photons (fluence). Scaled signals increase with increasing fluence until 4.5 mJ/cm 2, and the scaled signal drops off
sharply for the highest fluence, 12 m/cm2 ................................................. 147
Figure 4-18: [A]: Oscillatory components of single-shot data shown in Figure 4-14 obtained by subtraction of
biexponential fits to the electronic background. [B]: The normalized STE lattice mode peaks from the single-shot data
through 2.5 mJ/cm 2 .................................................................................................................. 148
Figure 4-19: 'Instantaneous' (earliest measureable STFT time) breathing mode frequency in PtI(en) extracted from
single-shot measurements (time window = 1.7 ps). Significant red-shifting is observed asfluence increases, and the
peak is broadened, indicating faster dephasing or a broader range offrequencies......................................................149
Figure 4-20: Summary of single-shot one-pump results in the regime of high excitation density. Top: Relative
phonon amplitude (oscillatory amplitude relative to electronic amplitude). Middle: STE phonon frequency. Bottom:
Phonon frequency dephasing time. No oscillation is reported for the 12 mJ/cm 2 data, but a dotted line is shown to
em p hasize th e tren d . ................................................................................................................................................... 15 0
Figure 4-21: Reflectivity versus probe window time for time delays At (4 ps through infinity) after a 1.4 mj/cm 2
p u m p p u lse .................................................................................................................................................................. 15 2
Figure 4-22: Reflectivity versus probe window time for time delays At (3 ps through infinity) after a 4.5 mJ/cm 2
p u m p p u lse .................................................................................................................................................................. 15 3
Figure 4-23: Reflectivity versus probe window time for time delays At (3 ps through infinity) after a 12 m]/cm 2
p u m p p u lse .................................................................................................................................................................. 15 3
Figure 4-24: Instantaneous frequencies from two-pump data of varying initial pump fluences and interpump time
delays. A time window of 1.7 ps was used, which corresponds to the first 1.7 ps of the probe window following
excitation. At higher initial fluences, the frequency is significantly red-shifted after At ~ 3.5 ps after the initial
pump pulse, and the recovery to ground-state levels is on the order of hundreds of picoseconds. In addition, the mode
is broad and exhibits lower-frequency structure at the earliest interpump delay times.............................................154
Figure 4-25: Single-shot two-pump results. Amplitudes, phonon frequencies, and phonon dephasing times versus
A tfor each of the above three pump fluences. The amplitudes of oscillations launched by a fixed pump fluence are
directly com parable to one another. ............................................................................................................................ 155
Figure 4-26: Charged kink defect, projected to have a frequency roughly 56% below the ground-state Raman
stretch in g m od e...........................................................................................................................................................15 8
Figure 4-27: Absolute value of initial reflectivity change versus calculated absorbed photons per Platinum atom
(magenta). The same data are scaled by incident fluence to emphasize regions deviating from linear behavior (blue).
Both dashed lines indicate the behavior that is expected for isolated, non-interacting excitations yielding signal in
the linear regime. Each point on a given line is derived from the initial t=0 rise of the conventional pump-probe and
th e sin g le-sh o t d a ta.....................................................................................................................................................164
Figure 4-28: Added initial signal per additional absorbed photon. The initial signal responses are plotted
cumulatively. The dashed line indicates approximate expected linear behavior in the non-interacting regime........165
Figure 4-29: Added initial signal versus the distance to the next-nearest excitation along a single chain, estimated
by experimental conditions and PtI(en) lattice parameters. The initial signal responses are plotted cumulatively..166
Figure 5-1: The bismuth lattice unit cell has a distorted face-centered cubic structure due to a symmetry-breaking
energy-lowering Peierls distortion. From Murray et al., 2005:s9 The potential energy surface of bismuth, calculated
via density functional theory, exhibits a double-well in the ground state. When a sizeable fraction of valence
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electrons (-3%) are excited, the calculated surface exhibits a double well corresponding to the structurally
sy m m etric sta te...........................................................................................................................................................1 75
Figure 5-2: From Murray et al., 2005.159 Frequency versus fraction of valence electrons excited, calculated by the
frozen phonon method. The harmonic frequency is highlighted by the red dashed curve, and is calculated from the
potential energy surface in Figure 5-1 from the same reference.................................................................................176
Figure 5-3: From Fritz et al., 2007.4 Left: Bismuth potential energy surface contour superimposed with resultsfrom x-ray diffraction measurements (red circles) that report on the fractional lattice spacing and indicate a
harmonic potential up to 2% carrier density. Right: optical phonon measurements, conducted simultaneously with
the x-ray diffraction measurements, enable a mapping between frequency and carrier density................................177
Figure 5-4: From Sciaini, et al., 2009.62 Laser-induced melting of a 30 nm bismuth film was demonstrated via
electron diffraction measurements, at high excitation and with 200fs laser pulses, and reported to occur in less than
the tim e of a vibrational period. .................................................................................................................................. 178
Figure 5-5: Adapted from Melnikov, et al." Key symmetry points in the bismuth electronic band diagram. Optical
transitions near the F point create carriers that collect near the Tsymmetry point (highlighted in red). This
electronic population is thought to couple strongly with the Ag lattice mode. The indirect band overlap is
highlighted in blue, and occurs between the L conduction band minimum and the T valence band maximum.
Thermal transitions cause the buildup of carriers near the L point, which is expected to have minimal coupling with
the op tical phonon m ode. ............................................................................................................................................ 180
Figure 5-6: Single-shot reflectivity response of bulk bismuth at 800 nmfor a pump fluence range of 1.5 to 35.5
mI/cm 2. The red dashed line indicates pump arrival at 0 ps. The blue dashed line is a guide to the eye to emphasize
the perceptible frequency down-shift upon increasing fluence...................................................................................183
Figure 5-7: Short-time (<10 ps) electronic component A extracted by fitting the bulk data in Figure 5-6 to Eq. 5-1.
The amplitude is shown in green, and the amplitude scaled by incident fluence is shown in purple, also inset. The
positive short-time electronic amplitude per incident photon decreases up to -20 mJ/cm 2, and then plateaus.........184
Figure 5-8: Long-time (>10 ps) electronic component B extracted by fitting the bulk data in Figure 5-6 to Eq. 5-1.
The amplitude is shown in green, and the amplitude scaled by incident fluence is shown in purple, also inset. The
long-time electronic amplitude per incident photon increases near-linearly for all fluences measured.....................185
Figure 5-9: Single-shot reflectivity response of 300 nm bismuth film for a pump fluence range of 0.566 to 48.6
mi/cm 2. The red dashed line indicates pump arrival at 0 ps. The blue dashed line is a guide to the eye to emphasize
the perceptible frequency down-shift upon increasing fluence...................................................................................186
Figure 5-10: Response of the 500 nmfllm to the highest fluence employed in our single-shot measurements: 57
mJi/cm 2. The reflectivity drops below the pre-pump level after afew picoseconds and does not recover within the
probe tim e w indow . N o oscillations are visible...........................................................................................................187
Figure 5-11: Short-time (<10 ps) electronic component A extracted by fitting the 300 nm data in Figure 5-9 to Eq.
5-1. The amplitude is shown in green, and the amplitude scaled by incident fluence is shown in purple, also inset.
The positive short-time electronic amplitude per incident photon decreases up to ~10 mji/cm 2, and then plateaus..187
Figure 5-12: Long-time (> 10 ps) electronic component B extracted by fitting the 300 nm data in Figure 5-9 to Eq.
5-1. The amplitude is shown in green, and the amplitude scaled by incident fluence is shown in purple, also inset.
The long-time electronic amplitude per incident photon increases, then plateaus above 20 mj/cm2 . ............. . ... .. .. .. .188
Figure 5-13: Measured phononfrequencyfor a range of pump fluences in 300 nm bismuth films. We observe
decreasing frequency with a sharp drop above 30 mJi/cm2. No phonon signal was resolvable in the highest fluence
measurement (57 mJI/cm 2), the data for which is shown in Figure 5-10. ................................................................... 189
Figure 5-14: Single-shot reflectivity response of 50 nm bismuth film for a pump fluence range of 2.6 to 9.4 mJi/cm 2.
The red dashed line indicates pump arrival at 0 ps. The blue dashed line is a guide to the eye to emphasize the
perceptible frequency down-shift upon increasing fluence.........................................................................................190
Figure 5-15: Short-time (<10 ps) electronic component A extracted by fitting the 50 nm data in Figure 5-14 to Eq.
5-1. The amplitude is shown in green, and the amplitude scaled by incident fluence is shown in purple, also inset.
The positive short-time electronic amplitude per incident photon increases up to -5 mJi/cm 2, and then plateaus....191
Figure 5-16: Long-time (>10 ps) electronic component B extracted by fitting the 50 nm data in Figure 5-14 to Eq.
5-1. The amplitude is shown in green, and the amplitude scaled by incident fluence is shown in purple, also inset.
The long-time electronic amplitude per incident photon increases, then plateaus above 8 mJi/cm 2 . .............. ... ... .. .. .. 192
Figure 5-17: Measured phonon frequency for a range of pump fluences in 50 nm bismuth films. We observe
decreasing frequency with a sharp drop above 5 mJ/cm . The highest fluence measurement yields a frequency below
or 2 THz. The measurement at 8.5 mJi/cm 2fluence is the highest fluence which yields a well-resolved frequency. ..193
Figure 5-18: The absolute value of the instantaneous refectivity response for pump arrival is shown for each
sample. The value is defined as the maximum (bulk and 300 nm) or minimum (50 nm) ARIR value reached relative
to the pre-pum p baseline in the first 1 ps....................................................................................................................194
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Figure 5-19: Composite time trace derived from multiple single-shot measurements on 300 nm bismuth film after
varying time delays following excitation by a 26 mJ/cm 2fluence pump pulse. Variations over individual 9.5 ps
snapshots are due to variation over the echelon profiles, and do not bear physical meaning in interpreting the signal.
....................................................................... ............................................................................................................ 1 9 5
Figure 5-20: Composite time traces collected from multiple single-shot measurements of varying time delays on the
300 nm sample. The -10 ps response increases with fluence beyond the level visible by our 9.5 ps probe pulse, and
recovers by 25-50 ps for most fluences measured. Colors for a given composite time trace indicate consecutive
m easu rem en ts. ............................................................................................................................................................ 19 6
Figure 5-21: Emphasis on the 100-800 ps reflectivity evolution of 300 nm bismuth data shown in Figure 5-23, with
instrum ental error of 0.001% ..................................................................................................................................... 197
Figure 5-22: Composite time traces collected from multiple single-shot measurements of varying time delays on the
50 nm sample. The response increases toward the pre-pump level for 10-15 ps and remains relatively unchanged
through 100 ps except for the acoustic strain pulse. Colors for a given composite time trace indicate consecutive
m easu rem en ts. ............................................................................................................................................................ 19 8
Figure 5-23: Summary of timescales of interest in bismuth single-shot measurements for two samples: a 300 nm
film (top), which approximates a three-dimensional environment, and a 50 nm film (bottom), which approximates a
two-dimensional environment. The 300 nm traces were collected out to 800 ps, and are displayed on a log time scale
in the main figure (linear scale: inset). Both samples exhibit an instantaneous response on the order of 500 fs (red),
an early-time recovery on the order of 10-15 ps (orange), and long-time dynamics past 20-50 ps (blue). We observe
an intermediate relaxation stage in the 300 nm sample onset at 10 ps with a ~15 ps time constant (green). .......... 199
Figure 5-24: Representative two-pump measurements on 300 nm bismuth film across different excitation fluences
and measurement time delays. Left: the photoexcited state is probed 3 ps after excitation by the fluence indicated.
Qualitatively, we observe the familiar lattice response below 20 mJI/cm 2 excitation. Above this excitation, the
measurement does not identify lattice vibrations 3 ps after photoexcitation. Right: the highly photoexcited state is
probed at varying time delays. We see oscillations after 3 ps, and the response resembles the ground-state excitation
response after - 400 ps. ............................................................................................................................................... 202
Figure 5-25: Electronic amplitudes extracted from two-pump measurements on 300 nm bismuth at varying time
delays and degrees of photoexcitation. The first 100 ps are shown.............................................................................203
Figure 5-26: Electronic amplitudes extracted from two-pump measurements on 300 nm bismuth at varying time
delays and degrees of photoexcitation. The full 800 ps are shown..............................................................................204
Figure 5-27: Phonon frequency extracted from two-pump measurements on 300 nm bismuth at varying time delays
and after varying degrees of photoexcitation. The first 100 ps are shown..................................................................205
Figure 5-28: Phonon frequency extracted from two-pump measurements on 300 nm bismuth at varying time delays
and after varying degrees of photoexcitation. The full 800 ps are shown...................................................................205
Figure 5-29: Representative two-pump measurements on 50 nm bismuth film across different excitation fluences
and measurement time delays. Left: the photoexcited state is probed from 3 to 100 ps after excitation by a moderate
fluence, 4.5 mJI/cm 2. Right: the photoexcited state is probed from 3 to 100 psfollowing excitation at a high fluence,
9.5 mJI/cm 2  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................................................................................................... 206
Figure 5-30: Electronic amplitudes extracted from two-pump measurements on 50 nm bismuth at varying time
delays (0-100 ps) and after varying degrees of photoexcitation..................................................................................207
Figure 5-31: Phonon frequency extracted from two-pump measurements on 50 nm bismuth at varying time delays
(0-100 ps) and after varying degrees of photoexcitation.............................................................................................208
Figure 5-32: Comparison of the effects of similar incident fluence on the photoexcited state lattice response in 300
nm and 50 nm bismuth films. The thinner film exhibits a more dramatic frequency reduction, and recovers more
slowly, than does the thicker film for comparable incident pulse fluences. ................................................................ 209
Figure 5-33: Comparison of lattice frequency after the highest photoexcitationfluence (as determined by the
disappearance of phonon oscillations in one-pump measurements). The initial 300 nm film lattice recovery time
appears to be less then 20 ps, while that of the 50 nm film appears to be -20 ps. The long-time reflectivity responses
are inset for each sample-fluence pair for comparison of timescales...........................................................................210
Figure 5-34: Carrier densities are interpolated based on the frequency of each measurement. The dashed curved line
is the calculated frequency as a function of carrier density from Figure 5-2. Horizontal lines among the low-
frequency data connect the two resulting estimates from one single-shot measurement...........................................212
Figure 5-35: The solutions to coupled differential equations of the two-temperature model with diffusion and
electron-phonon coupling for the first 100 picoseconds (y-axis) in a 300 nm (x-axis) bismuth film under 8 m]/cm2
excitation. Initial electron density is given by the laser source with temporal and spatial profiles determined
experimentally. The color indicates the value of the relevant property as a function of time and depth: electron
density (top), electron temperature (middle), and lattice temperature (bottom)........................................................216
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Figure 5-36: The solution to the simple two temperature model for the lattice temperature in a 300 nm bismuth film
under 8 mJ/cm2 excitation is shown out to 200 ps. The solution calculates an extended heating time that is not
consistent w ith our experim ental data........................................................................................................................217
Figure 5-37: Composite long-time traces of 300 nm flm under 7.9 mjI/cm 2 excitation suggest that the calculation
shown in Figure 5-36 overestimates the lattice heating time. Near full recovery is observed by 100 ps, with very
slow ly varying reflecitivity m odulation past 100 ps. ................................................................................................. 218
Figure 5-38: Demonstration of integrating calculated surfaces for lattice temperature into the sample depth to
simulate the effect of an optical probe pulse reporting on material dynamics. Here, the difference in reported lattice
tem perature using the tw o m ethods is about 400 K. .................................................................................................. 219
Figure 5-39: Solutions to the coupled differential equations modified to include electron-hole recombination, with
multiple recombination times displayed. The input parameters were for a 300 nm bismuth film under 8 mJI/cm 2
ex cita tio n ..................................................................................................................................................................... 2 2 1
Figure 5-40: Calculated relation from Arnaud, et al.'9 ' giving the electron-phonon coupling constant as afunction
of electron temperature. The quantity is predicted to rise significantly with electron temperature. Red markers
indicate correspondence to the electron diffraction results that reported sub-picosecond melting in bismuth.62 The
correspondence was established numerically by relating the electron-phonon coupling constant in the calculation to
Debye-Waller factors extracted from the diffraction peaks in the experiment............................................................222
Figure 5-41: Demonstration of the effect of varying the electron phonon coupling constant g in the 300 nm film
calculations at low fluence. The lattice heating time, the maximum temperature reached, and the rate of electronic
relaxation are all dependent on the order of magnitude of j. In the calculations presented below, we use the
temperature-dependent g(T) presented by Arnaud, et al.' 1 The room temperature value is ~10-" J/(ps nm3 K)
(yielding the g reen cu rve)...........................................................................................................................................223
Figure 5-42: Demonstration of the effect of varying the electron phonon coupling constant g in the 300 nm film
calculations at high fluence. The lattice heating time, the maximum temperature reached, and the rate of electronic
relaxation are all dependent on the order of magnitude of g. In the calculations presented below, we use the
temperature-dependent g(Te) presented by Arnaud, et al.' ' The room temperature value is ~10-" J/(ps nm' K)
(y ielding the g reen curve)...........................................................................................................................................224
Figure 5-43: The interpolated carrier density from measured frequency (green) in 50 nm film measurements is
compared to expected carrier densities resulting from varying carrier diffusivities. A value of-7-8 cm2/s is expected
by extrapolation of the results by Sheu, et al. A diffusitivity of 7 cm2/s is chosen by comparison of its slope with the
m easured quan tity. ..................................................................................................................................................... 225
Figure 5-44: The interpolated carrier density from measured frequency (green) in 300 nmfilm measurements is
compared to expected carrier densities resulting from varying carrier diffusivities. Diffusivities up to ten times the
literature value fail to describe the measured phonon frequency 500fs post-pulse, suggesting the contribution of
ballistic transport to the carrier density at 500 fs.......................................................................................................226
Figure 5-45: The interpolated carrier density from measured frequency (green) in 300 nm film measurements is
compared to expected carrier densities resulting from sub-picosecond ballistic transport. The ballistic population is
allowed to propagate for 100, 200, and 300fs before diffusion is onset. The result with no ballistic transport and a
diffusivity value of 24 cm 2  is also show n...................................................................................................................228
Figure 5-46: The solutions to the coupled differential equations for a 300 nm bismuth film under varying degrees of
excitation, with all modifications proposed in this section, for carrier density (left), and electron temperature change
(rig h t)..........................................................................................................................................................................2 2 9
Figure 5-47: The lattice temperature solution to the coupled differential equations for a 300 nm bismuth film under
varying degrees of excitation, with all modifications proposed in this section. Left:first 100 ps of evolution. Right:
first 5 ns of evolu tion .................................................................................................................................................. 230
Figure 5-48: The solutions to the coupled differential equations for a 50 nm bismuth film under varying degrees of
excitation, with all modifications proposed in this section, for carrier density (left), electron temperature change
(m iddle), and lattice tem perature change (right)........................................................................................................231
Figure 5-49: Left: Calculated short-time decay component amplitude (corresponding to <10 ps) of the carrier
density for the 50 nmfilm (top) and the 300 nmfilm (bottom). Right: The measured short-time decay component
amplitude of the reflectivity for both samples. The displayed calculated quantity may be a dominant contributor to
the m easu red quan tity. ............................................................................................................................................... 234
Figure 5-50: Calculated maximum lattice temperature change scaled byfluence (left) for the 50 nmfilm (top) and
the 300 nm film (bottom) as calculated from Figure 5-47 Figure 5-48 (green) and with consideration of the enthalpy
of melting on the temperature change (blue). At right is the measured >10 ps electronic component amplitude scaled
byfluencefor each sample. This comparison suggests melting in the 50 nm case, but not in the 300 nm case........235
Figure 5-51: Response of 300 nm bismuth film to strong initial excitation (top) and subsequent weak perturbation
(bottom) at 0, 3, 5, and 10 ps. Blue-shifting of the measured frequency is observable within the first few picoseconds,
22
indicating a rapid reduction in the carrier density that may prevent measurement of a transient symmetric
crystalline phase. With ballistic transport, the carrier population is estimated to be reduced from 5.9% to 2.2%
w ith in 10 0 fs. .............................................................................................................................................................. 2 3 8
Figure 5-52: Early-time response to a second pump pulse after strong excitation in 50 nm (magenta) and 300 nm
(black) bismuth thin films. A conservative indication of the instrumental noise, 0.002, is shown relative to the height
of one oscillation. Oscillations in the 300 nm film are visible at all delays; oscillations in the 50 nm film are not
v isible u n til after 2 0 ps. .............................................................................................................................................. 24 0
Figure 5-53: For the 50 nm film, the percent latent heat per volume element provided by the laser pulse (past the
melting temperature) is shown (blue, left axis). The approximate lattice displacement for the upper fluence range is
also shown, and nears the 10% Lindemann melting criterion at the highest employed fluence (purple, right axis).241
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Background
Light-matter interactions underlie key processes of our everyday life, from
photosynthesis and vision to fiber optics and diode devices. The former examples occur
in nature, and our quests to understand and reproduce these amazing phenomena have
deepened our understanding of the complex processes at work. The latter have evolved
jointly out of advanced understanding of light-matter interactions and the drive for
innovative solutions to society's changing needs. For these processes and countless
others, even where the fundamental physics is understood, questions and challenges
abound-limiting our ability to push technologies further and to describe complexity
better.' In this thesis, we examine fundamental questions about light-matter
interactions on a small subset of materials, toward a new regime, via development of a
unique experimental technique. This chapter first motivates our focus on solid-state
materials and then provides a primer on fundamental light-matter interactions and
ultrafast dynamics within materials. We then introduce our experimental technique in
the context of standard measurements. Finally, the reader is introduced to phase
changes in materials brought about by light with a brief discussion of events far from
equilibrium that have motivated this study. The summary and scope of the thesis work
are briefly described.
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1.1 Toward Material Design
This thesis provides one window into the varied, vast, and promising realm of
materials research. The study of materials is inter-disciplinary and far-reaching for good
reason. Not only does their study help elucidate and refine core mathematical and
physical principles that describe our world, but the potential to engineer materials to
fine specification may hold the key to meeting some of our greatest challenges. Peruse
compilations of recent top innovations in popular science magazines,6 or survey the
grand challenges set forth by the us Office of Science.! Material advances have been
fundamental in improvements to computing speed, lightweight transport, medical
capabilities, and much more. And by every indication, continued advances in the use of
materials will be critical for our needs in defense, computing, healthcare, development,
and energy for many decades to come.
Our ability to design and control materials to perform optimally lags behind
what we reasonably believe to be possible. To take one example, many low-carbon
energy solutions-such as thermoelectrics and photovoltaics-rely on a precisely
coordinated energy exchange among light energy, electrons, and lattice vibrations at
ultrafast timescales, nanometer length scales, and along quantized energy levels. Our
ability to control and tune this exchange more precisely, efficiently, and reliably than is
currently possible may well be a crucial difference between affordable, widespread low-
carbon energy and promising technologies that never achieve their potentials. 6-10
Overcoming these gaps will depend on several key parameters, but central
among them is a thorough, sophisticated understanding of how materials behave and
why, including how energy moves through them. Only with an understanding of the
chemistry and physics governing their nature can new materials be engineered for
specific properties from the bottom-up. This understanding goes beyond macroscopic
measures of material properties (conductivity, strength, density, etc.) and asks about the
underlying chemistry and physics of the system. What makes certain chemical bonds
form in a given material environment? How do electrons and nuclei interact to yield
complex observable properties? How do atoms respond individually and collectively to
various stimuli? Do models exist to describe what we measure, and if not, can we build
them? How can light or other stimuli be used to control material behavior? How do the
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answers to these questions change far from equilibrium, where much physics of interest
takes place? This level of questioning is at the heart of this thesis, and the emerging
answers are central to the long-term goal of material control."
1.2 Light-Matter Interactions
The tool used here for probing materials at the scale of electrons and nuclei is
femtosecond spectroscopy. The principles of electromagnetism and quantum mechanics
provide a framework for understanding how electromagnetic radiation and matter
interact. Experimentally, femtosecond (10-' seconds) spectroscopy can measure the
movement of nuclei and electrons on the timescale that these complex interactions
occur within materials. Many fascinating questions exist on this timescale which
femtosecond spectroscopy has begun to address. To name just a few, water solvation,"
bond-making and -breaking with laser pulses,13 visualization of transition states, 4 and
the mechanism of biological proteins 5 are areas that have been explored and advanced
with femtosecond science. Still, many opportunities remain, especially with the advent
of new experimental capabilities in the x-ray and terahertz (THz) spectral regimes.1617
Spectroscopy is an exploration of the inner workings of materials using light.
Because every material absorbs energy differently and measurably, depositing energy
into a material is a way to get to know it better. When energy in the form of
electromagnetic radiation interacts with materials, we observe characteristic spectra (the
response of interest as a function of wavelength or frequency) that inform us about the
material's structure, behavior, and core properties. The study of these interactions is the
foundation of the field of spectroscopy.
Most natural materials and their alloys have been characterized fully in this
manner. Things get more interesting when we can study not only the ground state of a
material, but the material's structure, behavior, and core properties under dynamic
perturbation. Depositing energy into a material over afewfemtoseconds with coherent
light to perturb the system, and measuring an output of the light-matter interaction on
the timescale of that interaction, is ultrafast laser spectroscopy. By exciting the system, we
are moving a material from one state to another. By measuring the system after
excitation, we are learning about its structure, behavior, and properties after excitation
as a function of time.
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When light and matter interact, the material's polarization P scales to first order
with the electromagnetic field E as
P = XeoE Eq. 1-1
where x is the electric susceptibility of the medium and eo is the permittivity of free
space. In dielectric materials, the electromagnetic field interaction with free charges
induces an electric dipole moment characterized as a displacement field D:
D = coE + P Eq.1-2
Since P is a macroscopic property characteristic of materials, it is convenient to define a
material-specific permittivity from Eq. 1-2:
D = eCrE = e(w)E Eq. 1-3
The dielectric permittivity e(o) relates an induced internal electric displacement field to
the incident electromagnetic field, effectively characterizing the unique energetic
properties of a material system. For the optical frequencies discussed in this thesis, Eq.
1-3 holds for metals as well as dielectric materials.18 The above equations combine to
yield a useful relation:
er =1 + X Eq. 1-4
Because the dielectric function e(o) offers a full description of the first-order
material responce to electromagnetic radiation, measuring optical properties allows
insight into material physics. Relating measureable optical changes directly to
microscopic phenomena in the time domain is a complex endeavor, and will be a
recurring focus of this thesis. We will measure components of the dielectric function, a
complex representation of all possible excitations within a solid for a given frequency
range, and interpret the excitations being observed. The dielectric function is influenced
by such factors as polarization within the crystal, lattice vibrations, carrier absorption
and relaxation, exciton generation, and other inter-band transitions. Making changes to
the radiation (tuning the laser pulse or other light source) allows an opportunity to
access those excitations in different ways. Tuning the material presents the opportunity
to investigate different sets of excitations.
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In optical spectroscopy experiments, we typically measure changes to the
dielectric function via reflectance or absorption. Because of the complexity relating real
microscopic phenomena to the dielectric function, various models have been developed
to describe the primary sources of induced fields in solid materials. While detailed
derivations may be found elsewhere,1 9 ,20 a brief summary of these models is included
here to provide context for understanding results presented in subsequent chapters.
1.2.1 Dielectric Function: Bound electrons and lattice vibrations
Fields resulting from bound electrons (electronic excitations) and from charged
atom-pair vibrations (lattice excitations) can be modeled by building the dielectric
function of a harmonic oscillator. The one-dimensional equation of motion that
characterizes an oscillator's response to an external field E(t) in one dimension is
mi + my± + mO2x =qEei" Eq. 1-5
with mass m, damping y, eigenfrequency oo, and electrical charge q. Substituting as a
solution x = xoeimt we find
e Ee-it
x = - iwy Eq.1-6
0
For each displaced electron, there is a time-varying dipole moment p(t) = -ex, and
accounting for n oscillators per unit volume (n is the carrier density) yields an overall
polarization P = nex. Substituting into Eq. 1-1 along with Eq. 1-6, we find the dielectric
function for a harmonic oscillator:
ne2
COSAc = + 2 iwy Eq. 1-7
meo(OO _ 2 - jeg
The real and imaginary parts of the harmonic oscillator dielectric function are plotted in
Figure 1-1 using typical molecular spectroscopy values. For very precise calculations of
the dielectric function, and especially when frequencies of interest are far above
resonance, it is necessary to account for the polarization from deformed ion cores as
derived elsewhere. 9 Inset are the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric function for
silicon."
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Figure 1-1: Real (left) and imaginary (right) parts of the dielectric function for a generic
charged-atom pair harmonic oscillator. For comparison, the same functions for silicon are
inset.".
1.2.2 Dielectric Function: Free electrons
To evaluate the dielectric function for free electrons and holes, which experience
no restoring force when displaced, we can make conceptually straightforward
modifications to Eq. 1-5. With no oscillating dipole, wo = 0. Further, i can be replaced
with a characteristic velocity v, and the damping constant y with an inverse collision
time 1/'r. Here the relevant response function is current density per volume:
j(t) = net(t) Eq. 1-8
From Eq. 1-1,
6P 6Ej=F = Xeo - = XeoiwE Eq.1-9
Using the relation a = -E, the complex conductivity is related to the permittivity by
a(w) = -iweoX(w) Eq. 1-10
and using Eq. 1-4, the dielectric function can be expressed as
io-(w)
c(w) = 1 + e Eq. 1-11
Evaluating the current density using the same solution for Eq. 1-9 shown in Eq. 1-6, the
dielectric function for free carriers can be evaluated:
ne 2
Ecarrier() =1 - Eom(O 2 + iwix) Eq. 1-12
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This relation, when expressed in terms of conductivity, yields the Drude model of
conductivity of a free electron gas: (plotted in Figure 1-2, with experimentally verified
calculations for Si inset.2 2 )
neh2 T
a((0) m(1 - ior)
1 Re(o-)
0.5
40
Frequency (cm-1)
I 'Itft-log(w)
Figure 1-2: Real and imaginary parts of the conductivity for unbound carriers. For
comparison, the same functions for weakly-doped silicon are inset.22
1.2.3 Observing the Complex Dielectric Function
In order to relate the complex dielectric function and the complex conductivity to
observables that we can measure in the lab, we define the complex index of refraction
N(a) in terms of the index of refraction r and extinction coefficient K
N=r,+iK 1
such that
C = er + iei = (qj + iK) 2 Eq. 1-15
For a given wavelength of light A, the extinction coefficient is related to the absorption
coefficient via
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Eq. 1-13
E q. 1-14
a = A Eq. 1-16
When a wave is incident on a surface, Maxwell's equation
V x = - Eq. 1-17
c dt
combined with the plane wave solution P = Eoei(K-wt), KO = w-s/ i/c and requirement
for continuity at the surface interface for the B field yields the normal-incidence
reflectivity coefficient R which we measure as the percent of incident power that is
reflected from the surface:
1-N 2_ (1-q) 2 +K 2
1+N (1+q) 2 +K 2  Eq.1-18
Additionally, energy conservation yields the simple relation R + A + T = 1, where the
LHS terms indicate the fraction of incident power that is reflected, absorbed, and
transmitted, respectively.
We have related the optical constants, and thus the dielectric function, to the
observable material reflectivity. In order to obtain the optical constants from reflectivity
measurements, two independent measurements are taken (e.g. at different incident
angles). Alternatively, the optical constants q and K can be calculated from normal
incidence if the entire frequency range is scanned, because the two quantities are related
by the Kramers-Kronig relation. For a more in-depth discussion of these methods, see
Yu and Cardona, 2010.21 In a qualitative sense, one can typically observe the features
inherent to both the reflectance and, especially, ei. A reflectance measurement for silicon
at room temperature is shown in Figure 1-3.
For semiconductors like silicon, the reflectivity rises substantially at the
frequency of the fundamental absorption edge, a characteristic electronic transition of
semiconductors discussed below. At higher energies (frequencies), the structure is
determined by the contributions of many other transitions. At lower energies, the
reflectance is smoother, and is dominated by the contribution of free carriers. This can
be described as classical conductivity, and is easily seen by noting the inverse
dependence of o- on o in Eq. 1-13 and likewise the form of Eq. 1-12, which describes the
carrier contribution to the dielectric function. At low frequencies, carrier absorption
dominates the dielectric function; at higher frequencies, electronic transitions dominate
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the dielectric function instead. The frequency at which the character changes is called
the plasma frequency wp, and is formally defined as the frequency at which er = 0.
From this framework, we can measure reflectance (or another optical property) at a
specific wavelength in the time domain under perturbation, and know what processes
are expected to be contributing to the observed changes as a function of time.
80 - -1
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Figure 1-3: Reflectance of silicon as a function offrequency (energy) measured at normal
incidence and at room temperature." Compare to the inset in Figure 1-1.
1.2.4 Relating Observables to Microscopic Events
So far we have considered optical properties of solids using classical
electromagnetism. But to relate the complex dielectric function and complex
conductivity to microscopic events, we turn to quantum mechanics. To illustrate the
above assertion that the dielectric function contains information about all excitations
within a system, a schematic of the absorption coefficient versus excitation energy for
solids in general is shown in Figure 1-4. In the work presented here, we will be
concerned with excitations in the optical regime (- 1.5 - 2.5 eV), inducing transitions
among free carriers and fundamental excitations. These induced excitations can then
couple to other modes at lower energy, such as lattice vibrations.
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Figure 1-4: Sourced from Kuzmany, 1998.19 A generalized plot of absorption coefficient for low
(left) to high (right) excitation energies in solids.
Optical transitions contribute to light absorption (and thus the dielectric
function) with a strength determined by the transition probability between the initial
and final system states (typically the energetic ground state and an excited state,
respectively). The quantum mechanical probability of transition from an initial state (gi
to a final state If) is proportional to the matrix element reflecting their coupling, as well
as the availability of the final state (from the density of states p(E):
Pg->f = h |(g| H, |fI }|p(f) E q. 1-19
where Hp is the operator representing a perturbation. Eq. 1-19 is Fermi's Golden Rule.
The transitions probabilities can be estimated and assigned to spectral features (such as
those in Figure 1-3) or used to generate the absorption spectrum (such as in Figure 1-4),
by using the electric dipole approximation. The electric dipole approximation greatly
simplifies the expression for H7, by neglecting higher-order expansion terms that are
reduced by the ratio between photon and electronic length scales, which differ by -103~
The result is a calculation based on the dipole operator matrix element, which reports
on the charge distributions between states. 3 Myriad transitions are possible in solids,
from electronic transitions to defect and crystal field absorption. Descriptions and
theoretical models for transitions among these and other states may be found in
Kuzmany, 1998.19
Direct optical transitions result from coupling between the electric field and
electrons. Because incoming photons have negligible momentum, the electron
wavenumber in k-space is unchanged, and there is a vertical transition within the band
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structure. Resonant direct transitions occur between bands when the incoming photon
energy corresponds to the interband energy difference. Indirect transitions can result
when lattice modes and defects are coupled into the interaction, changing the electron
wavenumber and enabling a nonvertical transition in the band structure. In general,
due to their low transition probabilities, indirect transitions contribute more weakly to
absorption spectra than do direct transitions. The strong peak shown in the imaginary
part of the dielectric function in Figure 1-1, and subsequent examples in silicon, is
known as the fundamental absorption edge, and corresponds to a transition between
the absolute valence band maximum and conduction band minimum. (The harmonic
oscillator model does not incorporate the surrounding lattice, so the shape of Im(e)
calculated from Eq. 1-7 is especially simplistic.) In practice for solids, both the initial
state and the final state are better represented by continuum states, and the electronic
transition probabilities report on the joint densities of states between bands and their
populations at the incoming photon energy hc/A.
The data presented in subsequent chapters show changes in reflectivity (or
transmission) over time due to changing populations, nuclear position, band structure,
and temperature. All these factors affect energetic transitions. A time-dependent
spectroscopy measurement employs light both as a perturbation (inducing the types of
field-matter coupling described in detail below) and as a detection method (by
reporting on the changing optical properties presented in this section). Ultimately, our
goal is to relate these experimental results to the workings of a material on the
microscale in order to better understand and control their properties.
1.3 Ultrafast material dynamics
In §1.2, light-matter interactions were discussed without particular attention to the
light and material characteristics. However, the interactions described in this thesis are
between ultrafast laser pulses and solid crystalline materials, and both aspects present
important considerations. A laser pulse is a roughly Gaussian-shaped envelope of
electromagnetic radiation centered around a particular frequency and, in our
measurements, lasting tens of femtoseconds. The parameters of the field from the laser
pulse can greatly affect the dynamics. Tuning the wavelength can bring the absorbed
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photons into and out of resonance with electronic transitions. Light intensity can
enhance or suppress various effects of nonlinear absorption. And the pulse duration,
typically on the order of a molecular vibration, can mask or effectively sample coherent
dynamics. Because the materials under study have repeatable lattice structure, a unit
cell's interaction with a laser pulse is generally replicated across many thousands of
cells. These simultaneous events add cumulatively to the signal being measured,
generating a macroscopic observable signal from events happening on the angstrom (10-
10 meters) length scale within the crystal lattice.
Interactions and energy exchange among laser pulses, electrons, and lattice
atoms happen on timescales ranging from attoseconds (1018 seconds) to picoseconds
(10~' seconds). A summary of the relevant timescales for these material dynamics is
presented in Table 1-1.242 At ultrafast timescales, complex physical events are accessible
to measure, understand, and potentially control. As discussed in §1.2, reflectivity and
transmission are two optical properties used to observe phenomena such as electronic
populations, exciton formation, and lattice structure. These parameters can report on
intrinsic material properties and behavior under dynamic perturbation. Measuring the
reflectivity or transmission of a material under different conditions allows us to learn
about the complex exchange of energy among modes, enabling deep insights into
material dynamics.
Table 1-1: Coupling between radiation and materials and the relevant timescales and processes.2
Interaction Timescale Processes
Light-electrons Attoseconds (10-18) Electronic excitation
Electron-electron 10 femtoseconds (10-') Electronic dephasing
Electron-electron 100 femtoseconds (10-l) Electron thermalization
Electron-phonon Picoseconds (10-12) Electron cooling,phonon emission
Phonon-phonon Picoseconds - Lattice thermalization
__________________j nanoseconds (10-9) Ltietemlzto
Drawing from Table 1-1, we expect the transitions of primary importance for
optical spectroscopy to be electronic. Incoming photons transfer energy to electrons,
and this energy is lost via electron-electron scattering, electron-phonon scattering, and
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electron-hole recombination, or the diffusion and transport of energetic carriers. Some
of these mechanisms are summarized here, including carrier excitation and relaxation
and coherent phonon generation via Impulsive Stimulated Raman Scattering (ISRS) and
Displacive Excitation of Coherent Phonons (DECP). The mechanisms and theory of
photo-induced phase transitions are also introduced in this section, and we briefly
summarize how the above mechanisms are detected experimentally. Some phenomena,
including carrier diffusion, carrier transport, and thermal diffusion, are discussed in
Chapter 4 in the context of measurements on and modeling of bismuth thin films.
1.3.1 Electronic Excitation, Scattering, and Recombination
Free carriers (electrons and holes) in crystals may be treated as having classical
charges and masses via the effective mass approximation,2 6 wherein a carrier's
wavefunction is greatly simplified by its crystalline environment . Upon interacting
with a very weak external electric field, the carrier distribution does not change, but
carriers move collectively with a characteristic drift velocity. Under exposure to higher
electric fields (greater than 104 ), carriers behave differently. We typically employ
field strengths of 106 -107 V with a laser pulse. This behavior is more difficult to
characterize, because carriers gain energy at faster rates than they lose energy to the
lattice, rendering scattering rates and temperature undefined outside thermal
equilibrium. But understanding these behaviors is critical to controlling and designing
materials better. The ability to characterize such dynamics far from equilibrium on a
very fast time scale is a key contribution of this work.
Upon irradiation, hot carriers (carriers out of thermal equilibrium with the lattice)
are promoted into a non-equilibrium distribution. A more intense pulse photoexcites
more carriers, and the wavelengths within the pulse bandwidth, the electronic band
structure, and the electronic density of states determine the post-pulse population.
Many processes also depend on the excitation and pulse characteristics themselves.
Electron-electron scattering increases abruptly with increasing carrier density at high
fluence, but the rate plateaus at very high fluences due to coulombic screening between
carriers [ref]. As another example, the probability of nonlinear absorption increases
strongly with laser intensity, so shorter pulse durations or higher fluence can lead to
different post-pulse distributions. These effects can even affect longer timescale events.
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In the case of GaAs (Figure 1-5), higher populations in the electronic side bands take
longer to recombine [ref]. In a polar crystal such as GaAs, these carriers couple
preferentially to long-wavelength (small momentum) phonons, thereby slowing the
scattering of carriers to the lowest-lying symmetry point in k-space.
Figure 1-5 depicts the key processes of excitation and relaxation for optically
excited electrons. Momentum is conserved and electrons are promoted directly in k-
space, with the direct transitions with the smallest energy gaps dominating the
absorption. Indirect transitions (Ak # 0) can also occur via phonon assistance.
Subsequently, thermalization via electron-electron and electron-phonon scattering then
produces populations at low-lying states (the conduction band edge). Additional
absorbed photon energy can also generate hot carriers from the conduction band edge
(yielding the free carrier response demonstrated in §1.2.2). Thermalized electrons and
holes eventually recombine, either directly or via phonon assistance to conserve
momentum. Mid-gap localized defect states can also be produced during electron
relaxation on the sub-picosecond timescale, their low energy the result of coupling with
lattice vibrations.2 21 Shaded in blue in Figure 1-5 are carrier populations where we
typically can measure them reliably, after band-edge relaxation and in thermal
equilibrium. The processes preceding this, shown in the dashed region, are measurable
only transiently or indirectly within our time resolution.
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Figure 1-5: Excitations and relaxation processes after photoexcitation in GaAs (simplified band
structure of GaAs from the Ioffe Physico-Technical Institute electronic archives). After photo-
excitation, electrons lose energy via electron-electron scattering (e-e), electron-phonon
scattering (e-ph), electron-hole recombination (e-h), or relaxation to defect states (D). The blue
shaded regions indicate thermalized populations; processes enclosed in the dashed region are
only transiently measureable.
To illustrate why this is the case, a simplified calculation of electron distribution
f (E, t) above the Fermi level after laser pulse excitation using Keldysh rate equations is
shown in Figure 1-6.27,29 Our measurements typically employ probe pulses ~70 fs in
duration, their temporal centers spaced 23 fs apart. Electron thermalization occurs on
the timescale of our pulse duration, and the electronic distribution is already changed
considerably via multiple processes by the point at which only twenty temporal points
have been collected (~500 femtoseconds).
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Figure 1-6: From Mero et al., 2005.27 Electron energy distribution post-excitation at different
timepoints, as calculated using the Boltzmann distribution and Keldysh rate equations. The 5
fs instance is modulated at the photon frequency due to multiphoton processes and
polarization; these modulations are quickly averaged out.
To attribute optical data in the time domain to microscopic processes, we look for
signals displaying characteristic timescales and features and for the interplay between
competing or coupled processes. As one set of examples, consider the sample signal in
Figure 1-7, consisting of signal from electron-electron, electron-phonon, and electron-
hole interactions on overlapping but generally increasing timescales. Carriers gathering
at the local conduction band minima (different symmetry points in k-space, as in Figure
1-5) may have varying relaxation rates that together dictate the material's dynamics.
Further, these dynamics can be tuned according to the desired application if we
understand their underlying drivers. In the first few tens of femtoseconds, we can
expect quickly changing nonequilibrium behavior. On the picosecond timescale,
electrons at k=0 may undergo direct electron-hole recombination-typically observed as
an exponential decay (~10 ps)-while electrons at other symmetry points may
preferentially couple to certain optical phonon modes (whose oscillation amplitudes can
be measured as a function of electron population if the coupling is faster than the
oscillation period).30 Similarly, defect excitation in the mid-gap range is possible in
certain circumstances and is an important parameter in device design. Defect formation
is detectable as low-frequency lattice vibrations if relaxation into the state is faster than
the oscillation period. The pathways and timescales along which electrons and
phonons interact are complex and highly variable.
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Figure 1-7: Examples of possible microscopic dynamics leading to a typical time-domain
reflectivity signal in a crystalline band-gap material with a Raman active. phonon mode.
Electron-electron interaction occurs on the 100fs timescale; electron-hole recombination on the
several ps timescale, and electron-phonon interactions on intermediate timescales.
Complicating further our observation of the above mechanisms is the reality that
in a probed area of sample, carriers can leave the region entirely. Typically, we
approximate transport out of the region as one-dimensional, since the optical
penetration depth in materials of interest is much smaller (tens of nanometers) than the
pulse spot size (tens of micrometers), creating steep temperature and population
gradients into the depth of the sample relative to the lateral dimension. The effects of
carrier diffusion and transport on the fundamental processes will be explored further in
our treatment of bismuth dynamics in Chapter 5. Heat transport by phonons, acoustic
waves, and pressure gradients, can also occur.
1.3.2 Coherent Phonon Generation via ISRs and DECP
Crystalline materials have characteristic vibrational modes resulting from their
structure; coherent phonons are their elementary excitations. Phonons are lattice
vibrations generated by dynamic perturbations such as ultrafast laser pulses and
detectable by spectroscopic methods when coherent, as highlighted in the orange-
shaded region in Figure 1-7. Coherent control has been demonstrated by selective
enhancement and cancellation of specific modes using time-separated optical pulses of
select photon energies. The generation and relaxation of coherent phonons depends
strongly on coupling with photo-excited electrons. Together, the lattice and electronic
properties can yield real-time information about the state of the system. Because
coherent phonon generation results from incoming photons (k ~ 0) as described below,
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the wavepackets do not propagate throughout a crystal, and are generally delocalized
over many unit cells. Two models have been developed to explain different
mechanisms of coherent phonon generation from ultrashort laser pulses: Impulsive
Stimulated Raman Scattering (ISRs)" and Displacive Excitation of Coherent Phonons
(DECP)," summarized in Figure 1-8.
ISRS Q F(t)
Qo
driving force
Qo 0 t
DECP
Q F(t)
Qo
Qo'
Q t
Qo Qo' 0
Figure 1-8: Adapted from Ishioka, 2012."5 Depictions of generation mechanisms and example
nuclear trajectories for coherent phonon generation via ISRS (top) and DECP (bottom). The
greyed portions beneath the time-dependent traces represent the driving force-a delta
function for ISRS (similar to striking the pendulum ball) and a step function for DECP,
(analogous to translating the pendulum string). The ISRS mechanism maintains nuclei
equilibrium positions generating sine function oscillations about those positions, while the
DECP mechanism displaces nuclei equilibrium positions generating cosine function about the
new positions when the wavepacket is launched.
ISRS may be understood in the context of conventional Raman scattering. When
light scatters inelastically with a material, it can emerge frequency-shifted due to its
interaction with Raman-active vibrational modes. When multiple fields are involved
with difference frequencies matching a Raman mode, the scattered light is coherent and
the signal amplified. As long as an ultrafast pulse is of shorter temporal duration than
the vibrational period, many frequency combinations within the pulse's spectral
bandwidth exist to achieve resonance with vibrational modes, allowing a single pulse to
launch a wavepacket.3 6 The effect is an impulsive launch of nuclear motion in the
ground electronic state, similar to striking a pendulum ball from its equilibrium
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position to generate kinetic energy. Nuclear motion about the equilibrium position
yields a characteristic sine function from the coherent phonon signal as illustrated in
Figure 1-8.
Formally, the laser pulse driving force is given by the Raman polarizability
tensor, the change in dielectric function with respect to nuclear coordinates Q: "
F(t)= dEk Ek(t)EI(t) Eq. 1-20dQ
where the optical fields Ek and El have frequencies such that Wk - o0 = Wphonon for
Raman-active modes.
In contrast, the DECP model employs photo-excited carriers to launch coherent
phonons via strong electron-phonon coupling in the material.4 Photo-excited carriers
are promoted to an excited electronic state, and the equilibrium position on the new
potential energy surface is shifted. The nuclear positions are initially unchanged
(following the Franck-Condon principle), so the potential surface shift launches a
vibrational wavepacket along the excited state potential as the nuclei experience a
restoring force around the new equilibrium positions. In the molecular picture,
electrons are excited from bonding to anti-bonding orbitals, causing decreased shielding
among nuclei, bond lengthening, and a reduced force constant as the restoring force
launches a vibration. Beginning away from the equilibrium position of the excited state,
the DECP mechanism yields a characteristic cosine function oscillation.
From our discussion of carrier excitation (§1.3.1) and model dielectric functions,
(§1.2.1 and §1.2.2), we expect that the laser pulse will drive an excited population of
carriers n(t) and that both the electronic redistribution and any nuclear motion will
modulate the complex dielectric function. The DECP framework as formulated by Zeiger,
et al. characterizes the change in electronic distribution in the perturbed region as
n(t)= pP(t) - pn(t) Eq. 1-21
where P(t) is the power density of the arriving pulse, P is an electronic decay constant,
and p is a constant related to the material's refractive index rI.' Additionally, there will
be a temperature change AT(t) as electrons above the Fermi level absorb photon energy
and equilibrate.
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For DECP to occur, there must be electron-phonon coupling along the vibrational
mode such that lattice parameters are sensitive to electronic redistribution. This
coupling is assumed to be linear:
Q0 (t) = Kn(t) Eq. 1-22
where Qo is the equilibrium configuration toward which nuclei are restored in the
excited potential. Qualitatively, we have n(t) as a function of the driving force and the
equilibrium nuclear position as a function of n(t), and we note that a similar relation to
Eq. 1-21 exists for AT(t). Because reflectivity is a function of the complex dielectric
function, we expect that transient reflectivity measurements will reflect modulation via
these parameters in the form:
AR(t) 1 dR dR dR
R R dn(t)+ eAT(t)+QQ(t) Eq.1-23
These dominating factors can be understood by the timescales of the measurement: on a
fast timescale, electrons have thermalized so that their populations and temperature are
well-defined; similarly, nuclear motion (lattice vibrations) proceed on the timescale of
several hundred femtoseconds. The differential transient reflectivity reports on changes
in carrier density and temperature as well as nuclear motion, allowing insights into
energy transfer and relaxation processes in the time domain. Noting again the relation
between reflectivity R and the dielectric function e(w), the third term on the right hand
side of Eq. 1-23 (nuclear displacement) recalls Eq. 1-20. While vibrational mode
excitation via DECP is not related to the Raman process, Eq. 1-23 suggests that the
detection of coherent phonons will be limited to Raman-active modes.
DECP was developed in part to explain the sole detection of the fully symmetric
Aig mode in bismuth and antimony without detection of the orthogonal Eg mode.3 8
Density functional theory calculations have shown the Aig mode to be selectively
coupled to photo-excited carriers; a potential shift exists along the inter-nuclear axis of
the Aig mode, the direction of Peierls distortion.39 40 Subsequently, modifications have
been proposed that express DECP as a special case of ISRS. 4 1 42 Specifically, the excitation
terms for the two generation mechanisms contain related Raman tensor components,
with the real part related to the impulsive mechanism and the imaginary to the
displacive mechanism.
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1.4 Watching Dynamics Unfold: Experimental Techniques
We have now encountered many of the fundamental ultrafast processes of interest
in materials discussed in this thesis. The observables discussed thus far have been
discussed as a function of frequency, while we are interested in watching these
processes as they unfold dynamically. How are the fundamental excitations shown in
Figure 1-4 be captured in order to generate a time-dependent picture like the one shown
in Figure 1-7?
1.4.1 Pump-probe Spectroscopy
Just as a sports photographer uses fast shutter speeds to capture players in action,
monitoring events that occur on ultrafast timescales (Table 1-1) requires a 'shutter' as
fast as the events themselves. Thus, we use femtosecond laser pulses for two purposes
in a measurement: to induce the material dynamics of interest and to monitor the
dynamics themselves. Femtosecond lasers pulses are at present the fastest that are also
robust and adaptable to spectroscopic requirements such as those met by the single-shot
instrument presented subequently. As attosecond laser technology and attosecond
spectroscopy techniques continue to develop," spectroscopists will be able to watch
even faster events unfold.
A robust tool of time-domain ultrafast laser spectroscopy is the pump-probe
technique (Figure 1-9). This method uses a pair of short (femtosecond timescale) laser
pulses: an intense 'pump' pulse (the perturbation) and a weaker 'probe' pulse (for
detection) separated by a delay At. When the pump excites the sample, it induces a
change in state. The probe interacts with the sample and 'reads' the response.
Measureable probe properties that are sensitive to the change (e.g. via reflection or
transmittance) report on the changed state for a given At. When At is negative, the
probe reaches the sample before the pump and no pump-induced change is detected.
When At = 0, the pulses arrive together and the probe response describes the
instantaneous response. For At > 0, the pump arrives first and the probe response
captures the system at t = At. Thousands of data points (for varying At) combine to
yield a picture of the time-evolving material response to the pump pulse. One critical
assumption for most pump-probe techniques is that the system recovers between each
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pump-probe pulse pair, so that effects measured by each pair are independent of effects
from previous pairs.
Advantages of the technique are many. The time delays between pump and
probe pulses (effectively yielding the total time window of the measurement) and the
time delay between pulse pairs (the time resolution of the measurement) can be varied
easily, enabling observation of many physical phenomena. Importantly, the technique
supports balanced detection and multiple scans, allowing even very weak signals to be
detected after averaging. If a pump-induced change in the sample relaxes before the
next pump arrives, the measurement can be performed on a single spot. If fresh sample
is required, a sample may be flowed (liquids and gases) or scanned (solids) to yield a
time-dependent response.
0
...... recovery
period
-1 ms
At=50 fs At=25 fs
Figure 1-9: In a conventional pump-probe time-domain measurement, an intense pump pulse
induces a change in the sample via light absorption and a probe pulse reports on the resulting
measurable change in optical or electronic properties. This pump-probe sequence is repeated
while varying the inter-pulse time delay, and a time-dependent response is reconstructed
The conventional pump-probe spectroscopy technique has key limitations,
however. Chief among them is our inability to study irreversible dynamics in most
solid'state samples with the method. While irreversible dynamics can be measured by
flowing samples in the liquid and gas states, solid-state samples are often non-uniform
at surfaces and interfaces and are challenging to synthesize in large quantities, limiting
the viability of scanning solutions. Constrained to a very small area, repeated pump-
probe pairs cannot measure a true time-dependent response of an irreversible event.
The very first pump changes the material such that subsequent pump-probe pairs see
the material in an altered state. Thus, the time-dependent response cannot be accurately
reconstructed. Instead, the conventional measurement in this case yields an evolving
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time-average of cumulative material change. A different way of observing the material
response must be employed for watching irreversible events in the solid state.
1.4.2 Single-shot Spectroscopy
Materials under extremely high-density excitation showcase novel far-from-
equilibrium phenomena that are inaccessible by other means. In many cases the events
that take place following intense irradiation are irreversible or only slowly reversible,
and either sudden or cumulative sample damage prevents conventional pump-probe
measurements. "Single-shot" methods that allow the entire time-dependent response to
be monitored in real time after sample excitation offer improved prospects for learning
about far-from-equilibrium states. This thesis describes the adoption, improvement,
capabilities, and results of single-shot femtosecond spectroscopy measurements on
solid-state materials of interest. The single-shot measurement yields a complete time-
dependent response to photoexcitation from one laser shot, reporting in real-time as the
system undergoes irreversible change.
Interesting phenomena far from equilibrium are many. Laser annealing, an
alternative to slow-baking in industrial annealing processes, occurs via high-energy
excitation processes that permanently move surface atoms into place after damage.25
Micro- and nano-structuring of materials can be achieved with laser pulses through
material ablation, which occurs at high excitation densities and cannot be studied via
conventional methods due to its irreversible nature ."' The precision and predictability
of the effects of femtosecond pulses on material machining hold great promise, since
non-thermal localized change can preserve the properties of the surrounding material
structure. Additionally, photo-induced events in high-energy crystals are largely
unstudied and hold great promise for understanding and controlling chemical
decomposition and detonation events.
We will take 'irreversible' to mean irreversible on the timescale of the measurement or
longer. For our purposes, any event that does not relax fully to its original state after
approximately 1 millisecond (corresponding to a typical 1 kHz laser repetition rate) is
irreversible, because it precludes conventional measurements. Additionally, permanent
change, such as occurs in ablation or explosive events, is of key interest, and can be
uniquely accessed by the single-shot instrument.
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probe train (measure) Pump (excite)
Figure 1-10: In a single-shot spectroscopy measurement, an intense pump pulse induces a
change in the sample. Because either the recovery timescale or the strength of response renders
the event irreversible on the femtosecond timescale, a temporal stream of probe pulses is used to
monitor the material response in real-time. One full time-sequence is constructed from one
laser shot.
First introduced in 2006,46 the single-shot spectroscopy method employs a single
pump pulse followed by several hundred probe pulses in close temporal succession
(Figure 1-10). The probe pulses report on material dynamics in real-time as they unfold
on the femtosecond timescale. Rather than initiating the same event many times over,
capturing a snapshot at just one pump-probe delay each time, and assembling a
reconstructed time-sequence, the measurement described here captures the true time-
sequence the first and only time it occurs. This enables visualization of dynamics that
have not been measurable by other methods. Full experimental details are provided in
Chapter 2 and Chapter 3; experimental results for systems showcasing new phenomena
under high-density photoexcitation are presented in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.
1.5 Photo-induced Phase Transitions
Conventional phase transitions often involve structural rearrangement induced
via thermal or pressure-dependent mechanisms. When ice is placed at room
temperature, heat from the surrounding air disorders the lattice into a looser network of
water molecules-a solid-to-liquid phase transition. But when certain materials interact
with laser light via the mechanisms described above, they can undergo phase
transitions on the ultrafast timescale. These phenomena are broadly referred to as
Photo-Induced Phase Transitions (PIPT), and they are distinct from the mechanisms
described above but generally come about via these mechanisms. A photo-induced
phase transition is conversion, via light-matter interactions, into a macroscopic excited
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domain with distinct collective structural or electronic features. Mechanisms of photo-
induced phase transitions are varied, and multiple theoretical descriptions have been
put forth. We will be especially interested in structural photo-induced phase transitions,
wherein a measureable long-range atomic order or disorder can be induced in the
crystal.
PIPT research on the femtosecond timescale over the last two decades has made
great strides in identifying new phenomena and possibilities.4 7 Inducing structural
change with ultrafast light pulses can in some cases allow states to be accessed that
cannot be achieved by other means. Among other achievements, short- and long-term
data storage options have resulted from this development,4 "'4 9 and domain-switching
devices remain a key application of PIPT advances." 5"
PIPTs also allow us to investigate the complex and intriguing interplay among
various material properties. Finely-tuned perturbations can tip the balance of
competing forces and interactions in favor of a new stability, enhancing our
understanding of these interdependencies and ultimately contributing to the goal of
better material design and control." In an extension of this goal, with the single-shot
measurement we can uniquely observe energetic interplay and 'tipping points' far from
equilibrium in hard-to-study systems.
1.5.1 Energetics and Timescales of Photoinduced Phase Transitions
Figure 1-11 presents a potential energy schematic of the states involved in a PIPT.
From the initial state Ii), the system is photo-excited to a transient state It). Under most
PIPT scenarios, the system relaxes into a distinct structural state of higher energy than
the ground initial state. This meta-stable non-equilibrium state 1p) is the photo-induced
phase, and it resides in a local minimum. Depending on the lifetime of the electronic
states corresponding to Ip) (which yield an energy barrier stabilizing the metastable
state), measurable structural change can result. Various relaxation pathways exist to
return the system to the lower potential energy curve, either to the low energy
equilibrium state Ii) or the higher energy equilibrium state Ih). Alternately in this
scenario, the system could reach state lh) from Ii) via thermal excitation (e.g., melting),
but the higher potential curve and its corresponding states can be accessed only
through photo-excitation. Specific photo-induced phenomena observed experimentally
and presented in Chapter 4 and Chapter 4 will make repeated use of this basic picture
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to map the system dynamics. Because the free energy of the photoinduced states can be
similar to equilibrium or thermally accessible states, with the transition toward them
coordinated by a delicate balance of cooperative degrees of freedomP' 5 3 PIPTs present
the possibility to induce macroscopic order change with relatively weak and local
perturbation.
E
it)
1h)
Order Parameter
Figure 1-11: Adapted from Nasu, 2001. The system can be taken from the initial ground
state Ii) to state Ih) on the same potential energy surface via thermal heating. Photoexcitation
from state Ii) to state It) allows relaxation to the metastable photoinduced state IP) which can be
structurally distinct. Relaxation proceeds to either Ii) or Ih).
Structural phase changes can be induced thermally or non-thermally.
Experiments using picosecond and nanosecond pulses in particular have shown
evidence for thermal laser-induced melting, wherein the sample is heated by the laser
pulse energy through the melting point into the liquid phase.55'5 5 Recalling the fast .
timescales in Table 1-1, we note the many light-matter and matter-matter interactions
that precede slow thermal diffusion. Femtosecond pulses have allowed initiation and
observation of non-thermal changes that take place at faster timescales than any thermal
event.57 When a macroscopic structural change results from these events, we refer to the
phenomenon as a non-thermal phase transition.
In a purely electronic PIPT mechanism, laser excitation induces a critical density
of excited carriers and causes a collapse of the band gap. This can occur when the
bandgap arises from coulomb repulsion in Mott insulators, as described by the
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Hubbard model." Because no electron-phonon coupling is required, the electronic
mechanism can take place within an unthermalized lattice in a matter of femtoseconds.
Alternatively, transitions can take place via non-thermal electron-phonon
interactions if strong coupling exists along key vibrational modes. In a mechanism
similar to DECP (§1.3.2), the result of photoexciting carriers is to destabilize covalent
bonding in the lattice. At high enough excitation densities, the lattice structure can
become so destabilized as to change phase. This non-thermal mechanism can be
understood within the two-temperature model of lattice heating, where electrons and
the lattice are treated as separate thermal baths with a coupling factor between them.
(The two-temperature model is examined in more detail in Chapter 4 in the context of
measurements on bismuth films.) Energy from a laser pulse is transferred first to the
electrons while the lattice remains cold, and the two baths gradually thermally
equilibrate through electron-phonon thermal interactions.
Identifying the mechanism responsible for a PIPT can by difficult. Both resonant59
and displacive 60 generation of phonon vibrations can induce electronic or structural
change through a variety of interrelated pathways: extreme bond displacement,61 62
orbital overlap and bandgap collapse, 9 63 and charge-density-wave modulation.", 65 For
charge-density-wave transitions, a related path is via photo-induced charge-transfer,
leading to a lattice shift and simultaneous bandgap collapse.66 Consensus on
mechanistic details remains elusive even for transitions that have been under study for
decades, though added experimental methodology will play an important role in
gaining new insights.6 7 68 69
1.5.2 Theory of Photoinduced Phase Transitions
To understand PIPT phenomena in the context of conventional phase transitions,
consider that phase transitions are typically characterized by an order parameter (e.g.,
inter-atomic distance, viscosity, magnetic moment, etc.) rather than by the external
parameter that effected the change (such as temperature or pressure). 70'71 A commonly
borrowed concept in photo-induced melting studies is the Lindemann criterion, which
states that melting occurs as an order parameter 6L- the ratio of RMS fluctuations about
equilibrium atomic positions to unit cell distance-exceeds a critical value.1 ' This rule
is applicable to both thermal and non-thermal transitions and even provides a
straightforward means to estimate non-thermal melting thresholds via the interatomic
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potential energy surface dependence on excited carrier density. Typically, the
dimensionless 6L falls in the range between 10% and 20%.7-75 While this metric provides
a useful intuitive understanding for PIPT phenomena, below we outline thermodynamic
and quantum-mechanical theories of PIPT as outlined in other sources. The former is a
useful starting point; the latter is a powerful means to estimate many useful quantities
and dynamics. Other approaches are mentioned briefly.
Thermodynamic Description
Thermodynamically, a state is stable if the chemical potential P is minimized. In
the case of PIPT, electronic excitations change y by changing the bonding. For a
comparable structural change that can be induced thermally or non-thermally, the
phase transition rate F = F(t) from A -> B is given by:
rA->B G e PAG Eq. 1-24
where # = 1/kT influences the rate thermally and Gibbs free energy AG influences the
rate non-thermally. We here summarize the formal thermodynamic treatment by
Bennemann, 2011, and references therin.76 One example of a useful thermodynamic
treatment of the PIPT phenomenon is in describing the role of electronic excitations on
supercooling or supersaturation, since certain excited states may lead to the creation of
nucleation sites. Hereafter, transition quantities refer to differences with respect to
phases A and B. The thermodynamic free energy A G is given generally by
AG=-SAT-NAp+As+--- Eq.1-25
with entropy change S, the number of particles involved in a nucleation process N,
surface energy per unit area o-, and surface area change As. Using a supercooling
transition as an example, AT = To - T,,, with To the temperature at the phase boundary
and Tnuc the final temperature where we will consider nucleation to be occurring. To
transition to the photoinduced picture, we replace the entropy term with ()AT. The
parameter q, the molecular latent heat from a change in binding, can be
straightforwardly related to electronic excitations since both interpretations change the
bonding. We approximate As as 4ncr2 for a spherical nucleation site and split Ay into
two terms:
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ApA-+B Aptherm + AYph ~ T ln(p/po)+ A ' Eq. 1-26
Here, po is the pressure at the thermodynamic phase boundary and p/po gives the
extent of saturation. The term AYph is the photoinduced contribution, which can be
understood as the difference in binding energies per molecule in response to light for
phases A and B. It is proportional to the effective change of energy per particle in the
nucleation site App, which can be expressed in terms of electronic excitation-induced
bond energy changes. Replacing N via the particle density per spherical volume
p = N/V, we obtain from Eq. 1-25 and Eq. 1-26:
4mr3 q 4nr3  4nr3 Eq-7AG 3 3 pAT pT ln(p/po)+ 3 pAy' +4nr2a Eq.1-27
In approximating NAph pAp, we have assumed uniform excitation for all
molecules at the nucleation site, which is only true at high excitation fluence.
To determine where the free energy change is favorable, we can simply set
A G < 0 in Eq. 1-27 and solve for the critical nucleation radius that yields a global phase
change:
3a/p
rc = A T + T ln(-L) - Ay' Eq. 1-28T ~ P0
Thus the further the system has been cooled toward saturation (larger AT and p/po), the
smaller the critical radius. More relevant for the photoinduced picture, a larger extent of
electronic excitation yields a smaller critical radius necessary for global change (since
Ay < 0). The quantity App must be proportional to the absorbed light and thus the
incident fluence F, since the probability of electronic excitation is proportional to F.
Thus we have developed a thermodynamic picture that illustrates cooperative effects in
photoexcited systems and relates the laser fluence to the threshold for global phase
change.
Other non-electronic descriptions of PIPT phenomena also emphasize (by design or
result) the importance of cooperativity in the lattice. Statistical treatments have included
a linear chain system with stochastic processes generating appropriate Hamiltonian
terms7 and a mean-field Ising model treatment with excited and ground states
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characterizing the spin-up and spin-down states.78' 79 These models successfully showed
that excited molecules were stabilized by aggregation along a chain.
Quantum-Mechanical Description
To describe the quantum-mechanical interpretation of PIPT phenomena, we will
use as an example the PIPT observed in tetrathiafuluvalene-p-chloranil (TTF-CA) depicted
in Figure 1-12 following Nasu et al.54" At 83 K, TTF-CA undergoes a transition between
an ionic spin-density wave state (SDw, wherein charge is uniformly distributed but spin
is spatially modulated) and a neutral charge-density wave state (CDw, wherein spin is
uniformly distributed and charge is localized in space), abbreviated here as phases I
and N, respectively. The transition can also be induced with a laser pulse.6 6 As depicted
in Figure 1-12, the change from N to I can be described via a charge transfer from the
highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of the TTF molecule to the lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUMO) of the CA molecule. This system (as do many others that
exhibit structural PIPTs) exhibits strong electron-lattice coupling, so the model must
build in the interdependence of the electronic distribution and vibrational mode along
the axis of charge transfer.
Spin-Density State
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Figure 1-12: Adapted from Nasu et al., 2001.' Representation of phase change between CDW
(N) and SDW (I) states in TTF-CA. Lattice displacement q1 is the site-specific displacement
parameter; sites I are labeled for reference in the equations. Black and white circles represent
TTF and CA ions, respectively.
The Hamiltonian operator corresponding to the total energy of the system is
H = $el + Hph + Hinter Eq. 1-29
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with the terms on the RHS corresponding to the electronic, phonon, and inter-chain
Hamiltonians, respectively. For simplicity, we neglect Hinter since the inter-chain
interaction is expected to be very small. The electronic and phonon Hamiltonians
proposed by Nasu, et al. are given here for completeness:1
He, = -T0 L(CtC1, ) + E LUMO-EOO ()'ni + U n,1 n,1 + (Vlbnionl+1 Eq. 1-30
I,a 1 1
Aph 4 -l12+ ~ + Eq. 1-31
A t
In Hel (Eq. 1-30), c, and ci, are the creation and annihilation operators for an electron n
with spin a- (T or 1) at site I as labeled in Figure 1-12. bn terms denote the charge on
alternating atoms or molecules: 6n; = ni - 2 (1 e odd) and 6n, = ni (I e even). To is the
transfer energy for an electron between the HOMO and LUMO on neighboring molecules,
U is the intra-molecular electronic Coulomb repulsion term, and V is the Coulomb
interaction between adjacent molecules. This last quantity, which describes electron-
phonon coupling, must depend on the intermolecular distance, so it is given relative to
the repulsion strength for the ground-state lattice VO by:
VI(qi,qi, 1 ) = VO + P1(qi - q+i1) + P2(q - q1+1 )2 Eq. 1-32
where #1 and P2 are the linear and quadratic coefficients. In Hph (Eq. 1-31), second- and
fourth-order coefficients S2 and S4 accompany the potential terms; the kinetic term is
omitted because we are using the adiabatic approximation in which electronic motion is
much faster than, and therefore independent of, nuclear motion.
To, ELUMO, EHOMO, U, VO, Pi, P2, S1 and S2 can all be estimated to a good degree
from ab initio calculations, visible and IR spectroscopy experiments, and x-ray
diffraction if the system is well studied. With the Hartree-Fock method, which permits
iterative calculation of the electronic energies as a function of nuclear coordinates, the
potential energy surface can be calculated. Results from Nasu et al. are shown in Figure
1-13 in the top panel.54 Phase I, the SDW state in red, is shown to be the true ground
state, but both phases are locally stable with respect to small changes in lattice
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Hermitian conjugate terms are omitted
displacement. The calculation predicts the adiabatic energy barrier AE between the
states and the crossover point for specific values of the unperturbed lattice parameter qo.
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Figure 1-13: Adapted from Nasu et al, 2001.' Top: Calculated energies per site from the
Hartree-Fock method for the phases depicted in Figure 1-12. Phase I (sDw; blue dashed) is
shown to be the true ground state; both phases are locally stable. Photoexcitation is indicated
from the ground state to the Phase N energy surface (CDw; red dotted); the green arrow
describes the relaxation along the excited surface. Bottom: Cross-sections of ground (blue
dashed) and first excited (red dotted) potential energy surfaces as a function of domain size.
After photoexcitation, the system relaxes to a metastable N phase on the excited surface and to
the ground-state N phase after exciton relaxation. The three-dimensional valley around the
cross-section is indicated for visualization; the functional form for displacement as a function
of amplitude and unit cell site is sketched, inset.
The top panel of Figure 1-13 describes the energetics of the transition between
phases, and is the starting point for determining the dynamics of relaxation to the
photoinduced phase (depicted by the green arrow) after photoexcitation. The Hartree-
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Fock-derived displacement qo per site is a function of the lattice displacement amplitude
and the molecular site itself, since neighbors affect the energetics. A typical functional
form is sketched inset in Figure 1-13 for different amplitudes Aq. 79 Then, the two-
dimensional potential energy surfaces can be calculated as a function of amplitude and
domain size. We expect the amplitude (extent) of lattice displacement Aq to depend on
the laser fluence F, since greater photon absorption continues to decrease the covalent
nature of the intermolecular bond. Local minima on both the electronic ground state
and the photoexcited state can then be located to find the conditions for the thermal and
photoexcited phase transitions, respectively. A cross-section of both surfaces is shown
in the bottom panel of Figure 1-13, with Aq (and consequently F) chosen to demonstrate
the steepest changes. N-phase local minima are located on the ground state surface
(Aq > 0.5, well is parallel to the page) and on the excited state surface near 45 unit cells.
This quantum-mechanical picture describes the trajectory of relaxation after
photo-excitation, predicts the nucleation (domain) size and energetics of phase
switching, and can be formulated in terms of absorbed photons or laser fluence.
Further, because the spins and charges have been assigned to molecular sites via Eq.
1-30 and Eq. 1-32, the charge and spin densities can be plotted as a function of real
space. This outcome provides the basis for relevant calculations on metal-halide chains
for comparison with our experimental data, which will be presented in Chapter 4.
In this work, we use coherent phonon generation to provide an indication of the
structural phase, since the activity of vibrational modes is allowed or disallowed by
changes in crystal symmetry. Probing the electronic band structure can also report on
the structure indirectly, since the periodic representation of electronic energies in k-
space results from the periodic lattice structure in real space. The development of a
single-shot method to observe these dynamics and novel phenomena can extend the
study of PIPT into non-equilibrium regimes with important and fundamentally
interesting applications.
1.6 Summary and scope of work
Motivated by multiple perspectives-fundamental science, engineering materials,
and a gap in measurement abilities-single-shot spectroscopy offers a way to observe
and understand solid-state physical and chemical dynamics far from equilibrium on the
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micro-scale. With the above described needs, capabilities, and core principles behind
the measurement in mind, this work will describe details of the instrument's
development, operation, and measurement results. In this thesis we are primarily
considering the control of vibrational modes excited via optical light. These modes
typically have frequencies in the 1-3 THz regime, enabling the possibility of driving
coherent vibrations directly with THz radiation (instead of indirectly via electronic
optical absorption) as that method matures. Information from single-shot optical
spectroscopy data not only enables understanding of systems far from equilibrium, but
may lay the groundwork for future work in other spectroscopy regimes.
Chapter 2 describes the femtosecond single-shot spectroscopy method in detail,
from the laser system and optical instruments to pulse characteristics and sample
considerations. This chapter also lays out key challenges and solutions, as well as
perspective on challenges yet to be overcome. Chapter 3 details noise sources and their
contributions in the single-shot measurement, including a full analysis of their
fundamental lower limits, their interactions with other sources, and strategies for noise
management. Chapter 3 also describes detection and processing in the single-shot
measurement-a topic intrinsically related to instrument noise-in an analysis ranging
from image acquisition and processing to data filtering and analysis. In Chapter 4,
results from a study on one-dimensional platinum-halide chains are presented. High-
fluence measurements on this model material are discussed, providing insight into the
properties and timescales of localized excitations within the crystal. Additionally, a
basic model for cooperative electronic and lattice effects leading toward the phase
transition of this 1-dimensional prototype material is presented. Measurements on the
bulk and thin film semimetal bismuth are presented in Chapter 5. Quantum
confinement effects, timescales of relaxation, and photo-induced phase transitions at
high excitation densities are examined. At the close of each chapter, contributions are
summarized with a look toward future measurements, potential improvements, and a
perspective on how the technique or measurements can shape materials science and
physical chemistry in the future.
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Chapter 2
Femtosecond Single-shot Spectroscopy
The single-shot spectroscopy method employs a unique combination of optical,
detection, and analysis techniques to achieve real-time measurement of solid-state
dynamics and energy exchange among light, electrons, and lattice modes. Measuring
these dynamics allows us to examine interesting physics far from equilibrium that are
largely unexplored. This chapter describes the experimental details that enable this
measurement. Because the method is still in development, much opportunity remains
for further optimization. Chapter 3 provides an analysis of the instrument as a basis for
future developments.
2.1 Light Source Generation
2.1.1 Laser system
Laser pulses for the single-shot experiment are generated from the integration of
three commercial systems: a laser seed source (Coherent Vitesse oscillator), a pulse
amplifier system (Coherent Legend), and a pump laser (Coherent Evolution-30). The
oscillator produces a train of ultrashort pulses, which are then amplified in intensity via
light from the pump laser inside the Legend amplifier. The components and core
principles of these systems are described here briefly, and the reader is referred to texts
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in laser engineering for more formal treatments of the mechanisms mentioned, as well
as discussions of the many challenges involved in generating robust ultrafast pulses.80
The outline of the laser system and the most important measurable properties of the
light at each stage are summarized in a block diagram in Figure 2-1. Figure 2-2 depicts
key processes in the laser system that change pulse properties, referenced in the
discussion below as applicable.
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Figure 2-1: Key elements of the laser system used for single-shot spectroscopy measurements.
Pulse properties (or their pertinent changes) are summarized between each block diagram
element. Not to scale, arrowheads schematically represent wavelength by color, repetition rate
by spacing, pulse duration by length, and pulse energy by base width.
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Inside the oscillator box there is an additional laser head. Pumped by a continuous
optical diode pump source emitting at -810 nm, an Nd:YVO 4 crystal continuously emits
light at 1064 nm by stimulated emission. This light is frequency-doubled (see §2.1.3) to
532 nm in an LBO (Lithium Triborate, LiB305) crystal. The output from this laser head
(532 nm at 2W power) is used to pump a Ti:Sapphire crystal in the oscillator box. Under
continuous-wave (cw) operation, light centered at 800 nm is continuously emitted.
Distinct frequencies supported by the laser cavity length form standing waves
(longitudinal modes) that have no fixed phase relationship to each other. Their
constructive and deconstructive interference with is constantly changing in time,
resulting in a continuous light source.
The oscillator employs a passive mode-locking technique via the optical Kerr effect,
diagrammed in Figure 2-2 [B]. Very high intensity can instantaneously change a
medium's refractive index such that a lensing effect is produced, reducing the spatio-
temporal pulse profile and thus preferentially amplifying short pulses. An aperture in
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the cavity ensures that losses to the cw beam are high relative to the pulsed light. This
process is initiated by a finely calibrated momentary change in cavity length to generate
a very large power fluctuation. Exiting the oscillator is an 800 nm (-40 nm bandwidth
FWHM) pulse train at 80 MHZ with a power of -350 mW. Pulses are -60 fs in duration,
yielding pulse energies of 3-4 nJ.
pump laser
D
multiple passes
C
A oscillator stretchier apiircmrso
B E
Kerr Lens Mode-locking
Figure 2-2: [A] Chirped pulse amplification (CPA): an ultrafast pulse is stretched in time,
amplified, and then compressed in time to near its original pulse duration. [B]: Kerr lens mode-
locking (KLM): the optical Kerr effect and an aperture are employed in the oscillator to produce
a train of ultrafast pulses. [C] Stretcher: group velocity dispersion (GVD) is introduced by
varying the path lengths of separated frequencies with a grating, mirror, and curved mirror.
[D| Amplifcation: within the amplfier cavity, the 800 nm seed pulse makes many round trips
while the crystal is pumped with a single high-energy nanosecond pulse. [E] Compressor: GVD
is reduced via multiple passes between a grating and retro-reflectors.
To observe the effect of high fields inside materials of interest and study
dynamics far from equilibrium, we want very high peak intensities:
peak Epulse Eq. 2-1
'Pea AAt
with beam area A and pulse duration At. We increase the energy of 800 nm oscillator
pulses via pumped amplification. Because very high pulse energies are generated and
damage to the gain medium and cavity optics must be avoided, we stretch the pulse in
time before it is coupled into the amplifier cavity and compress the pulse after
amplifying. This process is called chirped pulse amplification (CPA), depicted by the pulse
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profiles in Figure 2-2 [A]. Pulses are sent through a stretcher (a configuration of mirrors
and a grating, Figure 2-2 [C]) that separates the pulse frequencies and increases their
time delays relative to one another via path length differences. The pulse is stretched in
time by a factor of ~104 to a few hundred picoseconds.
The 800 nm oscillator seed pulses are amplified at the Ti:Sapphire crystal of the
Legend by pumping the crystal with an external Nd:YLF Evolution pulsed laser. 527 nm
pump pulses exit the Evolution at 20 w as a 1 kHz pulse train. Pulse durations are on the
hundred-nanosecond timescale, and are generated via active Q-switching. As compared
to mode-locking, Q-switching is an alternative approach to producing pulse trains that
yields higher pulse energies, longer pulse durations, and lower repetition rates. An
acousto-optic modulator (AOM) in the cavity is used to selectively diffract and couple
out light via the modulator crystal's acousto-optic response. The AOM ensures that
cavity loss is initially high so that the energy from a diode light source can accumulate
inside the Nd:YLF gain medium without inducing lasing. When gain saturation is
reached, the cavity loss is drastically removed via an electric signal and piezoelectric
transducer to the AOM, leading to immediate high power in the cavity that depletes the
built-up population inversion by stimulated emission. The effect of this sudden lasing
process, modulated at 1 kHz, is a kHz train of 20 mJ ~200 nanosecond green pulses (527
nm).
The high-energy 527 nm pump pulses are overlapped at the amplifier's
Ti:Sapphire crystal with the 800 nm ultrafast seed pulses from the oscillator. The green
pump pulses create population inversion in the crystal, which amplifies the seed pulses
in the cavity. Even after stretching the pulses in time, the ~200 picosecond seed pulses
are much shorter than each ~200 ns pump pulse. This is exploited in regenerative
amplification by passing the shorter pulse through the cavity many times during the
nanosecond pulse duration such that gain medium saturation and seed pulse
amplification are co-optimized (Figure 2-2 [D]). Once the optimal amplification is
achieved after many round trips, the pulse is coupled out of the cavity. Out-coupling, or
cavity dumping, is accomplished using an optical switch to shift the cavity loss from low
to high. A Pockels cell and polarizer are used as the optical switch. A Pockels cell
applies voltage to an electro-optic crystal, which can tune the polarization of
propagating light. The polarizer then retains the pulse in the cavity for amplification or
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directs it out of the cavity. The pulse amplification process can be observed and
optimized by coupling out to a photodiode detector, which enables precise calibration
of the Pockels cell switching times.
No pulse-trapping
Pulse-trapping PC e
for amplification e e
Cavity-dumping P
amplified pulse w PoL.
Figure 2-3: Mechanism of a regenerative amplifier in a simplified cavity. A pulse is rejected
from (or trapped inside) the cavity by switching off (on) the left-most Pockels cell, rendering
the polarization changed (unchanged) after two passes and consequently reflected
(transmitted) by the polarizer while the right-most Pockels cell remains off. Multiple round-
trips are made, and the right-most Pockels cell is switched on to change the polarization after
two passes and dump the amplified pulse from the cavity.
The optical switching steps for amplification and cavity dumping are
demonstrated in Figure 2-3. When the left-most Pockels cell is turned off, a single pulse
passing through the cavity exits via the polarizer. It is not trapped, and there is no
amplification. After the arrival of the nanosecond pulse and gain saturation, the left-
most Pockels cell is switched on, trapping the pulse in the resonator for amplification.
When maximum amplification is achieved (typically after ~30 roundtrips), the right-
most Pockels cell is switched on to act as an out-coupler in concert with the polarizer.
The 800 nm pulses coupled out of the amplifier cavity have a repetition rate of 1 kHz,
and energies are 2.3 mJ/pulse.
We employ a pulse-picking scheme to down-count the pulse train from 1 kHz to
10 Hz. Operating at this lower repetition rate facilitates single-shot measurements, since
many coordinating elements (TL signals, mechanical shutters, image acquisition and
download, etc.) accompany each measurement. In the pulse-picker, we apply a voltage
across a Pockels cell to switch the polarization of one pulse for every 100 out of the
amplifier (i.e., every 100 ms). A polarizer directs the 10 Hz pulse to the single-shot
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setup. For alignment and characterization, it is often preferable to have a higher power
laser beam. This is easily accomplished by firing the Pockels cell every other millisecond
to achieve a 500 Hz repetition rate.
2.1.2 Pulse optimization and characterization
To deposit energy into a material on a non-thermal timescale (less than 1 ps) or to
resolve lattice vibrations (whose periods are in the single picosecond range), the pulse
must be compressed to the sub-picosecond timescale.
Thermal lensing, diffraction off dust particles, and other effects can lead to
irregularity across the beam's irradiance distribution. These effects can be largely
suppressed by focusing the light inside a very small aperture, since scattered light from
defects does not focus as tightly as the direct beam. Before the compressor, pulses are
expanded by a 3x telescope to avoid damaging the diffraction grating with high peak
intensities. This enables spatial filtering at the focus of the first telescope lens with a
50ym pinhole, which smoothes the irradiance distribution significantly in preparation
for the optical imaging to follow in the single-shot measurement.
The pulse is then shortened to below 100 fs by a compressor assembly-a grating
and two retro-reflectors (Figure 2-2 [E]). The compressor compensates for a significant
amount of group velocity dispersion introduced by the stretcher. The total path length
traveled by the pulse inside the compressor is greater than its path length in the
stretcher, allowing optimal compensation of the first-order dispersion that was
introduced by the gain medium in the amplifier cavity. Pulse durations are
characterized using the frequency resolve optical gating (FROG) technique."
Since there is no high-speed electronic means to measure an ultrafast pulse in
time, the pulse itself is used to characterize its own temporal profile (optical gating).
This is accomplished by splitting the pulse at a beam-splitter, directing one path along a
scanning variable delay stage, and crossing the focused beams inside a nonlinear optical
crystal such as P-Barium Borate (BBo) to yield second harmonic generation (SHG),
described in the next section. Because SHG occurs most efficiently while the pulses
overlap in time, the autocorrelation of two identical pulses via a scan delay gives the
temporal duration of the pulse.
The temporal duration, however, is not a full enough characterization for our
purposes. Many of the optical techniques discussed in §2.1.1 introduce chirp-variation
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of the frequency with time. By incorporating frequency resolution with a spectrometer
as the detector, and thus measuring the signal spectrum versus delay, the FROG
technique demonstrates temporal chirp present in the pulse. The spectral measurement
of the pulse as a function of time also allows reconstruction of spectral intensities and
spectral phases through a two-dimensional phase retrieval algorithm.82 Thus the
intensity profile and frequency content of the pulse can be visualized in addition to the
pulse duration. Typically, FROG traces are obtained continuously while the compressor
delay stage is varied, changing the relative path lengths of the pulse's frequency
components to shorten the pulse in time. Pulse durations near 70 fs are possible using
this method. The intensity profile gained from the FROG measurement also enables
important troubleshooting capabilities for the single-shot measurement. As one
example, satellite pump pulses, which result from reflections off cavity optics, can
arrive a few picoseconds ahead of our pump pulse and compromise the integrity of the
single-shot measurement. The FROG measurement allows us to identify such artifacts
and verify their suppression.
2.1.3 Tunable-wavelength pulses
In many cases, it is valuable to pump and /or probe the sample of interest at
wavelengths other than 800 nm. This may become necessary when a resonant excitation
or strong absorption exists at higher energies than 1.55 eV. Additionally, wavelength-
dependent measurements can uniquely report on electronic band structure, since a
pump (or probe) of varying wavelength can excite (or interrogate) carriers with
different wavevectors, i.e., in different regions of k-space. Tunable pulse wavelengths
can be achieved by exploiting nonlinear optical effects.
From Eq. 1-1, the polarization of a medium is related to the incident electric field
by its susceptibility X. Eq. 1-1 describes linear light-matter optical phenomena, such as
the absorption spectra presented in Chapter 1. However, it is only the first order term in
the expansion:
P = eo(X(')E + X +E2+X E3 +--..) Eq. 2-2
Because the time-varying polarization of a medium can act as a source of changes to the
electric field, Eq. 2-2 is of key interest for manipulating optical properties. A medium's
(non-zero) second-order optical susceptibility X(2) is responsible for sum and difference
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frequency generation, discussed below, while the third-order optical susceptibility X is
involved in the optical Kerr effect. 3 Sum frequency generation (SFG) is an example of a
parametric effect, where interacting photons at high intensity mix to yield new
frequencies without imparting energy to the medium, as in:
hw 1 + hw 2 = hC3  Eq. 2-3
Generation of the outgoing photons can be efficient and coherent-and therefore useful
for our measurements-when the incoming beams satisfy the phase-matching
condition:
hk1 + hk2 = hk 3  Eq. 2-4
with k1,2,3 as the photon wavevectors. An energy-level description of SFG is shown in
Figure 2-4 [A]. One particularly useful case of SFG is second harmonic generation (SHG),
where wi = 02 = 2( 3. SHG can be exploited with one color of light, as in the FROG
example in the previous section, while SFG more generally requires two. For
spectroscopy, generation of a 400 nm pump or probe pulse is easily accomplished by
SHG of 800 nm light through a nonlinear optical crystal. However, the need to employ
other wavelengths for certain measurements remains.
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Figure 2-4: Energy-level picture of second-order optical processes for new frequency
generation. Green shading indicates incident photons; yellow shading indicates emitted
photons. [A]: sHG of 800 nm light to 400 nm, a special case of SFG. [B]: In parametric
amplification, one DFG mechanism is favored, and we amplify a chosen seed frequency w 2.
A straightforward method for obtaining tunable frequencies is to generate a
broadband continuum and select the wavelength of interest using a frequency filter. In
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this scheme, weak (~lyJ) 800 nm pulses are focused into a 2 mm sapphire plate.
(Stronger fields result in stronger non-linear effects as suggested by Eq. 2-2, but
unwanted effects and instabilities necessitate a balance determined by the application.)
The Kerr effect causes the center part of the beam to travel more slowly through the
medium so that the beam starts to self-focus. At the resulting high peak intensities, new
frequencies are generated across the optical continuum via non-linear interactions
through an as yet unresolved mechanism." 85 The output is a spatially coherent white
light. Wavelengths from -420 to 750 nm can be isolated by placing a filter in the beam
path. This method of frequency-tuning is sufficient for conventional pump-probe
measurements, which are often useful for sample characterization preceding single-shot
measurements. Taking 600 nm light generation as an example, 1iJ /pulse of 800 nm
light incident on the sapphire generates about 0.1nJ /pulse of 600 nm light using a 20
nm bandpass filter. For measurements that average over many scans and employ a
photodiode detector, this pulse energy is typically sufficient.
For single-shot measurements, however, we employ little to no averaging and
detect signal by spatially resolving photon intensities on a photodiode array. The low
photon counts that result from using the above method are not sufficient to overcome
experimental noise challenges. Pulse energies in the sub-nj range at the sapphire result
in downstream CCD detector counts of 10-100 above background, using at most 2% of
the 12-bit camera resolution. Instead we use a non-collinear optical parametric amplifier
(NOPA) to amplify selected frequencies from the broadband continuum. NOPA operation
is based on several nonlinear processes, summarized briefly here. Further experimental
details and specifications developed for single-shot operation are outlined in Poulin,
2005.86
Similar to an amplified laser system, a NOPA employs two inputs: a pump pulse
and a seed pulse. The pump pulse 'prepares' the conditions for amplification, and the
seed is amplified. The pump is generated by SHG of 800 nm light after the compressor.
By focusing the 400 nm pump close to a nonlinear BBO crystal, new frequencies are
emitted via difference frequency generation (DFG). This mechanism is shown
schematically in Figure 2-4 [B] with wi incident and W2 and W3 emitted. Strictly, the pair
of photons preferentially emitted should be determined by the phase matching angle.
However, by employing a non-collinear geometry incident on BBO, wavelengths over a
very broad bandwidth may be phase-matched simultaneously, as first reported by Gale,
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et al.87 Thus many frequency pairs C2 and C3 are emitted. In an OPA application, the
lower frequencies 03 are in the infrared range and collectively called the idler, and the
higher frequencies 02 are in the optical range and called the signal. The generation of
these frequencies occurs in a cone-shaped geometry and is called parametric
fluorescence." This is spontaneous two-photon emission from a virtual energy level
created by the incident photon.
We note from the energy picture in Figure 2-4 that for every c 1 photon
annihilated, an 02 photon is created. In this way, the w2 frequency can be amplified: Wi
prepares the state, and the decay process for a given two-photon pair w2 and W3 is
stimulated by the presence of C2. By seeding the DFG process with a chosen wavelength,
we can amplify that wavelength. For amplification, the broadband seed is generated
using a sapphire crystal by the process described above. The continuum is then focused
into the crystal and spatially overlapped with the pump. Because of the different
velocities of frequency components in the continuum, only a small portion will be
temporally overlapped with the signal and idler photons being generated. This is
precisely the frequency portion that is amplified, and we tune its selection by an
upstream delay stage in the seed path. The process introduces significant chirp as
pulses travel through lenses and nonlinear crystals, so the pulse is passed through an
additional compressor and optimized using the FROG technique.
2.2 Single-shot Optical Instrument
2.2.1 Measurement via spatio-temporal mapping
Key to the single-shot measurement is an optical probe that encodes temporal
dynamic information across its spatial profile after interacting with the sample,
avoiding the need for repeated measurements. The probe is derived from a single laser
shot that also produces the pump pulse, and all dynamical information is collected in
real-time after the single pump perturbation. This section introduces the concept and
optical details of the time-dependent probe pulse; the full optical layout of the single-
shot instrument is presented in §2.2.2.
A single probe pulse passes through two crossed echelon optics, which resemble
glass staircase structures about 1 cm across. Each echelon has 20 discrete and uniform
steps in thickness, formed by stacking layers of fused silica. The echelons were
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manufactured by Okamoto Optics. When the beam propagates through an echelon,
space-dependent time delays are introduced over the beam cross-section. A schematic
illustration of the echelons and the resulting probe beam array is shown in Figure 2-5.
The thickness of each step on the thicker echelon is 300ym; the thickness of each step on
the thinner echelon is 15pm. Due to the refractive index of fused silica (q = 1.45), light
passing through fused silica of thickness d will be temporally delayed relative to light
propagating in air. This leads to characteristic and discretely increasing time delays for
light propagating across each echelon given by the relation:
d
At =(-1)~ Eq. 2-5
c
For 800 nm light, the thick and thin steps impart temporal delays of 453 fs and 22.7
fs, respectively. When one echelon is rotated 900 relative to the other, a pulse
propagating through the echelons is deconstructed into a temporal grid. That is, the 20
portions of light that experience 453 fs delays relative to one another are each further
sliced into 20 portions that experience 22.7 fs delays relative to one another. This array
of 400 pulses is shown schematically in Figure 2-5. The slowest pulse is delayed 9.1 ps
relative to the first (20x22.7 fs).
Pulse 1 Probe Array CCD Image
t-0-
Thick Echelon
Pulse 400
Thin Echelon
glass thickness
Figure 2-5: Concept of the dual-echelon single-shot measurement. A beam is passed through a
thin echelon with 15pm steps running down and a thick echelon with 300pm steps running
across, imparting relative time delays of 22.7 and 453 fs, respectively, and a total time window
of 9.1 ps across 400 pulses. The beam array is eventually imaged onto a CCD camera, as shown
on right.
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The experimental implementation of the echelon concept is shown in Figure 2-6.
The Gaussian beam is expanded significantly, and its center is selected and collimated
so that the intensity is nearly uniform over the echelon area. After generation of the
spatio-temoral pulse array by the echelons, the array is focused onto the sample. Each
pulse arrives at the same sample location so that the sample spot experiences a train of
incident pulses spaced by 22.7 fs and lasting 9.1 ps due to their relative delays. The
probe pulses interact with the sample, typically after a perturbation by the pump. The
probe pulses transmit through or reflect off the sample, containing time-dependent
intensity information that reports on the photo-excited dynamics of the sample. The
probe is collimated after the sample so that the pulses reconstruct the echelon grid.
Finally, the grid is imaged onto a CCD camera, and we extract the time-dependent signal
by analyzing the intensity as a function of location within the grid image.
An example image is shown to the right in Figure 2-5. Time delays increase down
each column in increments of 22.7 fs, and the time difference between any two grid
squares in a row is 453 fs. In the image, each grid square (timepoint) is identifiable from
its neighbor due to diffraction off the echelon steps. As is described in detail in §2.3.3,
for a successful measurement we require various correction images. One correction is
sourced from a reference grid that is generated by the echelons but bypasses the
sample, and the other is sourced from a background measurement in the absence of the
pump pulse.
A Eclon Focusing Sample
Lens Detector
Input Probe Output Probe
Pulse Array
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Figure 2-6: Experimental implementation of the dual-echelon time-dependent probe concept.
The probe pulse is expanded and the center is collimated before echelon grid formation. The
spatio-temporal grid of pulses is formed and focused onto the sample by a lens. The sample
experiences a stream of pulses at the same location, and the pulse grid is then reconstructed
onto a CCD detector. A strong pump pulse is indicated preceding the probe pulse train.
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2.2.2 Optical layout
We have described the generation of high-energy ultrafast pulses and the dual-
echelon single-shot concept. Here we describe the experimental details of employing
amplified ultrafast pulses for single-shot spectroscopy measurements. Figure 2-7 shows
an overview of the single-shot experimental setup operating in a reflection mode
geometry with a single pump path.
Before the compressor and spatial filter, 10 Hz pulse energies are 2.2 mJ/pulse to
0.2 mJ/pulse. A half-wave plate and polarizer pair upstream in the pulse-picker setup
enable this tunability. The light polarization is adjusted by the wave-plate angle, and
the polarizer permits only horizontally polarized light. The pulse-picker is 95% efficient
when operated for the maximum 10 Hz pulse energy. Values referenced below as
'maximum' are derived from the highest wave-plate setting; 'minimum' values from the
lowest.
CCD
Crossed Detector
Echelons
Sample
Figure 2-7: Schematic illustration of the single-shot instrument after pulse generation and
compression. The pulse energy is split along pump and probe paths of varying relative path
lengths. The probe beam is expanded and separated into a spatio-temporal grid via crossed
echelons. A reference grid is split offfrom the probe, and both grids are imaged onto a CCD
detector. The layout is shown in the reflection geometry; Figure 2-9 shows both reflection and
transmission options.
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There is a combined loss of ~50% power over the spatial filter and the grating
compressor. This can be reduced to a 25% loss by increasing the spatial filter size;
however, this results in a loss of mode quality and yields little practical gain. The beam
is then split along two paths by an 80 / 20 beam-splitter, with the majority of power
retained in the pump pulse. The maximum pump energy after the beam-splitter is 0.7
mJ/pulse, and the maximum probe energy is 0.2 mJ/pulse. We first consider the pump
path.
Pump Path
A mechanical shutter permits or blocks arriving pump pulses via an electronic
signal. This shutter allows a true single-shot experiment by ensuring that all measured
material dynamics result from the one pump pulse that interacts with the sample and
also enables a reference measurement (described below). Details on the shutter timing
and electronic signal integration are described in §2.3. The permitted pump pulse then
passes through a series of mirrors, beam-splitters, and retro-reflectors that enable an
optional two-pump measurement. Figure 2-8 shows this assembly. From the one pump
pulse that the shutter admits, we can create two pump pulses with different path
lengths (arrival times at the sample) and intensities (perturbation strength) to perform
spectroscopy on an excited state system. In practice, the first pump is used to photo-
excite the sample far from equilibrium, and the second pump is employed as a weak
perturbation to interrogate the system state in concert with the time-dependent probe.
Data from two-pump measurements are presented in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.
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Figure 2-8: Two-pump setup. An 800 nm pump is split into two pumps using a series of beam-
splitters and retro-reflectors. The path of pump 1, which retains most of the incoming power, is
shown in red; the path of pump 2, which acts as a weak perturbation, is shown in purple. Both
pulses are 800 nm; color is for clarity. A single pass through a half-wave plate (pump 1) and a
double-pass through a quarter-wave plate (pump 2), when paired with a polarizer, provides
independent power attenuation.
When the two-pump setup is in use, the stronger pump pulse (pump 1) retains 55%
of the incoming pulse energy, and the weaker pump pulse (pump 2) retains 15% of the
incoming pulse energy. (30% is lost to multiple reflections off beam-splitters). The
pump 1 retro-reflector is mounted on a delay stage that introduces time differences
relative to the probe path, permitting flexibility in measurements. While our optical
measurement is limited to a 9.1 ps probe window, we are able to translate the relative
timing of this observation window to occur during or up to 1 nanosecond after pump
excitation by shortening the pump path by up to 30 cm. The pump 2 retro-reflector, a
single mirror, is mounted on a short delay stage. While the pump 1 delay stage is
moved in discrete steps for a set of two-pump experiments (e.g., to observe the system
both 5 ps and 50 ps after pump 1 arrival), the pump 2 delay stage is used for fine-tuning
the relative temporal overlap between pump 2 and the probe pulse. The pump 1 delay
stage is never scanned continuously as it is during a conventional pump-probe
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measurement. Rather, our ultrafast time sampling is introduced solely by spatio-
temporal mapping of the probe pulse.
Each pump path contains a half-wave plate: pump 1 passes once through a half-
wave plate, while pump 2 passes twice through a quarter-wave plate. Together with a
single downstream polarizer common to both paths, the wave-plates independently
allow up to 90% power attenuation for each pump pulse. Such polarizer-regulated
attenuators also enable quick switching of pump and probe polarizations during an
experiment. This can be valuable either for the measurement itself-when polarized
light preferentially interacts with a material excitation-or for noise reduction using an
additional polarizer before the detector. A variable neutral density filter wheel is in the
collinear pump path to allow for additional continuous attenuation up to a factor of 104.
Thus, the energies of pump pulses 1 and 2 can be tuned from 0.4 and 0.1 mJ/pulse,
respectively, to the single nJ /pulse range.
A lens (200 mm focal length) focuses the pump pulse of beam radius 5.2 mm (half-
width at 1/e2 intensity) onto the sample at an incident angle of 22.5 degrees. The lens is
mounted on a delay stage and can be adjusted so that the pump's focus is between 3
and 1 cm behind the sample. This varies the beam radius on the sample from 700 to 300
pm. It is typically preferable to employ a larger pump spot on the sample for two
reasons. As in all pump-probe measurements, if the probe size on the sample is larger
than the pump size, we reduce the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) by gathering information
from an unperturbed area. Unique to our measurement, in practice individual probe
pulses do not focus to one identical spot and may overlap with a gradient of pump
intensity. In this case, probe pulses will report on variability in the perturbation
strength that is inseparable from real signal. Both effects can be minimized by ensuring
that probe pulses interact only with the large, uniform center of the pump intensity
profile. In all, the measures described above enable a tunable pump fluence incident on
the sample from 100 mJ/cm 2 to 10 nJ/cm2 .
Probe and Reference Paths
We next consider the 20% of beam power -a maximum of 0.2 mJ/pulse after the
beam-splitter-directed to the probe path. Pertinent calculations referenced below are
shown in §3.3 in the context of instrumental analysis. After losses over reflective optics
and an additional polarizer, the maximum probe energy before the optics in Figure 2-6
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is typically 0.1 mJ/pulse. The probe path also contains a neutral density filter wheel for
variable intensity, which can decrease this pulse energy down to 0.01 p1/pulse.
Preceding the telescope that prepares the probe beam for the echelons, the probe
beam radius is 4.7 mm (half-width at 1le 2 intensity). The probe passes through the first
lens of an 8x magnifying telescope (focal length 75 mm). Prior to the telescope's
collimating lens, we employ a 1" spatial filter as described above. The spatial filter
selects 25% of the original probe power at the beam's center, and the selected portion
continues to diverge. A 600 mm lens collimates the selected portion. After collimation,
the non-Gaussian beam is 29 mm in total diameter and the maximum pulse energy is 25
p1 /pulse.
The probe pulse passes through the crossed echelons. The echelons are placed as
close to each other as their mounting will allow with both sets of steps facing inward to
optimize the quality of the echelon image on the CCD camera. There is significant
diffraction off the outer edges of the echelons, and we also employ a square aperture of
the echelon cross-area size (1 cm x 1 cm) to render the propagating grid well defined.
The beam power is reduced by an additional 80% by the echelon aperture, rendering
the probe grid array energy (all 400 pulses) 5 p1 maximum after grid formation. (
After the temporal array is generated, we employ a beam-splitter (R = 0.4) to
create a reference grid from the same pulse as the probe. The reference grid is reflected,
bypassing the sample, and is imaged onto the CCD camera alongside the probe grid.
Because the grid that interacts with the sample contains the time-dependent signal, we
distinguish the two grids as signal and reference. Their paths are shown in Figure 2-9.
The reference grid enables correction for laser shot noise variation, as described in
§2.3.3.
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Probe Array Signa: TransmiSion
Figure 2-9: Optical layout after generation of the echelon array. The reference path is shaded in
purple. The signal grid travels in either the reflection (shaded in green) or transmission
geometry (shaded in yellow) depending on the measurement details. A flip mirror activated for
reflection mode enables easy switching. The CCD camera sits at the imaging plane for all three
imaging systems shown. Focal lengths are not drawn to scale.
At the sample, the probe array has maximum total energy 3 pI /pulse, and each of
the 400 probe pulse that interact with the sample carries -8 nJ. The array of temporally
and spatially separated probe pulses is focused onto the sample by a 100 mm focal
length lens to an approximate size of 45pm across. Thus when the pump (of radius 700-
300 pm) and probe are perfectly overlapped, each probe pulse experiences 1-5%
variations in pump intensity, depending on the focused pump spot size. The
intermediate case is shown in Figure 2-10.
After interacting with the sample, the majority of the non-absorbed probe pulse
intensity from the signal grid is either reflected from or transmitted by the sample,
depending on the sample properties, its thickness, and the light wavelength. The single-
shot instrument can operate in either geometry by simply flipping a mirror before the
CCD camera, as shown in Figure 2-9. The camera is mounted on a translation stage to
accommodate the slight variations in imaging optics.
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Figure 2-10: Centermost part of pump's focused Gaussian intensity (with afocused beam
radius at 1/e2 intensity of 500p4m). The open black square shows the focused probe region. At
this pump size and for near-perfect overlap, each probe pulse sees up to a 2% variation in
pump intensity.
Imaging and detection
Signal detection in our single-shot measurement is achieved by imaging the
echelon grid of pulses onto a CCD camera as shown in Figure 2-9. Because the echelon
pair occupies about 1 cm in the beam propagation direction, no exact object plane exists
for perfect imaging onto the CCD. In practice, placing the object plane between the two
inward-facing echelons optimizes reconstruction of the image. In the reference arm, a
single telescope is employed to reduce the grid size by 3 x (600 mm focusing lens, 200
mm collimating lens). This process inverts the image, which is accounted for in our
analysis. In the signal arm, we employ a 4f imaging system before reducing the grid
size by ~2.5x (reflection geometry: 300 mm focusing lens, 125 mm collimating lens,
transmission geometry: 200, 75mm collimating lens). Within the 4f imaging telescope
(both lens focal lengths 100 mm in both geometries), the signal echelon grid is focused
onto the sample and reconstructed. Because the signal grid passes through two
telescopes, the final image is in the correct upright position. The side-by-side signal and
reference images that arrive at the camera are processed as described in §2.3.3.
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The CCD camera detector employs a micro-lens and a 1344 x 1024 array of detector
elements that serve as pixels. Photons incident on the chip generate electron counts
proportional to the light intensity. Employing the chip's pixel array enables the spatial
resolution of the light intensity-retaining the temporal information carried by the
spatio-temporal probe array. Each pixel is a bin which retains for a time the number of
electrons corresponding to incident light intensity at that pixel location. The image is
created in a storable form when an analog-to-digital (A/D) converter adjacent to the
pixel array processes the electrons in each pixel and stores the result. The counting is
accomplished by the consecutive charge transfer from one bin to the next until all have
been read. This process also gives the charge-coupled device (CCD) its name. There is
some error in this process which is called read noise.
The camera employed for single-shot measurements is the ORCA-ER from
Hamamatsu. It has an effective area of 8.6mm (H) x 6.9 (v) mm and 1344 x 1024 pixels,
with each pixel being 6.5pm square. Under normal operation, it can acquire up to 8
images per second, and it is triggered electronically as described in the next section. The
camera is cooled by a Peltier heat pump, which maintains the A/D converter
temperature and reduces both read noise and dark noise (movement of electrons from
thermal rather than photon energy). The camera's dynamic range is 2250, its read noise
is 8 electrons, and the A/D converter is 12-bit. These important camera properties
determine the sensitivity of our detector. The dynamic range is the ratio of a pixel's full
well capacity and the read noise. Thus each bin, or pixel, can contain about 18,000
electrons. The camera's quantum efficiency (percent conversion of photons to electrons)
is shown in Figure 2-11. At 800 nm, the quantum efficiency is -15%.
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Figure 2-11: ORCA-ER spectral response curve shows the camera's quantum efficiency under
high light conditions. From Hamamatsu Corporation. Available online:
http://www.spectracore.com/cameras/pdf/QECurves.pdf
Given the image reduction by both the lenses in the optical setup and the camera's
micro-lens, each grid point from the probe array occupies about 30x30 pixels on the CCD
chip. On average then, 800 nm light will saturate the camera when the incident photons
per echelon square exceed 1x108 ( 0.15 ), or when the grid-pulse energy exceeds 25
picojoules. Grid pulses can be well above that range as discussed previously (8 nJ
maximum), so we frequently place neutral density filters before the camera lens to
reduce absolute intensity without changing the intensity profile. The standard
procedure is to use as near to the full dynamic range as possible without saturating the
camera. Pixel capacity does not convert directly to image resolution; the A/D converter
must be sufficiently sensitive to avoid excess information loss. The 12-bit converter can
encode an analog input (electrons) to 2 =12 4096 different levels. Roughly, this
corresponds to 4-5 electrons per pixel value level. Thus the stored image is a matrix of
pixel values between 0 and 4096, where the value scales with the number of incident
photons (tempered by the read noise, dark noise, and quantum efficiency).
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2.3 Single-shot Instrument Operation
§2.2 described the optical details of the single-shot measurement; this section describes
the implementation of a successful measurement by alignment procedures,
instrumental electronics, and image collection.
2.3.1 Alignment
Careful alignment is critical to the success of a single-shot measurement, because
any spatial variation experienced by the signal probe array left uncorrected yield error
in our time-domain data. Spatial variation can be introduced by many factors, such as
the probe beam intensity profile (signal and reference beam paths differ, yielding
imperfect correction), the pump beam intensity profile, imperfect alignment through
lenses, sample irregularity, and damage or dust on the instrument optics.
The echelons are mounted on three-dimensional adjustable stages and aligned by
their retro-reflection (vertical and transverse echelon axes) and by their diffraction
patterns relative to the beam propagation axis downstream (longitudinal echelon axes).
The sample is mounted on a 3600 full-rotation Gimbal mount so that the surface
interacting with the signal probe array remains in its focal plane when translated along
any axis. The Gimbal mount is further mounted on translation stages that enable x, y,
and z adjustments in either the reflection or transmission geometry. Movement out of
the plane can increase the effective size of the probe signal array during the
measurement and /or change its incident angle, causing probe pulses to experience
greater variations in pump intensity and thus decreasing the data reliability.
Additionally in the reflection geometry, movement of the sample out of the focal plane
causes misalignment in the imaging optics and compromises the final image quality.
Full rotation capability at the mount's center minimizes these effects.
The alignment procedure for the reflection geometry is outlined here. If needed,
temporal and spatial overlap between pump and probe are first identified via a strong
signal on lithium niobate, which is relatively insensitive to optimal overlap. This signal
can be identified without data processing by inserting a polarizer in the transmitted
probe light and observing strong light attenuation in the echelon image. The sample for
the intended measurement is placed in the mount, and the sample rotation axes are
optimized so that the echelon grid is aligned well through the downstream imaging
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optics. A camera trained on the sample and a video output are used to mark the beam
sample location on the monitor. This is a relative measure of the distance between
different sample planes. If the sample is moved, the probe beam will appear to be
translated on the video output. To achieve alignment of the sample in the probe signal
array focal plane, the sample stage is swapped with a mounted razor blade. The razor
blade is translated until it sits in the same plane as the sample, as marked on the
monitor.
At the focus of a laser beam, all of the beam information is at its most
concentrated. We exploit this fact to place the probe signal array focus at the sample
(razor blade) location by translating the razor blade through the beam and optimizing
the probe focusing lens location for a uniform disappearance of the echelon grid as the
razor blade passes through the beam. To accomplish this, the probe signal array's
focusing lens is mounted on a translation stage in the beam propagation direction, and
the CCD camera is operated in a continuous capture mode. At this stage, the probe
echelon array is focused onto the sample surface location and the downstream imaging
optics are aligned for reflection off the sample.
Still using the razor blade to avoid pump damage to the sample, the pump is
directed to the probe location using a mirror and the sample camera video output. Both
pump and probe beams must be attenuated significantly to distinguish the center of
each beam and thereby achieve good overlap. After alignment of the pump and probe
beams on the razor blade, the sample stage is returned and an alignment check (of
probe focusing and pump-probe overlap) is performed. It is advantageous to check
pump-probe alignment on the sample near the edge or a region of damage, since doing
so provides some scattered light for observation. Finally, the probe signal array
propagation through the downstream imaging optics is checked for slight variations in
alignment on the CCD camera video output, and adjusted as needed using mirrors in the
imaging path. If the sample is rotated in this process, the process must be repeated
iteratively.
The image plane for the three imaging systems shown in Figure 2-9 is
approximately the same. To correct for slight variations, however, both the camera and
the final lens in the reference path can be translated in the beam propagation direction
(z). First, the camera position is adjusted for the chosen geometry (reflection or
transmission) by optimizing the signal image quality, and then the reference path lens
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position is adjusted by optimizing the reference image quality. The camera can also be
translated in the x (horizontal) and y (vertical) directions to locate the probe signal array
in the desired location on the CCD chip. A mirror immediately before the camera in the
reference array path places the reference array alongside the signal array in the desired
location.
2.3.2 Electronics and Timing
Laser pulse generation and the single-shot measurement are possible only with
precisely controlled fast electronics that orchestrate the process. We here outline the
electronics that facilitate 10 Hz ultrafast pulse generation (described in §2.1.1) and detail
the electronic timing scheme built for the single-shot measurement. Figure 2-12
diagrams the connectivity (curved black lines), synchronization (dotted blue lines), and
electronic signals (dashed red lines) that enable a single-shot measurement.
A synchronization and delay generator (SDG II from Coherent) coordinates the
mode-locked output of the oscillator with the Q-switching of the pump laser to facilitate
amplification. The RF driver from the mode-locked system sends an 80 MHz pulse, and
the Q-switch driver receives feedback from the SDG to synchronize its 1 kHz Q-switching
at even intervals of oscillator pulses. This kHz signal becomes an electronic 'clock' or
trigger that is synchronized with the amplified laser pulse output. To amplify a laser
pulse, the SDG fires the first Pockels cell to couple a pulse into the cavity and fires the
second Pockels cell at a time delay relative to the first to couple the pulse out. The time
delay between cell firing dictates the number of round trips. Synchronization with the
mode-locking driver and the kHz clock ensures that only one pulse is amplified and
that the output is at 1 kHz.
The SDG sends a 1 kHz trigger to a delay generator (DG). The delay generator uses
two output TTL pulses to turn the pulse-picker Pockels cell on and off via a high-voltage
power supply. The Pockels cell is fired every 96 ms (relative to an initial pulse from the
1 kHz clock) and turned off after 10 ps, generating a train of 10 Hz laser pulses directed
to the single-shot apparatus by a polarizer (Figure 2-12 [1]). The timing is adjusted to
optimize 1 kHz pulse extinction in the 10 Hz line with a photodiode and oscilloscope
after the pulse-picker setup. Though we employ a 10 Hz repetition rate pulse train,
during single-shot measurement acquisition only isolated pulses are released. We
employ two mechanical shutters-one upstream of the compressor, and one in the
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pump line to permit background measurements in the pump's absence. At the start of a
measurement, both shutters are closed.
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Figure 2-12: Connectivity diagram for the laser system and single-shot instrument. Curved
black lines show physical connections. Dotted blue lines indicated synchronized processes in
the laser system described in §2.1.1. Dashed red arrows indicate the sending of TTL pulses that
facilitate the single-shot measurement. Numerals indicate an approximate time-ordering of
signals; this time-ordering is set by the delay generators and the LabView acquisition code.
The DG also creates a pulse every time the Pockels cell is fired that is offset by 50
ms. This 10 Hz 'clock' is used to tell the electronics when a laser pulse will arrive after
the user starts the measurement process. The 10 Hz clock is sent to the computer as a
trigger pulse via a PCI data acquisition card (DAQ) (Figure 2-12 [2]). When the
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measurement process is launched (via a user interface on a LabView program), the
program monitors the trigger line from the PCI to wait for a TTL pulse. When a pulse
arrives, a timer is set, and the following sequence is set in motion to coincide exactly
with a single laser pulse's arrival at the camera. In fact, this sequence is performed
twice-once with the pump shutter blocked to permit a background measurement, and
once with the pump shutter open to photo-excite the sample and measure the resulting
dynamics-the data measurement. The sequence is diagrammed in Figure 2-13, with
the probe and pump pulses used for the measurement displayed as though there were a
photodiode in the pump and probe paths monitoring for the released pulses.
Background Data
100 Ms Image Image
r Ie
Trigger T
Exposure Exposure
Window Findw
10 Hz Laser Pulse Train Window
10 Hz TTL Clock
Single-shot Gate TTL Pulse
Pump Shutter
Single-shot Shutter
Camera Acquire
Get Image
Detected Pump Laser Pulse
Detected Pumip Laser Pulse
Figure 2-13: Pulse ordering for a single-shot measurement. Shaded in yellow is the first
iteration without pump for a background image; shaded in green is the second iteration with
pump for a data image. Circled are the two trigger pulses that launch the process. The exposure
window is shown as a red rectangle, its width set by the computer program. The 10 Hz pulse
train and the admitted single pulsesfor measurement are shown as photodiode traces on an
oscilloscope; detected laser pulses are shown as photodiode traces downstream of the shutters.
The program generates a digital TTL pulse called the 'gate' pulse 100 ms after the
10 Hz trigger. There is one gate pulse per image capture. The pulse is sent to a second
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DG via the PCi (Figure 2-12 [3]). A second digital TTL pulse is sent to the pump shutter
controller via the PCI if the shutter is to be opened (i.e., on the program's second
iteration) (Figure 2-12[4]). When the DG receives the gate pulse trigger, it triggers three
more pulses at specified time delays. The first, 100 ms later, opens the upstream shutter
for 60 ms to allow one laser pulse from the 10 Hz train through (Figure 2-12 [5]). The
second, 149.8 ms after the gate pulse arrives, sends a signal to the camera controller to
acquire the image (Figure 2-12 [6]). The camera controller immediately opens the
camera shutter (Figure 2-12 [7]) to expose the CCD detector for ~1 ms just as the echelon
grid arrays arrive at the camera-the signal probe array having interacted with the
sample, with or without the pump excitation. The third triggered pulse, 10 ms after the
acquire signal, tells the PCI to find the image in the camera's temporary memory (Figure
2-12 [8]), and the image is transferred to the computer via the DAQ functionality of the
PCI (Figure 2-12 [9]). The exposure time window is set by the acquisition program.
Each timing function described above is an important variable in the
measurement design, and is integrated with parameters in the LabView code that runs
the single-shot measurement. The 10 Hz clock is offset by the 10 Hz laser pulse train by
50 ms; thus, the camera exposure timed 149.8 ms after the single shot gate pulse arrival
captures a laser pulse at the camera. The timings are calibrated using a digital
oscilloscope, a photodiode in the pump path for reference, and the echelon grid image
capture. The 1 ms exposure time window can be translated so that it captures exactly
one pulse, eliminating the background 1kHz signal from the pulse-picker inefficiencies.
2.3.3 Image Collection and Analysis
One single-shot measurement-the real-time visualization of a material's
response to a single laser pulse-involves obtaining two images. The two images are the
background image, taken with the pump blocked, and the data image, taken with the
pump unblocked. The first enables us to filter out the probe's interaction with the
sample from the second image, so that the signal is due primarily to the pump's
presence on the sample. Each captured image has two grid arrays-the signal grid on the
left, the reference grid on the right, which arrive at the camera after being split after the
echelons and propagating down different paths. Normalizing the signal grid in the data
image by the signal grid in the background image isolates the response of the pump pulse
from the probe-sample interaction. By comparing the two reference grids between the
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background and data images, we can approximately correct for variation in laser intensity
from the first shot to the second.
Signal Array
(Sample) 11Reference Array(No Sample)
*9
Figure 2-14: Pair of images with (data) and without (background) pump pulse, each
containing a signal and reference array that derive from the same laser pulse. Blue arrows
mark key difference between the grid arrays that are exploited in image analysis.
The process diagrammed in Figure 2-13 is implemented by a LabView code,
which writes both images to text files upon completion. Each 15 MB text file is a 1344 x
1024 matrix of integer values between 0 and 4096. (Strictly, these values are shifted
upwards by ~200 to avoid the computational challenge of negative electron counts that
would result from dark current fluctuations if the minimum digital value were zero.) A
pair of images is shown in Figure 2-14 annotated with the relationships described
above. Note that the pump's presence is not visible by eye in the data image.
A MATLAB code was written to analyze the image data and obtain the time-
dependent material response. A threshold is determined (~250 counts) below which
points are not included in the data and background images for further processing. This
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results in a clean background and relaxes the dependence on perfect boundary
identification, since non-valued (NaN) pixels are not tabulated in the processing.
We wish to report on AR/R:
AR Rf-Ri Rf
R -- 1 Eq. 2-6
where Rf is the reflectivity in the pump's presence, and Rf/R; the fractional change due
only to the pump's presence. We divide the data image by the background image in a
pixel-to-pixel division to obtain the ratio between the signal arrays with and without
the pump. This step normalizes the data to isolate the effects of the second shot,
resulting in the division image shown in Figure 2-15. The pump's arrival is clearly
visible in the 3 rd echelon column of the signal array. From the divided image, we can
also observe an approximate view of the dynamics (with 453 fs time resolution) by
simply tilting the signal array to look 'up' the columns, as shown in Figure 2-15.
Though the pump response is the dominating feature, laser shot variation is also
contained within the divided signal array. Since the measurement is accomplished
using single laser shots, we must account for fluctuations resulting from shot (Poisson)
noise and beam pointing variation from air and thermal currents. The reference array,
which bypasses the sample, is unchanged between the two images except for shot-to-
shot intensity variations intrinsic to the laser operation. Therefore, the reference array in
the divided image contains the corrective information. We divide the signal array
response by the reference array response, both from the divided image, by first
converting the pixel array to two 20 x 20 matrices of average pixel values.
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Figure 2-15: Top: the result of dividing the data image by the background image (after
discarding values under threshold). The pump arrival is visible in the 3 rd echelon column of the
signal image. Bottom: a coarse view along the columns of the thick echelon show the material
response in 453fs steps.
For a given data set, the four vertices of each array are identified by the user.
Typically, this is only necessary once for a large group of data, as the echelon images do
not move appreciably on the CCD chip during a set of measurements. Longitudinal tilt
in either array is detectable by the input vertices, and is corrected by masking each
array and performing a rotational image transform. Boundaries are then defined as
even divisions inside the specified grid area, yielding two 20 x 20 grids of pixel groups
for each image that correspond to consecutive 22.7 fs time delays. Pixels within each
square are then averaged to yield the 20 x 20 averaged signal matrix and averaged reference
matrix depicted in Figure 2-16.
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Figure 2-16: Image processing steps. After obtaining the divided image, the signal and
reference arrays are separately processed. Pixel-averaging yields 20x20 matrices from the
signal and reference arrays. Their quotient minus unity gives the time-dependent material
response when unfolded into one dimension.
After the signal and reference matrices are obtained via pixel-averaging, their
quotient is taken to yield the signal matrix normalized for shot fluctuation. Finally, this
20 x 20 matrix is re-dimensioned into a 1 x 400 vector. Following Eq. 2-6, we subtract
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unity to give AR/R as the values of the vector. Their corresponding time values are
given by the echelon-induced delays. A final unfolded trace is shown in Figure 2-16.
The single-shot method enables measurements far from equilibrium by avoiding
the cumulative damage that would result from thousands of high-intensity shots. This
presents a significant challenge, however, since multiple averaging is used to wash out
random noise and is often key in attaining a sufficient SNR for the phenomenon being
measured. While high-volume averaging is disallowed by our method, we can gain
significant averaging advantage by performing even a few measurements repeatedly.
Figure 2-17 displays the results of the above image analysis algorithm on two
measurements, 1-shot and 10-shot, in the absence of a pump (to emphasize the baseline
noise). That is, the background and data images processed come from separate laser
shots, but are otherwise identical. In the case of 10 laser shots, the images were
averaged in real-time as 1344 x 1024 pixel matrices. 20 x 20 signal and reference
matrices were then extracted from the composite averaged image post-measurement.
The suppression of random noise is significant, with an improvement factor of
a10/a1 = 2.8 ~viO.
6 10 -3 1 i -7i 1 laser shot o1r = 1.5 x 10~3
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Figure 2-17: VNPimprovement in baseline noise is observed when the number of measurements
N is increased. Acquiring 10 single-shot measurements allows significant improvement of the
noise level while still preserving the integrity of real-time near-threshold dynamics
measurements.
Most 'single-shot' data presented in this thesis are the result of 10-50 laser shots
averaged in this manner. When multi-shot data are taken, the order of background and
data images is preserved; however, the division between the averaged signal matrix
and averaged reference matrix becomes less critical to overall noise reduction as the
number of shots is increased. In each instance of a multi-shot measurement, we verify
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that no cumulative damage results from the multiple shots that is not also observable at
the same order of magnitude for a single shot by examining the unfolded time traces. In
most cases, this process also determines the number of shots used for a measurement.
Averaging multiple shots enables a wider set of potential measurements while still
preserving the unique capability of the method.
2.4 Summary
In summary, we employ a novel method to resolve solid-state femtosecond
dynamics in real-time under intense photoexcitation. At the core of this measurement is
a grid of probe pulses generated by crossed echelon optics that encodes temporal data
into spatial regions of the grid. This spatial resolution is preserved by detection with a
CCD array. We generate images of the probe array after it interacts with the
photoexcited sample and analyze the intensity variation over the grid image to yield a
time-resolved trace of the material response. The laser system for generating ultrafast
pulses, the single-shot optical instrument, the electronic signaling driving the
measurement, and the processing technique were all introduced, and practical
considerations for sample preparation and instrument alignment were discussed.
Our real-time single-shot spectroscopy method is a unique and powerful tool for
monitoring light-matter interactions and material dynamics in previously unmeasured
regimes. The method continues to be optimized toward the measurement of physical
phenomena unreachable by other methods. The next chapter provides a framework for
future improvements to the method. Subsequently, we present single-shot spectroscopy
data on two systems to explore fundamental questions of electronic and structural
dynamics and energy transfer among material modes photo-excited far from
equilibrium.
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Chapter 3
Analysis of Single-shot Detection
The single-shot spectroscopy technique described in Chapter 2 offers tremendous
potential to observe material dynamics far from equilibrium-a pursuit of high interest
in condensed matter but one that remains in its infancy. Detection and noise
management remain key challenges of the single-shot technique; future improvements
to the current capabilities will derive in large part from attention to these matters. The
image analysis algorithm described in Chapter 2, as well as reduced camera exposure
time and an increased acquisition rate have led to a factor of two improvement in noise
over our prior work," yet additional opportunities remain. This chapter develops a
formal connection between the single-shot optical experiment and the spatio-temporal
CCD detection scheme. Laser noise, diffraction, field interactions, and the sample
response all influence signal detection. Here we explore the manifestations of these
parameters in using the single-shot detection method and image analysis. In so doing, a
framework is developed for targeting and assessing other opportunities in the
measurement's single to noise ratio (SNR) improvements. First, the signal sizes of
potential interest in our optical solid-state measurements are related to the units of
digital CCD detection and evaluated relative to noise sources. Pixel value averaging and
variation is then discussed, with attention to relevant tradeoffs and a presentation of
possible interference effects of physical interest embedded in our signal. Finally, a
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mathematical model is presented for evaluating the probe beam array explicitly in
terms of electric fields at the sample and detected intensity at the camera. These
calculations provide a framework for understanding the detection scheme in greater
detail, investing in improvements, and modeling processes of interest.
3.1 Digital Signal Detection and Noise Level Calibrations
If we assume typical magnitudes of relative reflectivity changes AR/R due to
instantaneous electronic excitation and lattice oscillations, we can estimate the
corresponding signal sizes on the CCD detector. In Table 3-1, we assume (AR/R),; = 0.02
and (AR/R)ph = 0.005. Knowing that there should be a maximum of 1x108 photons
incident per echelon square at the camera's maximum threshold (§2.2.2), let us assume a
probe beam whose intensity yields a maximum of 9.8x 10' photons per echelon square,
or 1.09x105 per pixel, making close to full use of the camera's dynamic range. As is
clear from Table 3-1, we must rely on relatively small numbers of digital counts to
resolve signals of interest even using the camera's full dynamic range. A ARe; of 2% is
expected to manifest as ± 75 counts, and a ARph of 0.5% as ± 19 counts when employing
the full dynamic range (DR) of the camera. Employing a more narrow range with
weaker incident light yields correspondingly lower detection thresholds. The values in
Table 3-1 were calculated considering a quantum yield of 0.15 at 800 nm and an
electron-to-count conversion factor of 4.5, in accordance with the camera specificiations
described in §2.2.2.
Table 3-1: Sample response pixel detection for full and half dynamic range (DR)
Full DR: avg. Full DR: avg. Full DR: avg. Half DR: avg.
hotons /pixel electrons /pixel digital counts digital counts
1.09x10r 16,350 3720 1860
ARph(.% ± 5±82±1± 9.5
ARei (2%/) ± 2180 ±327 - 75 f38
To put this estimate in context, we return to the data used to illustrate the image
analysis procedure in Chapter 2. The observed electronic signal change (AR/R)el from
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the pre-pump baseline to the maximum of the electronic background (exponential fit
amplitude) is 0.007 (Figure 3-1 [A]). Roughly, we observe from the divided signal
matrix that a strong signal (the electronic response) is visible down the 4' column
(Figure 3-1 [B]). Taking the difference between the average pixel values of the 4* and 1St
columns of the data image signal grid (Figure 3-1 [C]), less average pixel values of the
4t and 1t columns, respectively, of the background image signal grid (Figure 3-1 [D]) to
correct for probe beam variation, we have a difference of roughly 27 counts,
corresponding roughly to what is expected for a 0.7% signal near full dynamic range,
from Table 3-1.
The calibration suggests that noise sources must cumulatively contribute less
than 10-20 counts per measurement point to successfully resolve an oscillatory phonon
signal. As will be demonstrated in the following section (see Figure 3-4), averaging over
at least 100 pixels is necessary for most grid points to achieve a stable reported average,
while 300-400 are needed to fully sample the distribution. As a conservative threshold
for a good SNR, averaging over 100 pixels should yield uncertainties of no larger than
10 counts.
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Figure 3-1: Illustration of orders of magnitude in signal detection. [A] Sample signal, exhibiting a 0.7%
differential reflectivity change. [B] The result of averaging each grid point of the divided image
(signal/background) illustrates the baseline and signal locations on the grid. [C] The data image signal
matrix yields a difference of 29 counts, adjusted to 27 when corrected by the difference between data and
background images [D].
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Three noise parameters are typically relevant in CCD imaging applications:
electron counts from thermal energy, rather than photon energy, variation in the
number of photons, and noise in the charge-coupling and digital readout of the camera.
Camera dark noise, nd, yields a background count level that is proportional to exposure
time. The dark current per unit time for our camera was measured to be 0.2 counts per
100 ms, so that nd = leo )t. Variation in the number of photons measured per pixel
is the photon noise np. The photon noise reflects the random arrival of photons
fundamental to the nature of light and is expected to follow Poisson statistics, with the
measured deviation per unit time varying by up to Nphotons. Finally, the camera readout
noise nr is 8 electrons, and is assumed to be constant. The total expected noise per pixel
from the CCD image acquisition over the t =1 ms exposure time may be calculated from
the separate noise sources by converting to uniform units of electrons per pixel:
CCD= l+ n2 +n= 0.012 + (0.15)Nphotons+ Eq.3-1
Assuming photons incident on the camera in the range of 1x 10' per pixel (following
Table 3-1), the expected noise per pixel is 122 electrons, or -27 counts. As expected for
high light conditions, the largest contributing factor by far is photon noise. While pixel
non-uniformity can be a noise source in some CCD imaging applications, our pixel array
was characterized via a standard flat-field calibration using an incoherent light source
and found to exhibit no reproducible irregularity among pixels.
Because our measurement uses two images for signal extraction, we must also
account for variations in the laser intensity. Laser shot-to-shot fluctuations were
measured to be 0.25% RMs at 800 nm over 20 seconds (0.05 Hz), 0.2% RMS over 10
seconds (0.1 Hz), and 0.15% RMS over 2 seconds (0.5 Hz). The single-shot measurement
is performed at a rate between 0.5 Hz and 0.8 Hz depending the selected computer
memory allocation procedure. With the number of photons directly proportional to
measured power, the noise from the laser in units of electrons can then be estimated by
nLaser = QEA RMSacqNphotons Eq. 3-2
We obtain 22 electrons, or 5 counts when evaluating Eq. 3-2 for 800 nm, 1x105 photons
per pixel, and the RMS value of 0.15% (conservatively at the lower end of our acquisition
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rate range). We estimate the fundamental noise floor per pixel via the CCD and laser
noise sources to be 27.5 counts at 800 nm via:
~2 2
npixel = nCCD + nLaser Eq. 3-3
Assuming a factor of Npixels reduction in the noise level upon averaging over
Npixels, averaging over 100 pixels will yield a noise level of ~3 counts per echelon square
measurement, which is acceptably within the desired range. Averaging over a large
fraction of the -700 pixels per echelon grid point should yield a lower variation of ~1
count per measurement. Inevitably, additional sources of noise exist that add to the 3
count base level. Electronic interferences among camera system components are present
due to the contrast between microvolt-level signaling of the internal CCD electronics and
the more noisy operation elements used to cool, send voltage signals, and transfer
collected data. These interferences are typically highly correlated in the frequency
domain, and have been characterized in our lab to occur chiefly in the 10-20 Hz region.
Thus their effects can typically be isolated from our oscillatory signals of interest (in the
2-4 THz regime), but their presence in the time domain nonetheless can obscure
relevant phenomena and render very sensitive measurements irreproducible.
Optical alignment also plays a role in noise management. Sources of noise in
alignment and optical aberrations in the single-shot experiment are discussed in Shin,
2010." Of particular note is a recurring periodic feature at 2.2 THz corresponding to the
step size of the thick echelon used in our experiment. Because beams separated by 453
fs are also the most spatially separated from each other, any spatial variations
experienced by the grid of pulses, such as pump intensity, sample irregularity, and
focusing plane, will manifest themselves as periodic noise at 2.2 THz. The periodic
effect can range from being undetectable to overwhelming the signal at several percent
when several spatial variation sources are present. (There is an analogous variation over
the other echelon dimension that manifests as a uniform AR/R drift over the
experimental time window, but it is typically of less concern in signal analysis.)
Additionally, interference effects from phase variation in the array of probe beams may
introduce noise. Section 3.3 presents a framework for interpreting noise sources
intrinsic to beam interactions in the dual echelon optical setup.
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3.2 Pixel variation and averaging
We here explore the importance and effect of averaging over pixels in the single-
shot experiment. Twenty images without a pump pulse were taken in close succession
to directly measure typical pixel value variation. Figure 3-2 shows the standard
deviation of each pixel across the set of images, with representative standard deviations
labeled in the background (a = 3.9), in the echelon signal grid (o- = 22.4), and in a
boundary (o- = 9.5). The measured variation per pixel when measuring laser intensity
across the grid is found to be close to the calculated value of 27.5 counts reported in the
previous section.
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Figure 3-2: The pixel-by-pixel standard deviation across 20 images taken at a rate of about I
Hz. The experimental acquisition rate is 0.8 Hz.
The standard deviation per pixel value in the echelon grid region ranges between
20 and 100, well into the range of signal levels in Table 3-1, necessitating an average
over many pixels. However, image edge-finding algorithms lack precision, so there may
be cause to favor conservative boundary estimation over full pixel averaging. Figure 3-3
shows the effect on the measured signal [A] and the baseline noise level [B] of
averaging over successively more pixels per echelon square, from the center outward.
Here, the baseline noise is defined as the standard deviation of the last 2 picoseconds of
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AR/R data. Increasing the averaging up to about 300 pixels (1/3 of the total 700-900 per
square), there is significant noise suppression, and averaging beyond that point does
not substantially decrease the baseline noise.
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Figure 3-3: [A] Signal obtained by averaging over increasingly large fraction of pixels per
square, from 10% (top) to near 100% (bottom). [B] Standard deviation of last 2 picoseconds of
data as a function of the number of averaged pixels per square.
To take a closer look at this result, we tabulate the reported average of each
square (the value that appears per time-point in each unfolded time trace) as a function
of the number of pixels averaged for a random selection of squares. Figure 3-4 shows
one such instance. We find that the reported average for most squares converges after
only about 100 pixels have been counted (-13%). The reported average for some
squares, however, continues to change until nearly all have been averaged. We note that
in the instance shown in Figure 3-4 (and in other iterations performed) the grid square
requiring the most averaging to converge corresponds to the [10,4] square, or 1.6 ps in
time. In this data, as shown in Figure 3-4, the 1.6 ps time-point corresponds to a very
strong signal.
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Figure 3-4: The reported average over randomly selected pixel squares is shown as a function of
pixel area averaged. The instance seen to change most appreciably as the number of averaged
pixels increases beyond -300 is [10,41, which corresponds to 1.6 ps -in this data, the time of a
strong pump response.
To explore the unexpected result that grid squares corresponding to strong
signal points require more averaging, the divided signal image corresponding to this
data (which is then pixel-averaged to yield the unfolded trace) is shown in a colormap
scheme in Figure 3-5, which highlights variation. The [10,4] square is highlighted. In
that grid point and the surrounding ones, we observe strong variations of light and
dark intensity relative to the pre-pump intensity (e.g., the first two columns). The
strongest variations are observed between the grid points of [18,3] and [10,4], or
between 1.3 and 1.6 ps. This region corresponds closely to the rise observed in the data
that we attribute to electronic excitation.
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Figure 3-5: The signal side of a divided image (data image / background image) shows strong
variations in each grid square during the time of the electronic rise in the data (1.3 to 1.6 ps),
and moderate but distinct variations after 1.6 ps.
Figure 3-6 displays the familiar unfolded trace, as calculated by pixel-averaging
the image in Figure 3-5 and dividing by the reference pixel-averaged grid. Also
displayed is an unfolded trace derived from pixel value standard deviations over each
grid square instead of pixel value averages. Comparing the two measures, a sharper rise
is apparent in the standard deviation trace, and the measured standard deviation
returns to the pre-pump level after -1 ps, whereas the measured average decays over
the time of the probe window. A phonon signal at 2.9 THz (corresponding to the Raman
active mode in Bismuth) is visible in the averaged trace; however, the standard
deviation trace does not display an oscillatory component. Oscillatory structure in the
standard deviation trace was found by Fourier transform to occur at 2.2 THz, the
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periodic noise feature common to our measurement from thick echelon time steps.
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Figure 3-6: Unfolded traces of the image in Figure 3-5 derived from the average of pixel values
in each grid point (top) and the standard deviation of pixel values in each grid point (bottom).
The dashed line is a guide to the eye placed on the rising edge of both time traces.
The image's noticeable variation in individual grid squares over the timescale of
average intensity rise suggests the possibility of interactions between the pump and
probe pulses that we can uniquely detect on the CCD array. In a typical pump-probe
experiment, photon counts are averaged by a photodiode without a mechanism to
resolve intensity variation in a single pulse. The structure visible in the divided image is
suggestive of beam interference patterns, a possibility explored and modeled in §3.3.3,
and may provide an independent measure of a short-time electronic response as
compared to the pixel-averaged trace.
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3.3 Modeling the Spatio-Temporal Probe Array
Details of the probe beam array employed in the single-shot experiment are calculated
and modeled in this section to provide a framework for understanding phenomena of
interest and evaluating prospective changes to experimental operation.
3.3.1 Beam Power and Intensity Profile
Before the lens that expands the probe beam and prepares it for echelon imaging,
the probe has a beam radius of 4.7 mm (half-width at lie2 intensity). A one-inch round
aperture selects the beam center 61 cm downstream. By the ABCD matrix propagation
method, the beam was calculated to have a radius of 3.35 cm immediately before the
aperture. To calculate the beam power P = I/A through the aperture, we model the
expanded beam intensity profile as a two-dimensional Gaussian (Figure 3-7 inset) and
integrate under the circular area of radius 0.50" (12.7 mm). The volume under the
normalized intensity surface at a specified radius outward yields the percent power
permitted by an aperture of that size. The integration result is shown for several values
of aperture radii in Figure 3-7. We find that 25 % of the incoming beam power is
selected by the 12.7 mm aperture. This result was also measured experimentally, but
verified here due to the difficulty of measuring low-intensity beams over large areas.
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Figure 3-7: Power of input Gaussian beam of radius 3.35 cm (inset) permitted by an aperture
of varying size, determined by integrating under the Gaussian intensity surface (inset). After
expansion, the single-shot probe encounters a 1" diameter aperture (12.7 mm radius) that
permits 25% of the power.
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The selected beam propagates for 8 cm before the collimating lens. Again by ABCD
matrix propagation, we obtain 29.2 mm as the total diameter of the selected beam at the
collimating lens. The beam now resembles the tip of a two-dimensional Gaussian. The
collimated beam propagates through the echelons and a square aperture of the echelon
cross-area size (1 cm x1 cm). We calculate the power and new intensity profile through
the echelons by treating the echelons as a square aperture. Ignoring reflection and
diffraction, we obtain the intensity profile of the probe grid, containing 20% of the
incoming beam power, shown in Figure 3-8. We find that the echelon grid profile varies
by ~6% from the center to the corners, and by 3-4% from the center to the edges.
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Figure 3-8: Intensity profile of the probe beam across the echelon grid before being focused onto
the sample. The beam is -1 cm across, and its intensity varies up to 6% from the beam center
to the corners.
3.3.2 Spatio-Temporal Interactions Among Probe Pulses
We would like to understand the behavior of probe beams at the sample and
quantify the outcomes of changing various parameters such as pulse duration,
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irradiance distribution, and wavelength for experimental optimization. We can then
translate this information to make predictions about the detected signal on camera.
Each probe beam portion experiences four glass edges as it propagates through
the crossed echelons. If we treat each group of edges as a square aperture, we can
proceed to model the beam from diffraction theory. The calculated diffraction pattern
will be inexact, because the light experiences the edges at different points in time and
space. That is, a beam that experiences edge diffraction on its left side propagates a
short distance before experiencing edge diffraction in its right side, and so on. The
result will be a blurring of the calculated pattern, because each diffraction edge acts as a
point source whose plane waves propagate and interfere, creating a new pattern, before
experiencing the next edge. Additionally, as discussed in §2.2.2, because the echelon
pair thickness precludes a precise object plane, our imaging system deviates
significantly from the ideal.
The far-field distribution of an electric field that propagates through a single
rectangular aperture is a two-dimensional sinc function:9 0
E1 (X,Y,t) =C )in )cos(wt - kD) Eq. 3-4(a )(P
ka kb
a= D Y kX Eq. 3-5
where k = 2n/A, a and b are the vertical and horizontal dimensions of the aperture,
respectively, D is the far-field distance, and C is a constant reflecting the maximum field
amplitude, which we subsequently neglect. A pair of rectangular apertures separated
by a distance w either horizontally or vertically create an interference pattern that is
simply the sum of their separate fields. To evaluate the resulting interacting field
(E1 + E2) at an observation point in front of one aperture, we modify the kD term in Eq.
3-4 for the second field E2 to reflect its different path length to the observation point in
terms of w:90
E2 (X,Y,t) = sina cos(et - kD + 2px,v) Eq. 3-6
Ox = wX, p 2D Y Eq. 3-72D 2D
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Similarly, the result of adding more apertures symmetrically about a center aperture
can be calculated by adding additional fields with the appropriate path lengths. For
t = 0, calculated electric field distributions are shown in Figure 3-9 for a single aperture,
three apertures, and five apertures in the geometries shown.
-22.5
Figure 3-9: Far-field diffraction patterns from [A] a single rectangular aperture, [B] 3
apertures, one above and one below the original, and [C] 5 apertures, with 4 placed
symmetrically about the original. The values used for center-to-center distances between
apertures were equal to the aperture dimensions.
In our optical system, the focusing lens after the echelon pair maps the far-field
diffraction pattern of the preceding apertures onto its focal plane, so we replace D in the
above equations with the lens focal lengthf, and expect patterns like those shown in
Figure 3-9 to arrive at the focus. Noting that a Gaussian distribution, rather than a sinc
function, interacts with the sample in a conventional spectroscopy experiment, we wish
to ascertain the effects of this diffraction distribution on our detected signal. As
described in §2.2, the probe array focuses to about 45 ym across. This sets our scaling for
the aperture dimensions at the focus, yielding the axes in Figure 3-9. This is the primary
region we image onto the CCD camera, and The center region, highlighted by a white
square, becomes more complex as more apertures contribute to the diffraction pattern.
Because this complexity is encoded at the focal point where we obtain dynamical time-
domain data, we seek to know the patterns or variation the beam interaction imparts to
the data.
For light propagating uniformly through an array of identical apertures, the
overall diffraction pattern becomes the product of one aperture's diffraction pattern and
a set of point sources in the shape of the array. However, phase shifts and temporal
delays prevent us from utilizing this convenient result. The added term in Eq. 3-6
accounts for the angular phase shift $ang between beams traveling from different points
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of the echelon grid to the focus. If the coordinate system that determines path lengths is
devised so that the origin is placed at the grid center, these phase factors form a
symmetric distribution as they increase from the center point (Figure 3-10 [A]).
However, an additional phase term #trans must be added that results from light
propagating through the glass:
#trans = k(j - 1)d Eq. 3-8
where r is the refractive index and d is the amount of glass a beam passes through.
These phase factors collectively form an asymmetric distribution that follows the
cumulative echelon thickness (Figure 3-10 [B]). For the field of an individual probe
beam, the total phase is the sum of #ang and #trans (Figure 3-10 [C]).
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Figure 3-10: [A] Angular phase factors relative to center result from varying path lengths
traveled by individual probe beams. [B] Transmissive phase factors relative to the first
timepoint result from varying thickness of glass in individual probe beam paths. Calculated for
800 nm. [C] The sum of the two phase factors defines each beam's phase delay relative to the
others. The slight asymmetry present in the angular phase factor distribution is due to
numerical rounding from an even number of echelon columns and rows.
Denoting the rows of the echelon grid as j and its columns as i, the field of an
individual, isolated (no interferences) probe beam at the focus is given by:
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Ej,i(X,Y,t) = sina cos(<ot - kf + Pang + trans) Eq. 3-9
a kb
(ang = -[I- 10.51 + 0.5] Y + [i - 10.51+ 0.5] X Eq. 3-10
#trans = k(rj -1) [j(15 pm) + (i - 1)(300 pm)] Eq. 3-11
ka kb
a = Y , = X Eq. 3-122f 2f
Each aperture's height and width is set by the echelon dimensions to be a = 600pm and
b = 500pm, respectively, which are scaled by a factor of 222 (1.2 cm at the echelons /45
pm at the focus) when evaluated at the focus f = 10cm away from the echelons. Eq. 3-10
has taken on a specialized form of Eq. 3-7 due to the geometry of the problem, where
the center-to-center distance between apertures is equal to the aperture length in that
dimension.
Array position and temporal delays must also be considered in order to devise
an appropriate model and evaluate interactions in the probe beam array, because both
parameters determine the fields with which any one probe beam interacts. As an
example of the former, E1 0,10 will interact with other beams in a symmetric way (i.e.
with E9 ,10 and E11,10,E10 ,9 and E10,11) while E1,1, in a corner of the grid, will not. Eq. 3-9
defines a beam's angular phase term in reference to the center point of the grid, but it
will be convenient to define #ang as zero for the beam of interest, and calculate the fields
of neighboring beams with phase factors relative to the beam of interest. Then for
modeling interactions with beam Ej,i, #ang of beam En,n is given by:
(angn,, Y + X Eq. 3-13
If the pulse duration is long, probe beams overlap for a greater length of time on
the sample. Put another way, the extent of interaction between two beams is
determined by the pulse duration. By modeling the intensity of each pulse as a
Gaussian in time, we can formulate a time overlap matrix to determine this interaction
extent as a function of the input pulse duration. The center of each Gaussian Ij (t) is the
arrival time of the pulse on the sample Tj,; relative to the first probe pulse such that
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T1, = 0. For 800 nm light, all pulses are spaced by 22.7 fs. The width of Ijj (t) is the pulse
duration Tjj, which is determined by the input pulse duration and the dispersion
introduced by the material, set by the group velocity dispersion (GVD) and the
thickness. These parameters are governed by the following equations:
Ij,i(t) = e iji )2 Eq. 3-14
T j, = dji Eq. 3-15
4In 2 (GVD)dj,; 2
j,i To + 2 Eq. 3-16
dj, = j(1 5 pm) + (i - 1)(300pm) Eq. 3-17
AS d2 rqGVD =2c 2 9A2  Eq. 3-18
where To in Eq. 3-16 is the input pulse duration. A time overlap matrix Oj,i is then
formed for each probe beam to describe the extent of time overlap with the other beams:
(0j,;)n,m = Ij,(t) -In,m(t) Eq. 3-19
where n and m each vary from 1 to 20, and the matrix Oj,i is normalized so that
(0j,;)ji = 1. The time overlap matrix 010,10 is shown in Figure 3-11 for input pulse
durations of 100 fs (left) and 400 fs (right).
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Figure 3-11: Time overlap matrices for the grid square [10,10L where each element is formed
by the dot products of two Gaussian intensity profiles in time. Left: an input pulse of 100 fs
confines the time overlap to a single column of pulses. Right: an input pulse of 400fs induces
very strong overlap over a single column and moderate overlap with the preceding and
following columns.
Because the relevant time parameters are contained within the phase factors
(controlling the amplitude of the field at a moment in time relative to its launch) and the
Gaussian intensity distribution (placement of the field arrival relative to other pulses),
we can drop the time dependence of Eq. 3-9. Incorporating the convention of #ang = 0
for the field of interest, Eq. 3-9 becomes:
E;,i(X, Y) = ( COS(Otrans) Eq. 3-20
where the term -kf has also been dropped since it appears in every cosine term.
We now have a description of each probe pulse in space (Eq. 3-20) and in time
(Eq. 3-14), as well as a description of how other probe pulses surround that pulse in
space (Eq. 3-13) and in time (Eq. 3-19). The result of a probe field Ej,i having interacted
with other probe fields in our experiment is given by Ei. :
sin a sin p20 20
E 9 (X,Y) = a pifl Cos(Otransj) + 20 2 En,m (0 j,i)m,n Eq. 3-21
m=1 n=1 1
(sin a sin c
En,m = j / p COS (jtransnm + angn,0 jj) Eq. 3-22
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Representative fields Ei1g resulting from the calculation of Eq. 3-21 and Eq. 3-22 are
shown below in Figure 3-12; those selected are from along the diagonal of the probe
pulse array ([1,1], [2,2], etc.). We note that there is an intrinsic variation in the range of
values (reflecting field strength at the sample) that result from the interactions. The
input pulse duration was 100 fs, the wavelength was 800, and the input intensity
distribution was uniform.
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Figure 3-12: Representative examples of calculated interacting fields E111 along the grid array
diagonal. Variation in background intensity is observed, as well as structure both in the
fringes and the central region.
At the focus we would observe the square of the interacting field I E11 (X, Y) 12,
and at the camera we observe its two-dimensional inverse Fourier Transform
F- 1 (I Eli?: (X, Y) 12). In this way the resulting image from any probe beam interactions
(neglecting the pump and sample) can be calculated, as shown for representative grid
squares in Figure 3-13. We note that there is generally more structure contained within
the edge images (e.g., [1,2] and [20,1]), and that the center images are nearly identical
when compared symmetrically about the center. These calculations assume that the
dielectric constant does not change with time. That is, we are calculating the intrinsic
variation from a single shot, which is present underneath the signal produced via time-
dependent variations in the reflectivity.
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Figure 3-13: Examples of calculated grid squares on the camera, the result of taking the inverse
Fourier transform of the square of interacting fields at the focus. Examples from the central
area are shown along with examples from each corner. The [2,191 square, representative of
squares along the corners and edges that have internal structure, is magnified. The area
covered by the inner dimension is 50% that of the outer.
The calculated grid square images resemble windows with varying degrees of
complexity toward the center. A detailed section of an actual CCD image is shown in
Figure 3-14; the grid squares highlighted are the last 5 columns of the first 5 rows.
Interference effects are clearly visible in each grid square, with the patterns and
intensities of variation seeming to vary from square to square. Many of the calculated
grid square images toward the edges have distinct inner structure, as emphasized in the
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[2,19] square in Figure 3-13. The inner square area was found to be 50% of the total
square area, corresponding closely to the 40% of pixel area found to be most critical to
reducing the baseline noise (Figure 3-3).
Figure 3-14: 5X5 echelon grid square detail of a CCD image, showing the first five columns of
the last five rows. The section was taken from a signal image in the absence of a pump.
To proceed in the analysis, we extract relevant parameters such as mean and
standard deviation from intensities at the camera (i.e., of F- (I E1 (X, Y) 12 ) ). To do so,
we collapse each plot to a single number (the parameter of interest) to obtain a 20 x 20
matrix representing all 400 grid points, as was demonstrated in the analysis of real
images in §2.3. Matrices displaying the average intensity and standard deviation of the
intensity at the camera are shown for four different cases in Figure 3-16 and Figure 3-17,
respectively. The averages are expected to underlie our experimental signal as it is
typically reported; the standard deviations hold potential interest given the discussion
in §3.2 regarding variation within individual echelon squares. In both figures, [A] is
calculated from a 100 fs input pulse at 800 nm and with uniform intensity across the
input beam array. [B] is the result of a 100 fs input pulse at 800 nm superimposed with
the truncated Gaussian distribution shown in Figure 3-8. [C] results from a 400 fs input
pulse at 800 nm with a uniform intensity distribution, and [D] from a 100 fs input pulse
at 400 nm with a uniform intensity distribution. For each calculation, all initial isolated
fields (Eq. 3-20) were normalized to the largest field strength in the array. The field
strengths before and after the interaction are shown in Figure 3-15 for a 100 fs 800 nm
input pulse as a demonstration of this normalization.
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Figure 3-15: Demonstration of normalization procedure used. [A] The isolated field amplitudes
were calculated according to Eq. 3-20. Their largest values were computed, and all 400 fields
were scaled so that the largest amplitude of any one field was unity. [B] Interacting fields,
calculated according to Eq. 3-21, result in higher amplitudes due to constructive adding in the
time domain.
We see from Figure 3-16 that there is intrinsic variation to the measured values
on the camera that is completely independent of camera noise or laser fluctuations.
Instead, these variations are derived purely from beam interactions and the
experimental geometry. Given a uniform distribution and a 100 fs 800 nm input pulse
(Figure 3-16 [A], average values across grid squares fluctuate ±110% from the center
value. This variation is slightly more (±125%) for an input pulse with a Gaussian
distribution as expected (Figure 3-16 [B]). Since the order of magnitude of reported
averages and their variation does not change when comparing uniform versus Gaussian
intensity distributions, we proceed with uniform intensity distributions for the
remaining calculations. The Gaussian distribution is more physically accurate, but the
intensity variation may obscure other observations of interest for this analysis.
The calculated averaged matrix for a 400 fs 800 nm input pulse (Figure 3-16 [C])
demonstrates one greater order of magnitude in reported averages relative to the 100 fs
case, yet a similar variation in average grid square values from the center value
(± 110%). This reflects the additive interaction of several fields (higher field strengths
overall), as well as the expanded time overlap matrices used for a 400 fs (Figure 3-11)
pulse that effectively provide averaging effects. The averaged matrix for a 100 fs 400 nm
input pulse (Figure 3-16 [D]) demonstrates a slightly narrower range of reported
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averages than the equivalent 800 nm case, with a variation of ±100% from the center
value. This could result in a slight averaging effect as the pulse duration increases more
over the time window than in the 800 nm case (Eq. 3-16, (r/400 = 1.47, 11800 = 1.453).
Calculated Average Intensity on Camera: Probe Array, No Pump
100 fs 800 nm Pulse, Uniform Dist.
C 400 fs 800 nm Pulse, Uniform Dist
B
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Figure 3-16: Calculated average intensities from probe array beam interactions. Each value is
the two-dimensional mean of the inverse Fourier transform of the square of the corresponding
interacting field -i.e., F- '(I E1,(X,Y) 12), examples of which are shown in Figure 3-13. The
calculation parameters are specified in each case, separately varying the initial intensity
distribution, the pulse duration, and the wavelength.
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We observe the same orders of magnitude in standard deviations across all four test
cases. For a given calculated distribution, features such as a large standard deviation in
certain echelon squares suggest the possibility of new data analysis methods that
devalue the corresponding time points or interpolate them based on values from other
squares that are neighboring in time.
Calculated Intensity Standard Deviations on Camera: Probe Array, No Pump
100 fs 800 nm Pulse, Uniform Dist.
C 400 fs 800 rim Pulse, Uniform Dist.
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Figure 3-17: Calculated intensity standard deviations from probe array beam interactions.
Each value is the two-dimensional standard deviation of the inverse Fourier transform of the
square of the corresponding interacting field-i.e., F-'(IE 1 (X,Y) 12), examples of which are
shown in Figure 3-13. The calculation parameters are specified in each case, separately varying
the initial intensity distribution, the pulse duration, and the wavelength.
The results shown in the preceding figures suggest that parameters such as probe
wavelength and temporal duration can affect signal detection due to intrinsic properties
of the probe beam array and the experimental geometry. The units provided do not
have physical relevance, however. To connect these calculations to experimental results
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and CCD electron counts, we examine the reference grid from a CCD image. Figure 3-18
[A] shows the result of pixel-averaging the reference side of an image to a 20x20 matrix.
The resulting array is dominated by a large-scale intensity variation due to the probe
beam profile. We take the difference of two pixel-averaged matrices from images
collected in close succession to eliminate the beam profile variation. The result should
reflect changes in probe beam interactions from one image to another, which are
presumed to be less than the variations across any one image, as well as changes in the
CCD and laser noise sources (calculated to be 27.5 counts per pixel in §3.1, or -1 count
per echelon square when all pixels are averaged (27.5/ 700 pixels). The difference
between two pixel-averaged reference matrices, neglecting outliers, varies by ±5 counts
about zero as shown in Figure 3-18 [B]. This suggests that the variation from probe
beam interactions may lie in the 4-count range. Unlike the noise sources discussed in
§3.1 (with the exception of periodic noise), this variation cannot be treated by pixel
averaging. Rather, it is the intrinsic variation between pixel-averaged regions.
Measured Average Intensity on Camera: Reference Array, No Pump
A B
Pixel-Averaged Reference Matrix Pixel-Averaged Reference Matrix Difference
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Figure 3-18: [A]: The pixel-averaged reference matrix computed as described in 2.3.3. The
large-scale intensity variations are due to the probe intensity profile. [B]: The difference of two
pixel-averaged reference matrices from separate laser shots shows the variation underneath the
probe beam intensity profile. While not ordinarily used in processing, this averaged matrix
provides a rough calibration for scaling the averaged values calculated in the probe array
simulations.
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3.3.3 Probe Beam Array Interactions under Photoinduced Change
In addition to analyzing intrinsic noise levels, the model presented here supports
calculations of the imaged signal response to strong external pulses, as additional pulse
interactions and time-dependent refractive index changes are straightforward to
introduce by exploiting the spatio-temporal mapping. The calculation for a 100 fs 800
nm input probe pulse of uniform intensity was repeated with an introduced pump
response: a step function change in the refractive index between square [18,3] and [2,5]
(i.e., between timepoints 58 and 82, or between 1.3 and 1.9 ps) as shown in Figure 3-19
[A]. The -10% change in r, from 1.45 to 1.3 during those timepoints, was chosen to be
larger than is physically likely for illustrative purposes. (Ar/pump 10-2 has been
observed in several systems.91 ,9 2) The aggregated 20x20 matrices for isolated field
amplitude [B], average intensity [C], and standard deviation [D] are also shown. For
more straightforward comparison, in Figure 3-20 we compare the average and standard
deviations between the pumped (Figure 3-19) and unpumped (Figure 3-16 [A] and
Figure 3-17 [A]) calculations.
From the difference of the 'pumped' and 'un-pumped' averaged matrices in
Figure 3-20, we observe the effects of the refractive index change well before the change
has been introduced in time, as is seen easily by visual comparison with Figure 3-19 [A],
as well as throughout the time of the lowered r. This may be interpreted in the context
of the time overlaps between pulses, which for a 100 fs input probe pulse were shown
to extend appreciably 10 grid points in either direction (Figure 3-11 [A]).
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Figure 3-19: [A]: A step change in refractive index was introduced for the timepoints shown to
simulate a material response to a pump pulse. [B]: The largest isolated field amplitude,
calculated without beam interactions, demonstrates the effect of a refractive index change
confined to specified grid points. [C]: Average intensity per grid point under a simulated
pump pulse. [D]: Standard deviation per grid point under a simulated pump pulse.
The unfolded traces of both grids are shown in Figure 3-20 [C], with the earliest
and latest perceptible change noted, as well as the temporal region of refractive index
change induced. In this simulated case with no laser shot fluctuations, changes we
observe are due solely to predicted interactions of probe fields under varying
conditions. The (difference) average unfolded trace reports on the net changed values of
interacting probe fields under a step change in refractive index. The (difference)
standard deviation unfolded trace reports on the changed extent of variation within
each square resulting from the step change. In reference to the discussion of variation
in individual echelon squares in 3.2, we postulate that strong interference patterns
result from the nearby (in space and time) interaction of probe pulses that see
significantly different optical material properties during their centered arrival time on
the sample. Notably, the most significant sustained changes in standard deviation in
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Figure 3-20 [C] (the rising and falling edges) occur before and after the induced
refractive index change, rather than during.
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Figure 3-20: [A]: The effect of a simulated pump response on the averages measured at the
camera. Shown is the difference of the matrices shown in Figure 3-19 (C} and Figure 3-16 (A}.
[B]: The effect of a simulated pump response on the standard deviations measured at the
camera. Shown is the difference of the matrices shown in Figure 3-19 (D} and Figure 3-17 (A).
[C]: Unfolded traces of both difference matrices, with time points specifying the first (40) and
last (92) perceptible changes, as well as the temporal region of changed refractive index (58-
82).
The interaction of probe beams, as analyzed in detail in this section, presents
important considerations for data analysis. We conclude that the temporal duration of
the probe pulses is likely to play a significant role in the reported dynamics of the
measurements. Care should be taken for precise temporal characterization of the pulse.
However, the beam interactions that result from our unique experimental geometry
may also be uniquely sensitive to changes in material properties or optical pulse
interactions, providing an alternate means to inform our analysis and complement our
measurements of time-resolved material dynamics.
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Chapter 4
Photo-induced Structural Change in Platinum-Iodide
Photoinduced dynamics in crystalline metal-halide chain compounds have stimulated
decades of interest due to their straightforward structure yet complex interplay
between electronic and vibrational degrees of freedom and between chemical and
structural rearrangements.93 9 6
In this chapter, single-shot two-pump femtosecond optical measurements of PtI(en)
are presented that have permitted analysis of cooperative effects and real-time
visualization of a photoinduced electronically distinct state. Interactions among
photoinduced excitations are monitored in the context of cooperative models, and
evidence for a photoinduced response lasting more than 100 picoseconds upon exciton
generation at high densities is shown, as measured by electronic signal amplitudes and
lattice phonon properties. The achievement and observation of a distinct long-lived
response may indicate collective structural rearrangement in this and related
compounds. The experimental observations are discussed in the context of significant
background literature and theoretical descriptions, and future measurements are
proposed.
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4.1 Metal-halide chain crystals
In seeking to understand how energy is stored, moved, and transferred in
materials, it is often helpful to study simple systems. Though even in structurally
simple systems the dynamics remain complex, reducing the complexity in particular
ways can help us isolate parameters of interest and understand fundamental principles
that extend to more complex systems. In this spirit, we turn to a prototype material of
long-standing interest in condensed matter physics and chemistry: metal-halide
crystalline chains.""'i2 Improved understanding of the mechanisms involved in light-
induced changes to electronic and lattice structure in this material could yield
applications in molecularly engineered electronic and photonic devices.
Quasi-one-dimensional metal-halide chain compounds exhibit mixed valency
across the metal centers and competition or cooperation among key energetic terms that
determine their structure and dynamics. In particular, Coulomb repulsion energy (U)
competes with electron-phonon interaction (S) to dictate the ground state lattice
structure and electronic configuration. Mixed-valence chain materials were originally
classified by Robin & Day according to the extent of their valence delocalization.0 Class
I comprises structures with stable and highly localized valencies that cannot
interconvert. Class III comprises highly delocalized valencies, with each metal site
exhibiting an intermediate oxidation. This effect, rendering a Mott-Hubbard symmetric
state, is ascribed to a strong coulombic term yielding degenerate half-filled shells.
Because the lattice structure is symmetric, mixed-valency Mott-Hubbard states cannot
be easily distinguished with spectroscopy. Intermediate between these, Class II
materials exhibit moderate valence delocalization with a low conversion barrier
between atomic sites. The mixed-valence ground state that results is ascribed to strong
electron-phonon coupling, wherein a stabilizing electron configuration induces a
particular lattice structure. The mixed-valence structure is frequently referred to as a
charge-density wave (cDw) state. Figure 4-1 illustrates this picture for a linear metal-
halide chain with competing U and S terms. Nickel and Platinum compounds are
known examples of Mott-Hubbard and CDW ground state structures, respectively.
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Figure 4-1: Structural and electronic configurations typical of mixed-valence metal-halide
ground-state chain configurations when coulombic interactions U yield the symmetric ground
state (top, Mott-Hubbard state, e.g. Ni-Br chains) and when electron-phonon interactions S
yield the distorted ground state (bottom, Charge Density Wave state, e.g. Pt-Br chains.)
The ground state structures are depicted as concrete cases in Figure 4-1, but the
extent of lattice distortion and valence localization varies continuously for groups of
synthesized crystals with even only slightly varying properties.
One such group is Pt-X chain crystals, where X = Chlorine, Bromine, or Iodine.
Here we will emphasize measurements on Pt-I crystals, but detailed studies elsewhere
have described the extent and direction of measurable property differences across these
related compounds.98-99-101-104- 107 Our focused measurements on one structure are an effort
to observe new thresholds of behavior for these materials generally rather than to affirm
established trends across them. Nonetheless, future studies on other related compounds
remain a compelling possibility, as discussed in §4.6. For reference in comparing to the
literature (where Pt-Cl has been the most widely-studied), we summarize the trends
briefly here. Strong electron-phonon coupling is observed in Pt-Cl complexes, with Pt-I
demonstrating the weakest coupling. As a result, the extent of valence localization and
the ratio of bond lengths in the disordered ground state decrease across the CL, Br, I
series. The absorption spectra for this category of materials exhibit decreasing frequency
of the main (charge-transfer) absorption band from Pt-Cl (highest frequency) to Pt-I
(lowest). While the precise values of these properties depend on the ligand and
counterion structure, the trends hold true across the halogen series for a consistent
given structure.
The crystals, typically recrystallized from solution, form linear chains of
alternating metal and halide atoms. The chains are separated by ligands that reduce
steric effects between chains and can fine-tune certain structural properties. The
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distance between chains is on the order of 10 angstroms, while the inter-nuclear
distance along a chain is on the order of 1 angstrom. This geometry, in addition to a
primary electronic transfer path coupling to an in-chain lattice mode, renders a one-
dimensional approximation appropriate. This approximation is especially accurate for
Pt-I crystals of the form studied here, as they lack the two-dimensional phase alignment
of halogen distortions observed in the similar Pt-Br structure. 06
The compound studied here is [Pt(en)2][Pt(en)2 12](C10 4) 4-hereafter PtI(en). A
simplified structure is depicted in Figure 4-2. Ethylenediamine (en) ligands occupy the
platinum binding sites, and perchlorate counterions (not pictured) link the chains.
Laser-induced electron transfer along the 1D chain axis launches halide motion and
coherent vibration along the same axis, creating a well-defined microscopic laboratory
to showcase the interplay among optical, electronic, and vibrational energies and their
roles in local crystalline chemistry and collective, long-range lattice structure.
Pt2+
Pt 4+
en
Figure 4-2: PtI(en) lattice structure with a symmetry-breaking, energy-lowering Peierls
distortion of alternating valences and bond lengths. Perchlorate counterions neutralize the
overall charge and minimize steric effects while linking parallel chains; ethylenediamine (en)
ligands occupy the metal binding sites.
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4.2 Excitations and Phase Transitions
4.2.1 Fundamental excitations in Metal-halide chains
The electron-lattice coupling that produces a characteristic lattice distortion in
PtI(en) also yields a Peierls band gap that minimizes the electronic energy. In the
ground state, Pt centers exhibit alternate valences of 3-6 and 3+6, and Pt-I bond lengths
alternate as well (with a length ratio of 0.92 from one Pt-I bond to the next).108 Even
slight perturbations to the electronic ground state can induce structural change. While
in a metal it is typically sufficient to describe promoted electrons as free carriers evenly
distributed, the one-dimensional constraint disallows that description for PtI(en).
Instead, a variety of quasi-particle excitations are possible. Excitons may propagate
along the chain when a valence electron is promoted; specifically, charge-transfer
excitons correspond to the inter-valence energy gap caused by the Peierls distortion.
Excitons interacting strongly with surrounding atoms can become immobilized, or self-
trapped. Additionally, mid-gap states are reported to exist in platinum-halides, and
may be reached either by absorption or exciton decay. Polarons, a coupling of a charge
carrier with an atomic polarization field, are one such excitation-first predicted for
strong electron-phonon coupling materials by Landau in 1933.109 Self-trapping generally
requires a barrier-surmounting transition toward a trapped potential that is defined by
short-range atomic forces."'" In contrast, pure polarons arise from the coulomb
interaction between electrons and a polar lattice, and may or may not become
immobilized.11 2 Solitons, solitary self-reinforced waves without dispersion, have been
predicted theoretically to exist in platinum-halides," 3 but their identification has proved
more elusive. Additional excitation types, including kinks and bipolarons, may also be
present when excitations interact with the surrounding lattice."4
Polaronic behavior is observable via Raman spectroscopy.'0 ,"5 Absorption from
polaron states grows in to the red of the inter-valence charge transfer absorption band
with red-shifting of the excitation wavelength. These observations have allowed
phenomenological descriptions of vibrations both in the ground state and in excited
states. Still, the lack of experimental study on lattice dynamics in various electronic
excited states has been noted in the literature."4 In particular, observation of polaron
absorption in PtI by Raman spectroscopy has been difficult since the excitation
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absorption (1.3 eV) lies in the infrared,1"2 though absorption at 0.6 eV has been ascribed
to photo-generated polarons. 0 6 Numerous nonlinear pathways have been proposed for
the decay and creation of defects. 1 ' 101 Evidence of defect features changing with
temperature, excitation energy, or other parameters may lend insight into their
properties.102 11411
6
The charge-transfer exciton is the excitation most directly related to the lattice
symmetry. Transitions from charge density wave to free exciton to trapped exciton are
illustrated in Figure 4-3, which shows the highly localized two-site limit.117-118 More
realistically, the excitation has been proposed to exist over approximately twenty unit
cells, calculated via the spatial electronic wavefunction solution in the excited state to a
tight-binding model.117
2+ 4+ 2+
--- I- Pt --- Pt-I- Pt--l--- ground state
3+44- 3+ *2
---- Pt--Pt-i-Pt-i--- charge-transfer exciton state
3+ 3+ 2+ self-trapped exciton state
--- I- Pt-I-Pt--Pt----4..... .4-.
Figure 4-3: Structure and electronic distribution in the highly localized extreme for the ground
state, charge-transfer exciton state, and self-trapped exciton state. (Sourced from ...).
Photo-induced charge-transfer excitation and self-trapping in metal-halide chains
have been studied in the time domain via ultrafast spectroscopy and luminescence
measurements. The symmetric I-Pt-Iv stretch is Raman active and shows strong
resonance enhancement and vibronic coupling near the charge-transfer transition, onset
at 1.3 eV.108 Photoexcitation into a charge-transfer exciton state with the ground-state
Peierls-distorted geometry initiates a large excursion along the symmetric stretch
coordinate as a locally equivalent self-trapped exciton (STE) species is generated. PtI(en)
lattice vibrations associated with STE formation around 125 cm' have been reported
from time-domain studies,119 corresponding to the symmetric stretch in the resonant
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Raman spectrum. 120 In addition, wave packet motion at 110 cm-' along the fully formed
STE state has been resolved in the time-domain spectrum of photo-excited PtI(en).12 1
The STE lifetime in PtI(en) has variously been reported as 0.65 ps via time-resolved
luminescence measurements12 2 and as 1.4 ps via time-resolved reflectivity
measurements with a 150 fs formation or thermalization time.2 3 Most likely, these
differing timescales reflect not discrepancies in measurements but instead result from
complex multi-pathway decays into localized excitations and strong electron-hole
coupling due to restricted dimensionality. 2 4
Though conventional time-resolved pump-probe spectroscopy has provided
descriptions of STE formation in PtI(en) and related materials,95-97,io4,125,126 the technique's
investigative utility is restricted to reversible material changes due to the thousands of
repeated pump-probe sequences required. This limits probing the high-excitation-
density region where cooperative effects are expected and where proposed dynamics
for localized excitations may be further scrutinized.
4.2.2 Structural Transitions
The intermediacy of Class II mixed valence chains render them especially
attractive for our study of phase transitions and control over material dynamics. The
strong electron-phonon coupling characteristic of this class provides a means of
studying and controlling energy transfer at the molecular scale, and the prospect of
controlled low-barrier structural switching is a key goal of materials science that our
measurement is uniquely positioned to explore.
Platinum-halide chains exhibit temperature-dependent structural phase
transitions. At very low temperatures (20 K), stacking of ethylenediamine ligands has
been observed via neutron diffraction.12 7 Near room temperature (20-30 'C depending
on the structure), platinum-halide chains undergo a phase transition from a monoclinic
(low temperature) to an orthorhombic (high-temperature) structure.121-130 The
temperature-dependent conformational change has been attributed to increased motion
of perchlorate counterions that modify the hydrogen-bonding network formed by the
counterions and ligand -NH 2 groups, affecting the packing of parallel chains. Due to
this conformational change at ambient temperature, significant variation in reported
structures exists. 0 7 Comparison among certain measurements can be difficult as a
result, but we will mostly be concerned with electronic and structural dynamics along
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the chain axes, rather than across the two-dimensional chain structure. Raman
spectroscopy measurements performed across the ambient temperature phase
transition have identified an increase in the breathing mode frequency (motion of the
halogens and metal ions along the chain as electronic degeneracy lifts) with increasing
temperature, indicating that an increase in CDW strength occurs alongside the
conformational packing change.'07
An additional structural phase transition is possible along the platinum-halide
chain by a different path. The distortion in the ground state lattice may be lifted due to
an inter-valence charge transfer, causing the chain to move toward a symmetric non-
distorted structure. This electron-phonon coupling effect has been well-characterized in
platinum halides, and in PtI(en) the charge-transfer absorption peak is at 1.3 eV.108 The
phase transition is referred to as a charge-density to spin-density wave (sDW) transition,
characterizing the redistribution of uniform charge in space, or alternatively as a reverse
Peierls transition, suggesting the joint rearrangement of electrons and atoms.0 0"3 '
Importantly for our purposes, the resulting atomic motions along the inter-nuclear
chain can be resolved as phonon oscillations.
The reverse Peierls phenomenon-charge transfer and subsequent atomic
motion-can occur on either a very local scale (across one pair of platinum ions) or,
theoretically, across a large region (many hundreds to thousands of unit cells).
Theoretical treatments such as the Peierls-Hubbard model have shed light on the
behavior underlying localized transitions, but the magnitude and spatial extent of
structural change induced by a charge transfer event are more difficult to model and
require assumptions about interactions."' Localized instances of structural
rearrangement are typically characterized as excitations that propagate along the chain,
or as valence defects that become immobilized and are semi-stable. While localized
excitations exist without interaction, cooperative effects are likely to play a role in
inducing macroscopic structural change, with stability from one altered region inducing
stability in a nearby region. Materials that undergo macroscopic change from a
localized trigger are of significant interest due to their potential application in future
switching devices, and the exploration of Pt-X materials toward this end has in part
motivated our study.3 1 In either observed case-localized or macroscopic-the relevant
experimental signatures are largely unexplored, yet their distinction and control would
be a valuable tool.
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Photoinduced charge transfer is an attractive route toward chain-axis structural
change, particularly because the charge transfer transition is in the optical to near-
infrared range. Photoinduced creation of localized defects has been
demonstrated, 106,129,133 and theoretical treatments have proposed routes to macroscopic
phase changes by photoexcitation.134 13 Additionally, a photoinduced insulator to metal
transition in platinum-halides has been reported to take place for high excitation
densities (near 0.5 absorbed photons per Platinum ion).3 6
Due to fundamental interactions (electron-phonon coupling), reduced
dimensionality, distinct well defined excitations, and the potential to exhibit
cooperative effects, metal-halide chain complexes have served as prototypes in solid-
state theory and modeling. Rudolf Peierls predicted the existence of charge density
waves in quasi-one-dimensional materials through his work in the 1930's and 1940's,13 7
and they were identified experimentally in the 1970's in compounds bearing
resemblance to metal-halide chains.3 ,139 The metal-halide chain compounds have been
evaluated extensively within the Peierls-Hubbard model,"' and have also been treated
as prototypes in the development of a theory for PIPT.5' 79"' Further theoretical
treatments have been developed to characterize the normal mode vibrations of metal-
halide chains and the energetics of possible excitations in the material. 3141 4 2
Metal-halide chains have also been explored as model compounds for high
temperature superconductors based on work by Frohlich in 1953.'1 The symmetric
breathing mode frequencies of platinum-halide compounds increase as the excitation
energy increases, an effect attributed to the extent of valence delocalization and induced
conductivity along the chain.4 3 It has been shown that several high-temperature
superconductors exhibit charge density wave behavior under some circumstances, and
in general CDW behavior is thought to compete with superconductivity.""4' 5 Recently, at
least two important works have elucidated this competition experimentally. Chang and
co-workers characterized the superconducting-CDW competition near the critical
temperature in YBa 2Cu 306.67,14 6 and Ghiringhelli et al. found CDw behavior above the
superconducting temperature in a related material and demonstrated improved
calculation of critical temperatures when incorporating the CDW character into
superconducting models. 4 7 An advanced understanding of electronic interactions and
control in quasi-one-dimensional CDW crystals such as PtI(en) may help us design better
superconducting devices in the future.
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4.2.3 Key Questions for Single-shot Study
Several factors render the metal-halide family a prime candidate for single-shot
study. Optical and crystallographic properties of the materials are well known, and
expertise has developed around synthesizing high optical quality crystalline samples-
an important criterion for our noise-sensitive imaging detection system.
Metal-halide chains have been discussed as prototypes for the field of photo-
induced phase transitions; however, the cooperative effects proposed to yield
macroscopic change have been treated theoretically without experimental
corroboration. A photoinduced macroscopic phase change is one possibility, but many
variants are also possible, from long-range delocalized excited structures and isolated
domains of high symmetry to long-lived defect states. The single-shot measurement,
capable of studying irreversible events at the high intensities proposed to be necessary
for cooperative phase change effects, is uniquely positioned to examine dynamical
evolution of this system even very far from its equilibrium state.
Key experimental needs have been identified in the literature, the fulfillment of
which would yield a fuller picture of metal-halide chain behavior. Koshihara et al.
observed threshold behavior in the photoconverted fraction of low-dimensional organic
charge transfer crystals leading to macroscopic change, but specified that experiments
with a repetition rate less than 10 Hz would be required for confirmation that the effect
did not result from accumulated thermal change.66 In addition, the need for dynamical
lattice measurements to connect directly with electronic population data has been
stressed.1 '
In other low-dimensional strong coupling materials, semi-permanent states lasting
for several hours have been reported after photoexcitation.13 3,148 This intriguing
observation may have relevance in short-term data storage and other applications.
However, conventional spectroscopy measurements cannot reveal the development of
such states. Nor, in most cases, can they distinguish between pure one-photon
excitations and cumulative effects derived from heating or continuous carrier
population pumping. The single-shot measurement can both observe the dynamics of
far-from-equilibrium states in real-time and distinguish between isolated and
cumulative measured effects.
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Finally, theoretical works have proposed significant non-linear effects in metal-
halide chains that may lead to structural photoinduced phase transitions.13 5 149,50 These
works have proposed various mechanistic pictures of excitations leading to structural
change. The interplay between excitation and structural change is expected to be
complex; self-trapping and other excitations occur due to induced changes from
previous excitations, and cooperative change is likely an emergent result of such
excitations themselves. Preliminary efforts to characterize exciton interaction in a
generic one-dimensional electron-lattice coupled system have suggested that a
precursor to long-range phase domain formation exists when 4-exciton aggregates
interact along a chain, suggesting that high excitation densities are necessary for true
structural change.151 Our single-shot study of platinum-halide chains is positioned to
complement such developing mechanistic pictures experimentally since the structural
phenomena of interest are expected to occur at high excitation densities. As previously
discussed, conventional time-domain spectroscopy measurements cannot accurately
measure dynamics beyond a certain material-dependent threshold of absorbed photons.
As we show below, single-shot measurements allow us to accurately portray the
material response under extremely high photon excitation densities without cumulative
damage effects. This provides a unique means by which to monitor cooperative effects,
evaluate proposed theoretical models, and gain insight into the nature of photo-induced
phase transitions.
4.3 Measurement and Analysis
4.3.1 Experimental Details
The pump wavelength was 800 nm, corresponding to a photon energy of 1.55 eV, above
the charge-transfer transition energy of 1.3 eV for PtI(en). As described in Chapter 2, a
sapphire crystal for white light generation was paired with a filter for probing at
wavelengths less than 800 nm to conduct conventional pump-probe measurements,
while a non-collinear optical parametric amplifier (NOPA) was employed for single-shot
measurements. For the measurements presented here, the probe wavelength was 600
nm, and both pump and probe polarizations were parallel to the chain axis. A bandpass
filter was used to block scattered pump light from the detector.
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We are interested in the material's response to a single pulse rather than to the
cumulative result of many pulses; however, averaging several shots of data significantly
improves signal-to-noise levels (Figure 2-17). The single-shot-regime data presented
here were collected over 60-100 laser shots whose separations are long enough to ensure
the full relaxation to the ground state, and their average is displayed. In each case,
cumulative degradation was avoided by ensuring that low-fluence conventional
measurements following the high-power shots yielded the expected and reproducible
response.
Damage measurement checks were instituted for each pump power employed
for both conventional pump-probe and single-shot measurements. This procedure
mLinvolved data collection at low fluence (-1 -2), followed by irradiation on the same
sample spot at the desired fluence for measurement. For conventional pump-probe
measurements, the sample spot was irradiated on the order of 10,000 times,
corresponding to several tens of seconds and a comparatively fast scan. For single-shot
measurements, the sample spot was irradiated at most 100 times for these tests, which
yielded the desired signal-to-noise ratio given the expected signal strength. After
irradiation, the fluence was lowered to the original fluence and data were collected
again. If the sample response before and after the irradiation period were identical, it
was assumed that no cumulative damage was incurred. This was the case for all data
shown here except conventional pump-probe data presented for illustrative purposes in
Figure 4-13.
Single crystals of PtI(en) were synthesized from perchloric acid (HClO 4) solutions
of the complexes [Pt(en)212]I 2 and [Pt(en)2](Cl0 4)2 , and were recrystallized from the water
solution by collaborators in the laboratory of Jun Tanaka at Osaka University.
4.3.2 Data Analysis
Separating electronic and lattice components
Typical measured reflectivity traces exhibit modulations from lattice oscillations
superimposed on an exponentially decaying electronic background signal from carrier
absorption. To separate the electronic and oscillatory contributions, the signal after t=0
was fit to a multi-decaying exponential:
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(AR/R)ei = Ae-'Ta + Be-ITb
Phonon frequency and damping parameters were determined by performing both
conventional and short-time Fourier transforms on processed data of the isolated
oscillatory component, and a uniform error for all frequency parameters was estimated
to be 0.2 THz by fitting representative oscillatory data to the form:
(AR/R)ph = Ce t/ph sin(wt + pt2 + p)+ D Eq. 4-2
This level of uncertainty is also supported by the 50s sampling frequency and number
of timepoints. Phonon amplitudes relative to electronic absorption amplitudes were
extracted directly from the raw data to retain directly comparable values across data
scans. Errors are given by the instrumental variation in AR/R values, 0.001.
Fourier Analysis
We analyze the instantaneous lattice response to photoexcitation at different
fluences by performing a discrete short-time Fourier transform (hereafter STFT). This is
accomplished by weighting the signal function with a sliding time 'window' that acts as
a low-pass filter, and then Fourier transforming the result to analyze the frequency
components within each window. In a continuous time domain, the short-time
frequency spectrum is given by
X(f, 0 = w(t - )x(T)ei2 dd Eq. 4-3
with x(r) as the input signal and w(t) as the window function. In our measurements,
and for any practical signal processing application, the time-varying signal x(r) is
sampled discretely. For pump-probe measurements we sample every 50 fs; for single-
shot measurements every 22.7 fs. If we define this characteristic sampling interval as Ts
and the number of samples as N, then the sampling rate is Fs = _L and we can evaluate
each timepoint t, = n Ts or equivalently each frequency point fm = "F , up to the
Nyquist frequency 1s. Accuracy is improved when windows are chosen to be mostly
overlapping in time. Assuming the sampling rate is more than double the highest
frequency of interest, the spectrum can be evaluated discretely for values of n and m
with minimal information loss:"'
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Eq. 4-1
T-1
Xnm = (. w(nT - tn)x(tn)e i2ntnfm/T Eq. 4-4
tn=o
with total time T = N Ts. Eq. 4-4 is evaluated for all frequencies of interest, and the result
is often depicted in a spectrogram which shows the power spectrum of the time-varying
signal's frequency components as a function of time. A sample spectrogram from the
lowest pump fluence measurement for our PtI(en) measurements is shown in Figure
4-4. Any STFT must be performed with careful attention to detail. It should be clear from
the above definition for a discretely sampled spectrum that the maximum possible
frequency resolution is determined by particulars of the experiment. Further, the actual
frequency resolution equal to or less than this maximum must be selected for the
application at hand (discussed below). In addition, the type of window function applied
and its width can lead to drastically different apparent results, so it is essential to
understand the signal well before performing the analysis. For a thorough discussion of
artifacts that can result from improper treatment, including degradation, spectrum
leakage, and truncation error, the reader is referred to Stuller, 2008 or other signal
processing texts.15 2
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Figure 4-4: Spectrogram showing the power spectrum as a function of time and frequency, for
the data collected at the lowest pump fluence in Figure 4-6. A time window of 1.95 ps was
used. Intensity is centered at the breathing mode frequency near 3.5 THz, with the strongest
contribution in the first few picoseconds of measurement time.
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In the STFT data presented here, we use the Hann window to minimize aliasing.
The functional form with specified full width at half maximum a is given by:
w(t) = 1 + ) Eq. 4-5
2 aLq -
The choice of parameter a is an important one related to the Gabor limit. The Gabor
limit states that there is an inherent tradeoff between time and frequency resolution
when performing an STFT.'5 3 This presents a particular challenge for our application: we
are interested in subtle frequency shifts (begging good frequency resolution), but since
the initially red-shifted phonon oscillation is expected to relax in time, and at
increasingly high fluences we observe fewer cycles for analysis, longer time-windowing
(poorer time resolution) yields a result that is averaged over a significant range of time-
varying frequencies. This effect is displayed in exaggerated fashion in Figure 4-5. For
these data, the window width has been chosen by increasing the frequency resolution
(widening the window) until, for each fluence and at the initial timepoint (where
physically we expect the greatest frequency spread and will conduct subsequent
analyses), one frequency component was clearly dominant in the frequency region of
interest (2.7 - 3.7 THz). If the time resolution is increased beyond this point, frequencies
for different fluences merged so as to be indistinguishable. The time window used for
all conventional pump-probe data was 1.9 ps; the time window used for all single-shot
data was 1.7 ps.
a =0.9ps a =5ps
4 4
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Figure 4-5: Two representative spectrograms constructed from the same data trace (lowest
pump fluence in Figure 4-6, 0.2 mI/cm ). On the left a time window of 0.9 ps was used; on the
right a time window of 5 ps was used. While the frequency resolution from the wider time
window is excellent, in our case the loss of time resolution is costly because the frequency is
expected to change perceptibly within a few vibration cycles.
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4.4 Experimental Results
In this section, PtI(en) photoinduced responses to a range of pump pulse
intensities across varying timescales are presented to formulate perspectives on the key
questions outlined in §4.2.3. Our single-shot measurement technique can uniquely
address questions of interactions at high excitation densities. While it has been
proposed that defect states occur via non-linear decay channels and that macroscopic
phase changes may depend on high-density cooperative effects, no experimental
studies have systematically examined the photoexcitation fluence continuum in metal
halides.
We here present conventional pump-probe measurements to characterize the
sample response at low and medium fluence excitation, noting dynamical trends of
interest for further study, and demonstrate the insufficiency of the conventional pump-
probe method at higher fluence. We then present single-shot measurements that
monitor photoinduced dynamics in real-time under higher excitation. Finally, we
present single-shot two-pump measurements, in which a second pump pulse excites the
lattice weakly after a strong pump pulse has already perturbed the system at high
fluence. This enables spectroscopy of the excited state itself up to 100 ps after its
creation, whereas one-pump measurements resolve the evolution of the excited state
from the ground state. Section 4.5 then discusses and develops all experimental results
presented here toward a description of photoinduced electronic and lattice dynamics in
PtI(en) across different excitation density regimes and from the femtosecond through
100 picosecond timescale.
4.4.1 Conventional Pump-Probe Measurements: the reversible
photoexcitation regime
Low to moderate fluence excitation
Figure 4-6 shows time-dependent reflectivity data from PtI(en) recorded using
conventional pump-probe methods. Responses following 800 nm pump pulses with
mi mifluences between 0.20 cm2 and 1.6 cm2 were probed by weak 600 nm probe pulses. The
data show a near-instantaneous reduction in reflectivity upon pump arrival followed by
a rise, and an oscillatory component. The slowly varying background is assumed to be
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due primarily to carrier excitation and subsequent changes to carrier populations or the
system temperature, while the oscillatory component results from lattice vibrations.
0 1 2 3 4 5
time(ps)
0.2 mJ/cm 2
0.24 mJ/cm2
0.31 mi/cm 2
0.60 mlkm2
0.80 mJ/cm 2
1.0 mJ/cm 2
1.6 mJ/cm-
Figure 4-6: Reflectivity response of PtI(en) versus time for pump fluences between 0.20 and
1.6 mJIcm2. Fourier spectra are inset, showing a time-averaged 3.6 THzfrequencyfor the
launched mode.
The slowly varying components were fit to exponential decay functions to extract
relevant parameters for the description of carrier dynamics. It was found that a single
exponential fit gives satisfactory results for the PtI(en) electronic response below 0.6
mJ / cm 2 fluence; however, above this fluence a biexponential fit was needed to
sufficiently describe the data. Results from the fits are presented in Figure 4-7 and
Figure 4-8.
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Figure 4-7: The electronic amplitudes resulting from exponential decay fits to the data in
Figure 4-6 are shown as functions of pump fluence. A single exponential fit was found to be
sufficient for pump fluences below 0.6 mJcm2; above this fluence a biexponential fit was used.
Increasingly negative amplitudes are observed for both fit parameters, with the second
amplitude decreasing only slightly within error.
Based on the fits, we observe that a second, longer-lived electronic component is
induced above 0.6 mJ/cm2 that is not present upon lower photoexcitation. In this
fluence regime, the component appears to have a lifetime of >4 ps (Figure 4-8) and its
contribution (negative amplitude) increases slightly with fluence (Figure 4-7). The
contribution of the shorter-lived electronic component (<4 ps) increases sharply with
fluence up to 0.3 mJ/cm 2, and then continues to increase with fluence, albeit less
drastically. While the STE lifetime has previously been reported to be 5 ps via
luminescence measurements,m we observe behavior suggestive of a longer-lived
response in the non-oscillatory component as the pump fluence is increased.
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Figure 4-8: The decay times resulting from exponential decay fits to the data in Figure 4-6 are
shown as functions of pump fluence. A single exponential fit was found to be sufficient for
pump fluences below 0.6 mJ/cm 2; above this fluence a biexponential fit was used. The first
decay time is near constant with fluence, while the second increases.
We expect higher pump fluence to initiate correspondingly more charge-transfer
and STE formation events in the pumped region, manifesting in stronger electronic
signal. However, the changing dependence of the short-lived electronic amplitude on
fluence suggests nonlinearity in the electronic response. Figure 4-9 shows the data from
Figure 4-6 rescaled by pump fluence, emphasizing a dramatic nonlinear response that
peaks at 0.31 mJ/cm 2. The magnitude of the electronic response from the pre-pump
baseline to the third oscillation null (at 1.5 ps) is also plotted in arbitrary AR units in
Figure 4-9 for direct comparison among the fluences.
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Figure 4-9: Signal amplitudes based on exponential fit scaled by pump fluence, exhibiting a
maximum in multi-exciton effects at 0.31 mJ~cm2. Reflectivity traces from Figure 4-6 and
scaled by incident pump fluence are also displayed.
To extract information on lattice dynamics, the exponential fits for each data
sweep were subtracted from the data in Figure 4-6 (single exponential below 0.6
mJ/cm2; double exponential above 0.6 mJ/cm 2 ). The resulting oscillatory signal
components, shown in Figure 4-10 [A], were analyzed in the frequency domain by a
Fourier transform. A lattice mode near 3.6 THz frequency (120 cnm1 ) indicates relaxation
of the initial photoexcited state to the STE state. The normalized set of peaks at the STE
formation frequency are shown in Figure 4-10 [B], and the non-normalized spectrum is
shown in Figure 4-10 [C]. The peak widths indicate a dephasing time of 1.6 ps
(Tc = FW2HM).- Little change in decay time is observed, and within our experimental error
of 0.2 THz (set by the -so~ sampling frequency and number of timepoints), there is no
perceptible shift in measured phonon frequency. The spectrum shows significant
structure at frequencies below the main peak, but they are not resolvable above the
noise.
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Figure 4-10: [A]: Oscillatory components extracted by subtracting exponential fits from the
raw data. [B]: Normalized Fourier peaks at the main STE lattice frequency. [C]: Full non-
normalized spectrum with experimental frequency steps of 0.2 THz.
Figure 4-11 shows spectrograms from conventional pump-probe measurements
in the 0.75-2.4 THz frequency range to emphasize the structure not resolvable above the
noise in Figure 4-10 [C]. A time window of 1.95 ps was used. We observe a distinct
mode at 1.7 THz at the lowest fluence, blue-shifting to 1.8 THz at a slightly higher
fluence, and the loss of mode structure for increasing fluence. At the highest fluences
employed for conventional pump-probe measurements, we observe increased
frequency amplitude centering around 1.9 THz with a short lifetime relative to the low-
frequency mode at the lowest fluences. Also shown is the instantaneous (first 1.95 ps)
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non-normalized frequency spectrum as a function of fluence, with the lowest amplitude
peak corresponding to the lowest fluence.
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Figure 4-11: Low-frequency mode observed from conventional pump-probe measurements
(color axis is normalized for each plot so that the color codes ranges from 0 (blue) to 1 (red)
across 2D plots). The time and frequency axes are identical in all 2D plots. A mode at 1.7 THz
is present at the lowest fluence, blue-shifting slightly (to 1.8 THz)for slightly increased fluence
but losing its distinct shape upon further increasing fluence. At the highest fluences shown
here, a low-frequency band is observed that peaks at 1.9 THz. Non-normalized early-time
cross-sections (lower left-hand plots) suggest two modes are present.
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For reference and for comparison with single-shot measurements to be presented in the
next section, a 1.95 ps windowed Fourier transform around the main STE peak from
low-fluence conventional pump-probe data is shown in Figure 4-12. We observe slight
red-shifting upon increasing fluence, as well as peak broadening indicating a faster
dephasing time for the mode corresponding to creation of the STE state.
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Figure 4-12: 'Instantaneous' (earliest measureable STFT time) breathing mode frequency in
PtI(en) extracted from conventional pump-probe measurements (time window = 1.95 ps).
High fluence excitation
We obtained measurements using the conventional pump-probe technique at
high fluences to explore the PtI(en) optical damage threshold. At the high excitation
fluences (2.4 to 9.4 7 w) whose responses are shown in Figure 4-13 [A], the material
response reveals drastically different time-dependent profiles than those at low fluence
(Figure 4-6). However, the observed responses were shown to result from cumulative
degradation of the sample over more than one million shots (20 minute scan at 1 kHz
repetition rate). After each long-time exposure to high intensity laser pulses on a single
sample spot, we performed low-fluence measurements on the same sample location to
test for long-term damage. If damage did not occur under high fluence excitation, the
same responses known to occur upon low fluence excitation should be measured.
Results of low-fluence excitation on regions of high intensity exposure are shown in
Figure 4-13 [B]. They differ markedly from the low-fluence response without prior high-
fluence excitation (red curve in Figure 4-13 [A], 1.6 mJ/cm 2). If all curves in Figure 4-13
[B] were identical to that obtained on fresh sample, it would indicate no cumulative
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damage had occurred. Instead, we conclude that cumulative damage occurs above 4 Cm
(and possibly lower), rendering conventional pump-probe measurements near and
above this threshold unreliable.
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Figure 4-13: [A]: Reflectivity response of PtI(en) versus time for pump fluences between 1.6
and 9.4 mJIcm2. [BI: Reflectivity response of PtI(en) versus time for 1.6 mJ/cm2 pump fluence.
In each case, the measurement was taken on the sample region that was previously irradiated
with the indicated fluence. The bottom curve, from 1.6 mJ/cm2 on afresh sample spot, is re-
plotted from Figure 4-6 for reference.
4.4.2 Single-Shot One-Pump Measurements: the irreversible photoexcitation
regime
To examine the real-time photoinduced dynamics of PtI(en) above the damage
threshold measured by the conventional pump-probe results, we performed single-shot
measurements for a range of pump fluences from 1.0 g to 12 c2. We observed
significant changes in reflectivity and in phonon behavior over this range, as shown in
mJ
Figure 4-14. At the lowest fluence (1.0-1.4 M), the familiar lattice vibrational response
associated with STE formation is observed. As the fluence increases up to 4.5 6, we
observe coherent vibrational oscillations but with decreasing amplitude (relative to the
peak electronic signal level), frequency, and dephasing time. At still higher pump
mffluence (12 M2), no coherent vibrational oscillations were observed in the data. The
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apparent disappearance of the mode at high excitation warrants further investigation.
Because observation of the Raman-active mode is a hallmark of the distorted ground
phase, its absence suggests the possibility of structural change. In the symmetric state,
vibrations of the equidistant Pt-I bonding pairs are predicted to be Raman-inactive, so
the absence of observed oscillations at 12 4 pump fluence could suggest possible
rearrangement to a high-symmetry state in the pumped region. Alternatively, the
absence of oscillations could be due to dephasing trends. A solution to this ambiguity
will be discussed below with presentation and analysis of results from single-shot two-
pump measurements. The data exhibit a slight null before the full reflectivity drop,
which is likely related to non-equilibrium carrier dynamics and is reminiscent of the
initial reflectivity drop in the pump-probe data of Figure 4-6. The effect was confirmed
not to result from a pre-pulse by performing an autocorrelation measurement.
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Figure 4-14: Single-shot differential reflectivity of PtI(en) versus time, showing fast dephasing
at higher pump fluences. The data are offset for ease of comparison.
The single-shot data in Figure 4-14 were fit to biexponential decay functions, and
the resulting parameters that could be reasonably extracted are plotted as functions of
fluence in Figure 4-15 and Figure 4-16. We observe that the shorter-lived electronic
component increases in (negative) amplitude until ~2.5 mJ/cm 2, and then decreases in
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amplitude with increasing fluence. The second electronic component, which we ascribe
to a longer-lived state, continues the trend of increasing amplitude with fluence
observed in the lower-fluence conventional pump-probe measurements. The second
decay parameter could not be accurately fit without artificial constraints (of increasing
minimum decay time with increasing fluence) because the electronic trace after pump
arrival is nearly flat in the highest-fluence case. However, it is clear from the raw data
itself in Figure 4-14 that at 4.5 and 12 mJ/cm 2, very minimal electronic recovery occurs
toward the pre-pump level for the 7 ps of data obtained. This long-lived response is
explored in more detail via two-pump measurements.
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Figure 4-15: The electronic amplitudes resulting from biexponential decay fits to the data in
Figure 4-14 are shown as functions of pump fluence. The first amplitude increases until 2.5
mJ/cm 2 and then decreases; the second increases with fluence.
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Figure 4-16: The short-lived electronic component decay time resulting from biexponential
decay fits to the data in Figure 4-14 is shown as a function of pump fluence. The decay, of <1
ps, is relatively constant with fluence within error.
Figure 4-17 shows the response of PtI(en), scaled by incident fluence, to fluences
ranging from 1 - 12 T using the single-shot apparatus. The response per incident
m!Lphoton is of increasing but comparable magnitude for increasing fluences up to 4c,2,
and a sharp drop-off is visible above that fluence. While the raw signal (Figure 4-14)
shows an increased signal magnitude throughout this fluence range, the photoexcited
material does not yield a uniform response per incident photon.
1.0 mJ/cm 2
1.4 nJ/cm 2
2.0 mJ/cm 2
2.5 mJ/cm2
4.5 mJ/cm 2
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time (ps)
Figure 4-17: Single-shot differential reflectivity of PtI(en) versus time, with the y-axis scaled
by incident number of photons (fluence). Scaled signals increase with increasing fluence until
4.5 mJ/cm2, and the scaled signal drops off sharply for the highest fluence, 12 mj/cm 2.
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Figure 4-18: [A]: Oscillatory components of single-shot data shown in Figure 4-14 obtained by
subtraction of biexponential fits to the electronic background. [B]: The normalized STE lattice
mode peaks from the single-shot data through 2.5 mJcm2
To extract lattice dynamics, the exponential decay fits generated for the slowly
varying electronic backgrounds of the data in Figure 4-14 were subtracted from these
data, yielding the oscillatory components shown in Figure 4-18 [A]. Normalized Fourier
components near the STE lattice mode are displayed in Figure 4-18 [B]. The noise in the
frequency data results from a combination of few cycles, poor long-time fits leading to a
slowly varying component that presents as a DC peak, and either the incorporation of
systematic noise toward the end of the time trace or the truncation of those timepoints,
which compromises the frequency resolution. We turn instead to windowed discrete
Fourier transforms to examine the data in greater detail, since these noise factors
preclude further analysis of the lattice dynamics. The results from a windowed STFT
with a time window of 1.7 ps are displayed in Figure 4-19.
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Figure 4-19: 'Instantaneous' (earliest measureable STFT time) breathing mode frequency in
PtI(en) extracted from single-shot measurements (time window = 1.7 ps). Significant red-
shifting is observed asfluence increases, and the peak is broadened, indicating faster dephasing
or a broader range offrequencies.
To summarize the data presented from the one-pump measurements on PtI(en)
from low to high fluence excitation, we have observed a short-time electronic
component that grows strongly at low fluence that peaks at 0.3 mJ/cm2 , and gives way
to a longer-lived electronic component at fluences above 0.6 mJ/cm 2 . We propose that,
counter-intuitively, interaction effects between excitation dominate at the lowest
fluence. This result is explored and explained in an interaction model in §4.5.2. Our
measurements at high fluence using conventional pump-probe methods indicate a
damage threshold of at most 4.5 mJ /cm 2 . The high-fluence longer-lived component
becomes prevalent at high fluence in single-shot measurements. The component, which
lasts longer than our 9.5 ps single-shot probe window, has not been previously
reported, and is further explored in two-pump measurements presented in the
following section.
We observed low-frequency modes in the 1-2 THz range in conventional pump-
probe measurements that are highly dependent on pump fluence (Figure 4-11) in the
same region as the nonlinear electronic response (Figure 4-9). Observation of the STE
formation, near 3.5 THz, shows clear red-shifting and increased dephasing at increasing
fluence. At the highest fluence employed, we observe the near-disappearance of lattice
vibration, though the one-pump measurement cannot distinguish between rapid
dephasing and structural change as possible sources of the effect. A reproducible t=O
feature remains, and did not vanish upon higher fluence excitation as expected and
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observed for lattice vibrational modes. For this reason, we ascribe the feature to
nonequilibrium carrier excitation rather than to lattice vibrations.
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Figure 4-20: Summary of single-shot one-pump results in the regime of high excitation
density. Top: Relative phonon amplitude (oscillatory amplitude relative to electronic
amplitude). Middle: STE phonon frequency. Bottom: Phonon frequency dephasing time. No
oscillation is reported for the 12 mJ/cm2 data, but a dotted line is shown to emphasize the trend.
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4.4.3 Single-Shot Two-Pump Measurements: measuring dynamics on the
highly photo-excited state
To address the ambiguity between fast dephasing and structural change, as well
as to investigate the carrier population and lattice structure after strong pump
excitation, we performed two-pump measurements with a second pump pulse that
m1
acted on the photoexcited state produced by the first pump pulse. Low fluence (0.8 Cy)
ensured that the second pulse itself did not drive the lattice far from equilibrium, but
the time-dependent response-observed with 400 probe pulses that accompany the
weak second pump pulse-depended on the fluence of the first pump pulse and the
time delay At between it and the second. For three fluences of the first pump pulse (F =
ml
1.4, 4.5, and 12 cm2), we pumped the lattice a second time at seven different time delays
(At) after the first pump: 0, 4, 10, 30, 50, 70, and 100 ps, and several seconds (effectively
infinite time). These measurements answer the question: what is the state of the system
At picoseconds after we excited the ground state material with a pump of fluence F? Put
another way, we know the response of the ground state to a 0.8 mJ/cm 2 weak pump
pulse (purple curve in Figure 4-6). How does the response of the highly excited state to
this same perturbation differ, at different points in its lifetime, and for varying degrees
of initial excitation?
Results with 1.4 c first-pulse fluence are shown in Figure 4-21; 4.5cm2 first-pulse
mlfluence in Figure 4-22, and 12 c first-pulse fluence in Figure 4-23. Key parameters
from all three measurement sets are summarized in Figure 4-25. After the first pump
pulse, the 0.8 m2 second pump pulse induces a response that reports on the system's
ml
state. In the 1.4 c excitation case, within experimental error, the measured lattice
properties (oscillation amplitude, phonon frequency, and dephasing time) remain
unchanged from At of 4 ps through At of 100 ps after the 1.4 m pump pulse. The
electronic amplitude increases slightly over the At range, indicating that a photoinduced
electronic state persists beyond 10 ps even after moderate excitation from 1.4 6 fluence
(below the material's damage threshold).
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Figure 4-21: Reflectivity versus probe window time for time delays At (4 ps through infinity)
after a 1.4 mJ/cm2 pump pulse
mlThe excited lattice created by the 4.5 C- pump pulse (Figure 4-22) is clearly
distinct from the STE state generated from the 1.4 c pulse since both the short-time
dynamics and the long-time electronic state differ between the two photoexcitation
fluences. We postulate that this change is due to a high density of STEs or absorption by
STEs into other states, which may result in correlated regions of altered lattice structure
in which the reflectivity at the probe wavelength is reduced and in which the phonon
properties are changed.
After the 4.5 6 pump pulse, the oscillatory and non-oscillatory signals induced
by the second pulse are less than half their amplitudes after the 1.4 cmpump pulse, the
phonon frequency is reduced to 3.2 THz, and the phonon dephasing time is reduced to
0.8 ps. The excited lattice relaxes toward a final state that is not fully returned to the
initial state, as shown by the continued reduced oscillatory and non-oscillatory signal
amplitudes even after 'infinite' time delay. The results of a first pump fluence of 12 S
(Figure 4-23) show all the same trends, with a somewhat greater reduction in the
oscillatory signal amplitude.
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Figure 4-22: Reflectivity versus probe window time for time delays A t (3 ps through infinity)
after a 4.5 mJIcm2 pump pulse
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Figure 4-23: Reflectivity versus probe window time for time delays At (3 ps through infinity)
after a 12 mJIcm2 pump pulse
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Figure 4-24 shows the instantaneous frequencies for the three sets of data as obtained
from an STFT with a 1.7 ps time window. The electronic and phonon properties resulting
from varied excitation levels and time delays are summarized in detail in Figure 4-25
for reference in the data discussion (§4.5).
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Figure 4-24: Instantaneous frequencies from two-pump data of varying initial pump fluences
and interpump time delays. A time window of 1.7 ps was used, which corresponds to the first
1.7 ps of the probe window following excitation. At higher initialfluences, the frequency is
significantly red-shifted after At - 3.5 ps after the initial pump pulse, and the recovery to
ground-state levels is on the order of hundreds of picoseconds. In addition, the mode is broad
and exhibits lower-frequency structure at the earliest interpump delay times.
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Figure 4-25: Single-shot two-pump results. Amplitudes, phonon frequencies, and phonon
dephasing times versus At for each of the above three pump fluences. The amplitudes of
oscillations launched by a fixed pump fluence are directly comparable to one another.
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4.5 Discussion of Results
We have presented a widely varying set of measurements on photoexcited PtI(en).
First, conventional pump-probe measurements were presented at low fluence, which
report on electronic and lattice behavior, and then at high fluence, which report on
optical damage. Single-shot one-pump measurements were then presented at moderate
to high fluence, and electronic and lattice properties were extracted from the data,
prompting questions about the photo-induced state. Single-shot two-pump
measurements were then presented, which report on the photo-induced state from
between 3 and 100 ps after its creation. In this section we first evaluate the trends in
electronic and lattice dynamics from the ground state across the measured excitation
regime. Second, we develop an interaction picture based on these data that enables
framing our measurements in the context of cooperative photoinduced structural
change and organizes the observations from different absorption regimes from all one-
pump data on the ground state. Third, we evaluate the photo-excited state (created by
different first-pump intensities) in the context of fluence-dependent behaviors observed
from the preceding measurements.
4.5.1 Excitation Dependence of Electronic and Lattice Dynamics in Photo-
excited PtI(en)
From the exponential fits across conventional pump-probe and single-shot one-
pump data, we observe an interplay between short- and long-lived electronic
components (see Figure 4-7, Figure 4-8, Figure 4-15, and Figure 4-16). A longer-lived
component >4 ps is observed to be induced at a pump fluence greater than -0.6
mJ /cm 2 . This can be seen qualitatively in the data in Figure 4-6, but is verified by the
result of single exponentials adequately describing the slowly varying background
below the 0.6 mJ/cm2 fluence, and a biexponential function being required to describe
the data above that fluence (Figure 4-7 and Figure 4-8). This longer lived component
increases significantly with fluence in its amplitude and decay time, and we observe
qualitatively from the data in Figure 4-14 that the decay time increases to far beyond 6
ps, though this parameter could not accurately be fit given our 9.5 ps time window. The
short-lived component increases dramatically in amplitude for our lowest set of
fluences. Its growth increases slowly with increasing fluence until about 2.5 mJ/cm2 ,
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beyond which point the component is suppressed. Thus, there is an interplay between
the shorter-lived and longer-lived electronic components as the fluence changes, which
suggests either that the dominant absorbing state changes with increasing fluence, or
that absorption occurring at lower fluences is further excited to a long-lived state at
high fluences.
From the one-pump single-shot results, we observe that upon 4.5 c fluence
ml
excitation the signal per absorbed photon drops slightly, and upon 12 cm2 fluence
excitation the signal per absorbed photon drops sharply. We conclude that the
ml ml
additional signal produced under 4.5 cm 2 fluence, and especially under 12 c fluence
(Figure 4-9), is not due primarily to increased exciton population. The net increase in
signal, however, indicates that photons are still absorbed at these high excitation
densities. The electronic decay trends (shorter component dominating at low fluence,
longer component at high fluence) results can be understood in terms of an absorption
that saturates at low fluence and gives way to another, longer-lived state. Within this
mIpicture, we suggest that the added signal upon 12 cm2fluence excitation is due to the
further excitation (i.e., ionization) of excitons or self-trapped excitons formed at low or
moderate fluence to generate carriers. This is consistent with the short electronic
mIlifetime measurement upon 12 c2 excitation (-100 fs), as carriers are expected to
contribute to the signal but also relax to the band edge within hundreds of
femtoseconds. This interpretation is also supported by two-pump measurements, which
show that a similar state is created under photoexcitation at the two highest fluences.
The low-fluence lattice frequency spectrum shows the STE formation mode at 3.6
THz, with an approximate lifetime of 1.6 ps as determined by the linewidth (Figure
4-10). We observe structure in the low-lying frequency range (from 1-2 THz) which is
investigated using an STFT windowed at 1.9 ps, as shown in Figure 4-11. A 1.7 THz
mode is visible at the lowest fluence, which appears to blue-shift to 1.8 THz before
disappearing upon increasing fluence. At 1.6 mJ/cm 2, there is an increased frequency
amplitude at 1.9 THz. The mode amplitude is significantly larger for increasing fluence,
and two modes appear to be present at 1.6 and 1.9 THz, with the lower frequency mode
dominating at the lowest fluences and contributions from the second mode growing in
upon moderate increased excitation density.
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Notably, the observed features around 1.7-1.9 THz change significantly in the
fluence regime we know to be subject to changing absorption patterns. Therefore, these
features may reflect extended motions along a chain, physically consistent with low
measured frequency and likely to be suppressed by a change in excitation density along
the chain. Low-frequency defect modes residing in the electronic bandgap have been
identified via IR absorption measurements and associated with solitons and kinks,
though precise vibrational assignments have been elusive. A charged kink structure in
PtCl(en) is predicted to have yield a mode with frequency 56% down-shifted from the
fundamental," 4 and a similar feature might be expected at 1.6 THz for PtI(en), in
accordance with our results. This defect structure for PtI(en) is illustrated in Figure 4-26.
Pt
Figure 4-26: Charged kink defect, projected to have afrequency roughly 56% below the
ground-state Raman stretching mode.
Other possibilities for the low fluence low frequency result include a soliton
mode, defined in this context as a propagating domain, which we would expect to
decrease in contribution as propagation becomes limited.1 6 In addition, Gammel et al.
predicted long-period 'superlattice' modes,"7 and Araoka more recently identified a
mode at 65 cm-' (relative to the 175 cn'fundamental) in PtBr(en)-previously
unreported-attributed to an asymmetric vibration of the STE state."M The low-
frequency mode dependence on fluence could also reflect relaxation of the STE state into
multiple mid-gap states at low fluence, as predicted by Peierls-Hubbard models in
previous works, while other channels dominate at higher fluence. 155-158 This
interpretation is less likely than others, however, as the feature's appearance at
instantaneous times suggests no relaxation precedes the vibration. Regrettably, this
feature cannot be explored in our single-shot experiments due to a prominent
systematic noise feature at 2 THz peculiar to our echelon optics, which would preclude
making definitive assignments in this frequency range. Nonetheless, the result is
intriguing, and can be further clarified in future measurements as described in §4.5.
The single-shot data at higher fluence yields noisy Fourier spectra (Figure 4-18),
but the main lattice peak is resolvable for all but the two highest fluences when the
slowly varying part of the oscillatory data is neglected. From these data, a slight red-
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shifting and broadening of the peak is observed, though not outside the 0.2 THz error
suggested by both the sampling parameters and estimates from functional fitting.
Figure 4-12 and Figure 4-19 show the spectrum in our primary frequency region
of interest for all fluences obtained with both the conventional pump-probe
measurement and the single-shot measurement from windowed STFT. Because the
measurements were conducted with different sampling rates and for different
durations, it is not possible to construct directly comparable frequency snapshots in
time. Instead, we proceed with the STFT results optimized for each measurement type
and consider the relative frequency shift across each measurement induced by
increasing the excitation fluence.
At low fluence where many oscillations are resolved, the windowing provides an
isolated snapshot of the instantaneous frequency. At high fluence where the data are
noisy, the windowing allows us to focus on the region where signal is expected and
suppress spurious noise from elsewhere in the time trace. We observe slight but
perceptible frequency shifting with increasing fluence in the lower fluence regime, and
more significant frequency shifts across the higher fluence regime. As expected
physically for lattice ion motion launched by reduced electron screening after
photoexcitation, the general observed trend is frequency softening as the excited
potential curvature widens, reflecting a weaker restoring force. Though in theory the
differences between Figure 4-12 and could result from differing temporal snapshots (a
severely red-shifted mode at 1.7 ps recovering by 1.95 ps), we verified the result is due
to fluence increase by comparing multiple time window ranges across the suite of
measurements. Broadening of the mode is clearly observed, and is consistent with the
known effect of mode dispersion across the metal-halide series for increasingly
delocalized CDW states. 43
In the low-fluence regime, we observe relatively minimal shifts in phonon
frequency, reflecting little change to the lattice structure. At the highest excitation
densities, the phonon frequency demonstrates considerably sharper red-shifting, in
concert with the longer-lived electronic component's growing contribution. Even as the
signal contribution per additional incident photon decreases (Figure 4-28), the
frequency demonstrates a very high rate of red-shifting. This may suggest a very
widespread contribution of STE oscillating states at high excitation densities, or a new,
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low-frequency mode that accompanies an apparent shift in electronic absorbing states.
In the PIPT picture, we expect the frequency to continue down-shifting as the system
moves toward the symmetric state, until the system no longer supports this Raman-
active vibrational mode. To our knowledge, no theoretical calculations have been
undertaken to propose the evolving potential energy surface under photoexcitation at a
single lattice site. A calculation of mode frequencies derived under varied models of
interaction could supplement our measurements for a developed picture of correlation
between observable lattice frequencies and excitation interactions. Though density
functional perturbation theory (DFPT) has been employed for other electron-phonon
coupling systems,15 9 we expect that the response of lattice vibrational parameters to
increased excitations could be significantly different when constrained in one
dimension. (Adiabatic potentials have been calculated for general systems, but the
results are qualitative and cannot inform our frequency analysis based on their
curvature.160)
It is instructive to compare our instantaneous fluence-dependent frequency with
time-dependent literature values at lowfluence, because the observed modes at low
fluence are reasonably well understood, and can provide insight into changing
contributions at high excitation. Time-averaged Fourier results have shown lattice red-
shifting on the order of 12-14% of the ground-state Raman frequency during formation
of the self-trapped state.119 123 We observe an ~11% down-shifting of the phonon
frequency across the fluence-dependent single-shot measurements, which suggests that
the predominant oscillating mode at increasing excitation densities is that of STE
formation. An interpretation of STE states dominating the frequency spectrum at high
fluence is in keeping with our estimates presented in the following section that every
unit cell is photo-excited under the highest fluences employed (Figure 4-29).
This interpretation is distinct from one that describes the red-shifting to be from
the Raman mode, but does not necessarily preclude red-shifting of the Raman mode as
a contributor to the red-shifted frequency. Further, measurement of the instantaneous
lattice frequency at the highest fluences employed is error-prone since there are very
few observable cycles. Dexheimer has performed two-pump measurements (at very low
fluence, using conventional multi-shot methods) on PtBr(en), observing an excited-state
wavepacket response intermediate between the ground-state and STE formation
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frequencies that reports on the relaxed STE state.1 61 While the steep red-shifting to ~3.2
miTHz at 12 cm2 may be an analogous observation in the relaxed STE on the PtI(en) chain, it
is more likely due to high-density effects than the relaxed STE state, which would likely
occur at all excitation densities.
To the author's knowledge, no vibrational mode predictions have been made for
low-frequency mid-gap states (e.g., polarons, bipolarons) in PtI(en). However, we can
estimate these frequencies from dynamical matrix normal-mode analysis on PtCl(en)
and PtBr(en). These calculations, along with corresponding Raman measurements, have
assigned peaks down-shifted from the fundamental by 15-16% to electron-polaron
excitations, and by 28-32% to electron-bipolaron excitations for both materials. 1
We therefore expect the electron-polaron and electron-bipolaron modes to appear at
roughly 3 and 2.5 THz in PtI(en), respectively. These modes may be present and
obscured by the fundamental. In all, these measurements suggest the need for DFPT
calculations to predict the potential energy surface curvature as a function of excitation
density and atomic distance under various interaction models. Further, they suggest a
role for x-ray diffraction measurements to monitor the lattice structure directly during
excitation at various densities.
4.5.2 Cooperative Effects in Structural Change
With fluence-dependent measurements on this system, we look to shed light on
non-linear effects and cooperativity. In this section we present a study of cooperative
effects in PtI(en).
Employing our data obtained at higher excitation than any previously reported
measurements, we can inform the models of photo-induced phase transitions that have
been proposed for a similar system with experimental data. Iwano has proposed that
precursors necessary to 'seed' a macroscopic phase domain are likely to form when
excitation densities are high enough for 4-exciton aggregates to interact along a chain.149
That author's method prepares the system energy with a customized electron-lattice
Hamiltonian reflecting the excitation level and then calculates adiabatic potential
energy surfaces to determine favorable interactions among excited states. Importantly,
many phases of interaction are proposed: 2- and 3-exciton aggregates are predicted to
be energetically favorable in a localized manner (across -5 unit cells), and 4-exciton
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aggregates display an additional energy minimum spread over ~13 unit cells, while the
'seeds' formed by the latter process are expected to have further interactions that lead to
macroscopic structural change.14 9 Though the studies cited here are not specific to
PtI(en), they nonetheless provide important principles to examine for low-dimensional
coupled systems. Thus, we will examine threshold behavior in PtI(en) as it relates to
structural change and the lifetimes of photoinduced excitations, emphasizing the
connection between electronic and lattice properties where possible.
Continuous irradiation under the fluences in Figure 4-6 was shown not to induce
permanent photo-damage by subsequent checks at low fluence. Nonetheless, as shown
in Figure 4-9, highly non-linear effects are observed even at these moderate fluences,
suggesting interactions between excitations. By contrast, in a non-interacting regime,
the signal from isolated photo-excitations would scale linearly with the number of
miincident photons. This behavior at moderate fluences (0.2 - 0.3 c.2) is due in part to the
one-dimensional chain structure of the material, and it presents an interesting
opportunity for studying interactions in the solid state. In a typical metal, coulomb
interactions ensure that photo-excited carriers are uniformly distributed. In one
dimension, mobility is severely limited. Moreover, in ionic crystals such as PtI(en),
excitations can become trapped in the polarization field created by photo-induced
lattice distortions, further immobilizing charge carriers and potentially forcing their
interaction. Thus, we might expect excitations to have low barriers to interactions,
which is indeed suggested by Figure 4-9.
In Figure 4-9 and Figure 4-17, we observed that the electronic reflectivity
response has regimes that deviate sharply from linear behavior with increasing
excitation density. These effects are more clearly illustrated in Figure 4-27, which is a
composite of data from conventional pump-probe and single-shot measurements.
Although the pump-probe data presented above in Figure 4-6 are plotted in
mL
arbitrary intensity units, having collected data at 1.0 cm2 with both the conventional
pump-probe and the single-shot instruments allows us to scale the pump-probe data
mL
appropriately. The pump-probe measurement obtained at 1.6 cm2 fluence (Figure 4-6) is
not included in the following analysis. Though a damage check after measurements at
m11.6 m fluence did not reveal qualitative signs of cumulative effects, we note that the
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m1
electronic response change from 1 to 1.6 ;;, from pump-probe measurements (18%
increase) is significantly smaller than the electronic response change from 1 to 1.4 6
(39% increase) from single-shot measurements. It is likely that a fluence of 1.6 2 sits on
the threshold for cumulative damage for PtI(en), since the measurements shown in
Figure 4-13 [A] suggest muted electronic signal as one effect of cumulative damage.
The magenta points in Figure 4-27 illustrate the absolute R change (relative to t
< 0 value) in response to the calculated absorbed photons per Platinum ion; the blue
points show the same response scaled by absorbed photons per Platinum ion. In both
cases, the dashed lines convey behavior that would be expected in the linear, non-
interacting regime. The approximate number of absorbed photons per Platinum ion (2
per unit cell) was calculated for each fluence F using the unit cell volume v (lattice
parameters a = 1.70 nm; b = 1.16 nm; c = 0.74 nm), the penetration depth 6 (30 nm),
reflectivity R (0.7) at 800 nm, and excitation wavelength Ep (1.55 eV) according to the
following relation:
(1 -R)Fv
nph/Pt - 26Ev Eq. 4-626P
The simple model presented here assumes a constant reflectivity of 0.7
independent of fluence in order to form a physical picture of excitation density. We
observe at least three regimes where the absolute signal change has distinct slope
behavior: between 0.04 and 0.06 absorbed photons per Pt atom (steep signal increases),
between 0.06 and 0.8 absorbed photons per Pt atom (tapering signal increases), and
between 0.8 and ~2 absorbed photons per Pt atom (plateauing signal increases). The
first of these is the same effect shown in Figure 4-9; the second is that emphasized by
Figure 4-17. Measurements were not taken at fluences higher than that corresponding to
2 absorbed photons per Pt atom. In the high excitation regime, we interpret multiple
photons absorbed per platinum atom as additional absorption by already excited states.
In this picture, we see that the sharply nonlinear reflectivity response and the
subsequently more gradual (but still positive) changes in scaled signal occur before the
0.5 absorbed photons per Pt atom fluence, and then the scaled signal begins to decrease.
Equivalently, the change in signal occurs when crossing the threshold of 1 absorbed
photon per unit cell.
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Figure 4-27: Absolute value of initial reflectivity change versus calculated absorbed photons
per Platinum atom (magenta). The same data are scaled by incident fluence to emphasize
regions deviating from linear behavior (blue). Both dashed lines indicate the behavior that is
expected for isolated, non-interacting excitations yielding signal in the linear regime. Each
point on a given line is derived from the initial t=O rise of the conventional pump-probe and
the single-shot data.
Figure 4-28 shows the sum of additional measured initial signal level per
additional absorbed photon (calculated using Eq. 4-6), where each relative difference in
signal is plotted vertically above the previous to yield a cumulative sum. Plotting the
scaled signal contributions in this way allows us to visualize in which absorption
regimes interactions are contributing most substantially to the material's changing
properties and emphasizes the features specified from Figure 4-27. A large fraction of
relative signal is gained from the lowest-fluence measurements (up to 0.6 absorbed
photons per Pt). Fluence measurements above 0.8 photons per Pt yield almost no gained
relative signal, with the middle fluence range demonstrating an intermediate
contribution to the gained signal.
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Figure 4-28: Added initial signal per additional absorbed photon. The initial signal responses
are plotted cumulatively. The dashed line indicates approximate expected linear behavior in the
non-interacting regime.
We are interested in understanding the extent and mechanism of interactions
along the metal-halide chain. To this end, we can estimate from PtI(en) lattice
parameters the distribution of excitations via the distance between nearest-neighbor
excitations along the chain for a given fluence. This enables rescaling of the x-axis to
chart the cumulative reflectivity change as a function of nearest-neighbor excitation
distance along a single chain, as in Figure 4-29. Given the excitation volume and the
crystal's lattice parameters, we have estimated 3.7x10" total unit cells in the region and
7x105 unit cells per chain. Here, as is standard for evaluating all electronic behavior in
quasi-one-dimensional metal-halides, we have assumed no interactions between chains.
From Figure 4-29 we can see directly-due to the sharp signal increase for minimal
fluence increase-that at 14 unit cells apart, excitations interact to modify the material's
measurable optical properties. To the author's knowledge, this is the first effort to
determine the extent of delocalization in metal-halides experimentally, and it provides
lower-limit support for previous calculations suggesting excitation delocalization over
20 unit cells in PtI(en).117 (Araoka et al. used a dynamical matrix method to estimate the
number of lattice ions participating in observed low-frequency modes, but the results
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are offered as rough order-of-magnitude estimates).'54 Because measurements were not
conducted in the non-interacting linear regime, we can only say from these
measurements that the excitation delocalization length is at least 14 unit cells -- and
likely longer. These results are particularly important in light of the fact that past
phenomenological models have used nearest-neighbor interaction approximations to
calculate defect state vibrations and other properties.1141 17162 While our results cannot
speak directly to the effect of this approximation on calculated lattice behavior, they
provide evidence that a nearest-neighbor interaction model is insufficient at
anyexcitation density. This is a useful metric at moderate fluence, but fails to describe
the physical system at high fluence where we have presented evidence for absorption
by already excited states. In this case, new photons absorbed may produce transient
high-lying states, which would not result in shorter distances between excitations. Thus,
in this simple picture, we neglect the estimation of nearest-neighbor excitation being
less than one unit cell, and interpret that extreme as multiple excitations per unit cell.
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Figure 4-29: Added initial signal versus the distance to the next-nearest excitation along a
single chain, estimated by experimental conditions and PtI(en) lattice parameters. The initial
signal responses are plotted cumulatively.
This high-interacting regime ends as more excitations populate a single-chain,
with observable drop-off at a nearest-neighbor distance of 9 unit cells. The interactions
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that dominated signal contributions for the lowest fluence range in our measurements
have saturated. At higher excitation densities, this simple model becomes unphysical,
although less than one unit cell distance between excitations can be interpreted as high-
lying excited states. Decreasing the nearest-neighbor excitation distance from 9 to 0.6
unit cells (or alternatively to the regime where high-lying states replace initially
photoexcited ones), we see still significant signal gain but at a more moderate slope.
Once we cross the threshold of every unit cell populated with an excitation, there is no
significant signal gain per additional photon. However, from the raw data it is clear that
the material continues to absorb. The additional absorbed energy may be further
exciting STE states to create carriers, and the reflectivity response could be due to
contributions from changes to the electronic band structure or temperature, or both.
4.5.3 Dynamics of the Highly Photo-excited State
Electronic dynamics of the excited state
In the measurements discussed thus far, we have noted four questions best
addressed by two-pump measurements that probe the photo-excited lattice and
electronic response. First, we observed a long-lived electronic state of increasing decay
time and increasing amplitude across our fluence-dependent measurements . Second,
we observed increases in absolute reflectivity for increasing fluence even after
interaction effects appeared to saturate (Figure 4-27), presumably due to carrier
absorption or further excitation of STEs. Third, we noted from Figure 4-14 that the
breathing mode frequency appears to disappear at the highest excitation densities. The
dephasing time is expected to decrease with increasing fluence (Figure 4-20). However,
an alternative explanation to rapid dephasing is a structural transition to the symmetric
state, which is not expected to exhibit the Raman-active breathing mode. Interrogating
the excited lattice via a two-pump measurement can resolve this ambiguity. Fourth, we
observed the likely formation of the STE state via an instantaneous frequency shift, but
this formation is difficult to distinguish from the expected mode softening for strongly-
coupled electron-phonon systems.
Two-pump measurements on the photoexcited state (see Figure 4-21, Figure 4-22,
and Figure 4-23) report on the carrier population shortly after the initial photoexcitation
and shed light on the population's signal contributions. Frequency analysis of two-
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pump results can further inform vibrational assignments and also report on the
lifetimes of the self-trapping process and the self-trapped (or other photoexcited) state
itself.
Measurements above 4.5 C pump fluence demonstrate evidence of a metastable
electronic state with a greater than 100 ps lifetime. This state, which may reflect
underlying structural rearrangements toward a symmetric phase, is revealed through
electronic and phonon properties of the photoexcited lattice measured at varying time
delays up to 100 ps after self-trapped exciton (STE) formation. Phonon frequencies for
the material pumped at the higher fluences (4.5 and 12cm2) are seen to converge near
the 3.5 THz mark of the ground state over the 100+ ps timescale. A similar trend is
shown for the phonon damping times. A comparison of the oscillatory and non-
oscillatory amplitudes across time delays for different fluences reveals that, when
pumped with fluences of 4.5 and 12 6, the system continues to recover past 100 ps.
These measurements of intense photo-excitation reveal a distinct state at early times
mi
relative to the sample pumped by a 1.4 ci2 pulse. The lattice vibrational properties
converge on the 100 ps timescale but the electronic state does not appear to have
recovered by then, or even by many seconds after high-fluence excitation as judged by
our infinite time measurement.
Trends and values for all measured properties are very similar between the 4.5
cm
2 and 12 m measurements. This mapping indicates that a threshold for lattice
behavior is crossed near 4.5 6, which also corroborates our excitation interaction
analysis from Figure 4-27. We conclude that a similar excited state is achieved in both
measurements, closely echoing the 4 c damage threshold indicated by conventional
pump-probe measurements. The observed decrease in dephasing time of the oscillatory
signal with increasing fluence is expected, since a high-density excitation leads to
higher phonon damping rates and higher vibrational inhomogeneity due to the
formation of domains that might approach or reach a high-symmetry structure. The
reduction in phonon signal amplitude is consistent with the approach toward high
symmetry, either uniformly or in discrete domains, since the breathing mode is Raman-
inactive (and therefore its coherent oscillations do not change the refractive index and
do not produce signal) in the high-symmetry phase.
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We also observe indications of a longer-lived trapped state that persists for
several minutes after photoexcitation above this threshold, as demonstrated by the
infinite delay measurements. The deviation at infinite time (several minutes) after 4 and
m112 cm2 excitation suggests some permanent or very long-lived change to the material in
the excited region. No damage was visible by eye, and the collection of data at this point
with reasonable signal-to-noise suggests the surface morphology was not significantly
changed. We postulate that repeated photoexcitation above a certain threshold intensity
may create isolated long-lived defect states that self-stabilize and became trapped
permanently or semi-permanently in the polar crystal. This effect has been observed in
other systems similar to metal-halide chains, the state lasting for several hours.'33 14 s
However, the effect has not been previously observed at room temperature.
The top panel in Figure 4-25 shows that even 3 ps after initial photoexcitation,
and continuing through all measured interpump delays, PtI(en) pumped with 4.5 and
mi
12 cm2 fluence yields almost identical electronic dynamics (as measurable via this
method). This further confirms that the chief contributing factor to added signal under
ml12 cm2 fluence excitation is exciton ionization to create hot carriers; by 3 ps post-
excitation the distinction has disappeared, and the two sets of measurements relax in
parallel, with presumably similar band structures and carrier populations as a function
of time. Without more fluence measurements between 1.4 and 4.5 m2 we cannot rule
ml
out carrier heating as a contributor to the single-shot electronic signal upon 4.5 cm2
excitation. To summarize, we suggest that added signal contributions upon 4.5 m2
excitation are neither the result of either exciton interaction nor of carrier heating.
Instead, we suggest that the observed signal increase results from band gap closure,
since the system is expected to yield larger reflectivity changes as it becomes more
metallic. We can roughly estimate the fluence at which the band gap should close by
referencing the molecular orbital picture depicted in Figure 4-3. For each unit cell (two
Pt atoms and two I atoms), two electrons should be promoted to lift the Peierls gap.
Assuming one electron is promoted per absorbed photon, this excitation density
corresponds to 5.7 2 (using the same calibration that was used to transform the x-axis
mIin Figure 4-27). Thus, it is reasonable to expect band closure in the vicinity of 4.5 m2
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excitation. Indeed, given effects of delocalization and cooperative behavior, the
observable threshold for band-closing effects is expected to be lower than the calculated
estimate from the localized limit. The possibility of band closure at this fluence lends
additional credence to exciton absorption (or carrier heating) being the dominant effects
mIin carrier dynamics upon 12 CM2 excitation; as the band gap is closed, the system has a
depletion of potential carriers in the disappearing valence band.
Lattice dynamics of the excited state
STFT was performed on PtI(en) two-pump data, and instantaneous frequencies
(earliest time-point available) are shown in Figure 4-24 for different excitation levels of
the first pump and for varying interpump time delays.
After 1.4 c excitation, we observe slight red-shifting (3.58 THz) at the earliest
interpump delay time. The lattice then recovers to the equilibrium 3.6 THz value by 10
ps after initial photoexcitation. There is moderate asymmetric broadening of the mode
mLtoward the red until 50 ps after initial photoexcitation. At 3 ps after 4.5 cm2 excitation,
the breathing mode is shifted to 3.45 THz. The frequency is fully recovered to the
equilibrium value by the infinite time delay measurement, with the most significant
recovery occurring in the first 10 ps. Again, red-shifted asymmetry and mode
broadening are observable through the first 50 ps after initial photoexcitation. The mode
is most drastically red-shifted 3 ps after 12C M excitation with a frequency of 3.4 THz
and recovery to the equilibrium value by 70 ps. We observe structure in the frequency
spectrum at 3 and 10 ps after initial 12 Cw excitation centered around 2.9 THz,
potentially due to gap states or extended chain modes existing several picoseconds after
high density excitations. However, since gap states are expected to be extremely short-
lived in the delocalized PtI(en) chain,10 6 we instead attribute this feature to the very red-
shifted mode rendered with suboptimal resolution during the STFT. This is supported by
the continuous red-shifting observed through 12 Cw excitation in Figure 4-19.
Though electronic amplitude measures indicate that additional energy does not
create a higher density of excitons past 4.5 2 excitation, we clearly observe lattice
properties affected at high excitation densities. Here too, the asymmetry (which may
reflect recovery from lower frequencies) and observable broadening (which reflects
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more delocalized valencies) have decreased by 50-70 ps, suggesting a coupled electron-
phonon state with 50 ps duration, not previously reported in this or related materials.
That this effect is more extreme in the 12 2 excitation case than that of 4.5 m2
excitation despite our assertion that carrier dynamics post-thermalization are similar
suggests that the nonequilibrium carrier population may be coupling very strongly
directly to the lattice mode in this regime, an effect that has been reported previously in
metals.'63
4.6 Conclusions and Future Work
We have measured excitation interaction effects and demonstrated a long-lived
photoinduced response in PtI(en). Distinct regimes of exciton interaction were observed
that indicate self-trapped excitons interact over at least 14 unit cells, and these
interaction effects plateau when the excitation density reaches a level that excites each
unit cell. The trapped exciton wavefunction formation feature has been previously
reported to persist for ~5 ps, but time-resolved measurement of the trapped state itself
has been elusive. We have observed a distinct state created at high pump fluences
(beyond excitation of each unit cell) with a lifetime in excess of 100 ps. This state,
measured by its phonon properties and electronic signal, could reflect the formation of
and recovery from a symmetric state induced by high carrier densities. Two-pump
measurements also reflect an excited state persisting for ~50 ps as measured by phonon
frequency and dispersion. We have also observed low-frequency long-range excitations
that change significantly as exciton interaction occurs. As excitation density increases,
we have proposed that domains form, the electronic band gap begins to close, and
excess energy at the highest photoexcitation limit is deposited as carrier heat, which
couples strongly to the lattice modes on the order of the carrier thermalization time.
These measurements illustrate that the single-shot instrument can convey
interesting and new material dynamics, from electronic and phonon dynamics far from
equilibrium, to cooperativity, to the creation of long-lived photoinduced states. The
results suggest possibilities for future measurements to further elucidate questions we
have begun to explore, summarized briefly here.
While the platinum-halide series is characterized well for certain properties in
regimes of low excitation density, the high-excitation regime remains to be
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characterized for these materials. As one example, the threshold for collective behavior
is expected to be higher for materials that exhibit stronger electron-phonon coupling."
From the interaction picture developed, this is expected since nearest-neighbor
excitation distance along a chain, which will always be larger for more localized
excitations, is a meaningful interpretation of pump fluence. Performing the same
cooperativity analysis for analogous PtCl(en) and PtBr(en) would allow evaluation of
the various interaction regimes as a function of coupling, and would strengthen our
understanding of the hallmarks of collective behavior. A model that accurately
characterizes and predicts thresholds for collective structural change based on
perturbation strength would be a valuable tool for materials scientists and device
engineers; our measurements can contribute to this goal.
Similar measurements could be employed on PtI(en) over multiple excitation
wavelengths. Though spectral absorption studies have long been conducted for metal-
halides at varying excitation wavelengths, there has been little emphasis on identifying
lattice properties of excitation states despite the electron-lattice interplay that lends
these materials their interesting properties. Applying our measurement technique
across excitation wavelengths could aid in assigning the low-frequency observed
modes, as each gap-state excitation type is expected to be uniquely enhanced and
diminished as a function of the photon energy.1 02
Pursuing lattice properties across the material series can further assist in assigning
the observed modes. The lifetime of polaron states is expected to increase for Pt-Br and
Pt-Cl systems relative to Pt-I; in contrast, solitons are less likely to occur in Pt-Br and Pt-
Cl systems due to their more delocalized nature.'06 Additional measurements to explore
the time-dependence and amplitude of vibrational features across the series could
extend the measurements made here and form a more complete picture of localized
photo-excitations in quasi-one-dimensional materials.
Our results provide a framework for future measurements on complex organic
molecular crystals similar to the one studied here, promise advanced understanding of
collective chemical and physical change in molecular crystals, and offer several
intriguing directions for future work on the fundamental interactions between electron
and lattice modes and photoinduced phase transitions.
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Chapter 5
High-excitation Photoinduced Dynamics in Bismuth
Semimetals such as bismuth, antimony, and tellurium are of long-standing
interest in the field of condensed matter due to their unique electrical and optical
properties. Semimetal alloys have been developed for robust rewriteable optical data
storage by exploiting their photoinduced structural response to nanosecond laser
pulses.49 Tellurium and bismuth continue to be key targets for the development of
thermoelectric devices, with progress in nano-engineering material devices serving as a
driving force.'64 Recently, it has been proposed that Bismuth-Antimony thin films may
exhibit unique band structure behavior similar to that observed in graphene, the
behavior manifesting as an ultrahigh carrier mobility, an effect of increasing interest for
electronic devices.165
In this chapter, we present novel observations on bismuth under high
photoexcitation. These measurements enable a view into how key material properties,
including electron-phonon coupling and carrier mobility, behave under conditions very
far from equilibrium. Previous works on bismuth, from ultrafast measurements to
theoretical calculations and electron diffraction, have prompted interesting questions
about the fundamental mechanisms at play when energy is transferred into the material
and about our ability to control these mechanisms. We provide an overview of the
material, its properties, and this past work. We then present measurements that explore
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photoinduced dynamics under varying degrees of excitation, in quasi-three
dimensional and quasi-two dimensional environments by variation of the sample
thickness, and through interrogation of both the ground and excited states through
multiple pulse spectroscopy. We develop a simple model of nonequilibrium dynamics
on the sub-picosecond timescale yielding to equilibrium dynamics on longer timescales
and show that the model can characterize the material response in the two-dimensional
environment. In the three-dimensional environment, we present evidence for a large
contribution from non-equilibrium transport that ultimately impacts both the structural
photoinduced response and our ability to resolve this response.
5.1 Material and Literature Overview
Structural properties and photoinduced response
In the ground state at room temperature, the bismuth lattice structure exhibits a
distorted face-centered cubic structure, which is due to the symmetry-breaking energy-
lowering Peierls effect (Figure 5-1, top left).'66 In this state, the Raman-active Alg mode
can be resolved by coherent phonon spectroscopy, which has been well-described in the
literature.3438 ,3 916 7-172 By the DECP mechanism introduced in Chapter 1, a redistributed
carrier population created by a laser pulse instantaneously induces a shift in the
potential energy surface, which leads to atomic motion by nuclear repulsion. In the case
of bismuth, we resolve lattice motion along the coordinate of distortion due to the
system's electron-phonon coupling. That is, the photoinduced carrier population
transiently lifts the Peierls distortion and sets into motion a lattice vibration along the
distortion coordinate, as also shown in our data here (Figure 5-9, inset). The lattice
mode, whose ground state Raman frequency is -2.95 THz, has been observed to red-
shift with increasing photoexcitation density. This effect has been described as
electronic mode softening by Fahy et al.," and the lattice frequency has been observed
to return to the initial value over the course of a few picoseconds after weak optical
perturbation.
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Figure 5-1: The bismuth lattice unit cell has a distorted face-centered cubic structure due to a
symmetry-breaking energy-lowering Peierls distortion.
From Murray et al., 2005:159 The potential energy surface of bismuth, calculated via density
functional theory, exhibits a double-well in the ground state. When a sizeable fraction of
valence electrons (-3%) are excited, the calculated surface exhibits a double well corresponding
to the structurally symmetric state.
Theoretical work
Theoretical calculations have provided important insights into the
understanding of laser-excited semimetals and have provided the impetus for
additional experiments. Murray, et al. performed constrained density function theory
(DFT) calculations to describe the potential energy surface as a function of carrier
distribution, which predicts the lowest energy lattice structure (Figure 5-1, bottom
left).159 In the same work, the authors performed frozen calculations on the Alg lattice
mode, displacing each atom and calculating the force constant to determine frequency
as a function of carrier distribution in both harmonic and anharmonic potentials (Figure
5-2, harmonic result highlighted). By comparison with optical spectroscopy experiments
inducing up to 1.25% valence electron excitation, the authors confirmed the harmonic
response. In a later work, the full phonon dispersion relations for equilibrium and
photoexcited bismuth were calculated from first principles. The calculations explicitly
show the dependence of the optical phonon modes on the carrier density.
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Figure 5-2: From Murray et al., 2005."' Frequency versus fraction of valence electrons excited,
calculated by the frozen phonon method. The harmonic frequency is highlighted by the red
dashed curve, and is calculated from the potential energy surface in Figure 5-1 from the same
reference.
Nonthermal structural response and high-density excitation
The DFT calculation reproduced in Figure 5-1 presents an interesting possibility
for photoinduced structural change. The lattice coordinate, which yields coherent
optical phonons under weak optical perturbation, is predicted to reside in a local
minimum in a symmetric structure under high perturbation (3% carrier density). This
state, which has not been observed, is predicted to be attained nonthermally, since the
lattice change is due to instantaneous carrier absorption that precedes thermal
equilibrium. The prediction of the electronically induced structural solid state is closely
tied with the exceptionally strong electron-phonon coupling. In aluminum and many
other metals, carrier excitation has minimal effect on the lattice potential energy, and
lattice melting proceeds through the transfer of energy from hot carriers to the initially
cold lattice over a few picoseconds. 3 By contrast, in semimetals, high carrier excitation
influences the lattice potential drastically on the sub-picosecond timescale, and typically
causes lattice breakdown in a nonthermal melting process."'"' Peierls-distorted
materials such as bismuth have different pathways, however, due to the energetic
coupling already discussed.
Fritz, et al. reported x-ray diffraction measurements that were sensitive to the
fractional lattice displacement induced under increasing carrier density.
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Simultaneously, coherent phonon signal was obtained by femtosecond optical pulses,
and the relationship among inter-atomic distance, carrier density, and frequency was
confirmed experimentally, as shown in Figure 5-3." Due to optical damage induced by
the excitation laser pulse, the frequency could not be determined beyond an estimated
carrier density of 1.3%, providing an important view on evolving photoinduced
dynamics, but leaving the remaining potential energy surface unexplored along the
carrier density coordinate.
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Figure 5-3: From Fritz et al., 2007.4 Left: Bismuth potential energy surface contour
superimposed with results from x-ray diffraction measurements (red circles) that report on the
fractional lattice spacing and indicate a harmonic potential up to 2% carrier density. Right:
optical phonon measurements, conducted simultaneously with the x-ray diffraction
measurements, enable a mapping between frequency and carrier density.
The measurement limit encountered by the work of Fritz et al. emphasizes the
limitations of conventional spectroscopy techniques and provides an opportunity for
single-shot measurements to shed light on a fundamental physical phenomena
predicted to exist. At the current state of knowledge, it is unknown if the symmetric
solid state structure can be reached without melting the lattice. In an electron diffraction
study of photoexcited 30 nm bismuth films, Sciaini et al. demonstrated the apparent
melting of the lattice on a nonthermal timescale that is sensitive to incident fluence, as
shown in Figure 5-4.2 At the highest fluence employed, the electron diffraction peak
corresponding to Peierls distorted nuclear coordinate decays with a time constant of
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~200 fs. At lower fluence, the time constant is on the order of a picosecond, suggesting
the possible interplay of thermal and nonthermal events as a function of fluence.
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Figure 5-4: From Sciaini, et al., 2009.62 Laser-induced melting of a 30 nm bismuth film was
demonstrated via electron diffraction measurements, at high excitation and with 200fs laser
pulses, and reported to occur in less than the time of a vibrational period.
The work by Sciaini et al. provides important information regarding the ultrafast
material response, but the mechanism that guides structural evolution remains unclear.
Additionally, the question of a thermal versus nonthermal basis for structural change
continues to be raised.176 Other works have emphasized the need for single-shot optical
measurements on bismuth under high excitation, with permanent damage thresholds at
high repetition rate (>1 kHz) reported by multiple sources to be between 22 and 25
mJ/cm 2 1."A17 7 t the low repetition rates employed in our measurements (< 20 shots), we
do not observe permanent damage either by eye or as indicated by reflectivity
measurements and image reconstruction. Therefore, we are positioned to investigate
the photoinduced response of bismuth under high excitation and traverse the
photoexcited potential energy surface shown in Figure 5-1. We have undertaken optical
spectroscopy measurements at high excitation density that are sensitive to both
electronic and lattice properties on the femtosecond timescale and extending toward the
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nanosecond timescale. Additionally, we vary the sample depth to test the contribution
of photoexcited carriers to the evolving dynamics.
Semimetal band structure and carrier considerations
Interpreting the ultrafast dynamics of semimetals comes with specific challenges.
Semimetal electronic structure is more complex than that of metals and, in many cases,
semiconductors. An illustration of the electronic band diagram for bismuth is shown in
Figure 5-5. Optical transitions have been proposed to occur primarily at the I point,
where there is an 0.8 eV band gap. However, transitions are also likely to occur
elsewhere at other points. In particular, transitions near the L point, where there is a
narrow gap, may contribute especially at high temperature. Melnikov et al. have
proposed that carrier populations couple more strongly at certain points (such as the T
point) than others.178 Still, the mechanism of energy transfer across the Bruillion zone in
response to photoinduced carriers in semimetals is largely unexplored, from both an
experimental and a theoretical perspective. Additionally, the band structure in
semimetals is predicted to vary as a function of temperature and film thickness, 165,179-181
although the measured dielectric function of bismuth films has been shown to be
largely consistent with film thickness.1 2
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Figure 5-5: Adapted from Melnikov, et al." Key symmetry points in the bismuth electronic
band diagram. Optical transitions near the F point create carriers that collect near the
Tsymmetry point (highlighted in red). This electronic population is thought to couple strongly
with the Al. lattice mode. The indirect band overlap is highlighted in blue, and occurs between
the L conduction band minimum and the T valence band maximum. Thermal transitions cause
the buildup of carriers near the L point, which is expected to have minimal coupling with the
optical phonon mode.
5.2 Experimental Results
A wide range of data was obtained in photoexcited bismuth varying three
experimental parameters: sample thickness, pump fluence, and time delay following
excitation. Through separate one- and two-pump measurements, we observed the
response of both the initial and photoexcited lattice under various excitation conditions.
Varying the sample depth enables a study of transport properties and may allow
insight into the dependence of band structure on material dimension. We present
measurements on bulk crystalline bismuth (several mm thick), 300 nm bismuth film,
and 50 nm bismuth film. Because the films were vacuum deposited, high-quality data
were obtained that enable direct comparison between 300 nm and 50 nm dynamics.
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While surface irregularities and higher noise levels preclude direct comparisons
between bulk and film samples, qualitative comparisons to the bulk can be made.
A key goal of this study is to examine electronic and lattice dynamics very far
from equilibrium. For each sample, we employed a range of pump fluences to monitor
the material response from moderate to very high excitation densities. The fluences
were increased beyond the point where lattice dynamics were resolvable. The pump
intensity required to meet this criterion varied with the sample, but in each case we
obtained measurements at higher carrier densities than have previously been studied
with optical pump-probe spectroscopy.
We are also interested in how the response evolves in time for different excitation
intensities and for different sample thicknesses. We probed the sample photoexcitation
response both instantaneously (by overlapping the pump and probe in time) and up to
800 ps after photoexcitation (by varying the pump-probe time delay) to observe the
evolution of optical properties under high excitation. Finally, the photoexcited lattice
was itself probed as a function of sample thickness, excitation intensity, and time delay
by introducing an additional pump pulse during the probe observation time window.
Sample Preparation
Bulk bismuth was purchased from American Elements, and the surface was
polished using a lapping machine with increasingly fine grits until a mirror-like surface
was achieved. Thin film samples were sputter-coated on a glass substrate under
vacuum. The sputtering process, which involves plasma ejection of atoms from a target
and fine deposition of the atoms onto a substrate, creates high optical quality surfaces
when conditions (temperature, pressure, sputtering rate) are optimized for a given
material. Thin films were sputtered at 140 C and 4 mTorr at a rate of 0.4 A/sec. Rates
were determined by a thickness monitor during sputtering, which uses a quartz crystal
microbalance to measure added mass per unit area on the crystal resonator. Thin film
samples were then characterized using x-ray diffraction and found to be polycrystalline.
In addition to estimation of film thickness by the crystal monitor, the thicknesses were
also measured by profilometry.
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5.2.1 Instantaneous Response to Strong Photo-excitation
In this section we present raw data and relevant fitted parameters resulting from
1-pump measurements on bulk and thin film bismuth samples across excitation regimes
and timescales. For all data presented in this chapter, the electronic and lattice
parameters are obtained as described below. Reported errors for fit parameters are one
standard error above and below the reported value.
Starting at the maximum (or minimum) AR/R value following pump arrival,
each data trace was fit to a biexponential that approximates the electronic background
of the signal:
(AR/R)ei = Ae-t/ra + Be-tTb Eq. 5-1
No constraints were placed on the decay constants; however, for each data set, it was
found that one electronic component reports on dynamics below 10 picoseconds
(Ta < 1 Ops, with amplitude given by A) and the other reports on dynamics longer than
10 picoseconds (Tb > 1 Ops, with amplitude given by B). The electronic amplitudes were
extracted and examined as functions of fluence. The exponential function (Eq. 5-1) is
then subtracted from the raw data to isolate the oscillatory component post-pulse. The
oscillatory component is fit to an exponentially damped sinusoid that approximates the
lattice vibration contribution to the signal:
(AR/R)ph = Cet/Thhsin(wt + pt 2 + p) + D Eq. 5-2
In Eq. 5-2, C is the phonon amplitude, rph is the dephasing time of the oscillation, w the
phonon frequency, p a term to account for temporal chirp, # the phase, and D a constant
offset.
Bulk measurements
Single-shot data from measurements on bulk crystalline bismuth are presented in
Figure 5-6. The pump fluence ranges from 1.5 to 35.5 mJ/cm 2, and 8 ps of data are
captured during and immediately following photoexcitation. At the lowest fluences, we
observe a damped oscillatory component superimposed on a decaying background.
Following the dashed blue guide, we note that the Aig phonon frequency begins
downshifting perceptively by eye above 5 mJ/cm 2. Above 20 mJ / cm 2, the oscillatory
lattice response cannot be resolved, although the significant noise around the pump
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responses may obscure oscillations. Also above 20 mJ / cm2, the slowly-varying
background takes on a new form, decreasing below the pre-pump level and not
recovering within the timescale of the measurement. In contrast, at the lowest fluences,
the reflectivity change is positive and returns to the pre-pump level within a few ps.
Bulk Single-shot Response
Pump Arrival
35.5 mJ/cm2
32 mJ/cm2
1.01 14-30 mJ/cm2
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Figure 5-6: Single-shot reflectivity response of bulk bismuth at 800 nm for a pump fluence
range of 1.5 to 35.5 mJ/cm2 . The red dashed line indicates pump arrival at 0 ps. The blue
dashed line is a guide to the eye to emphasize the perceptible frequency down-shift upon
increasing fluence.
The electronic amplitudes resulting from fitting the bulk data (Figure 5-6) to Eq. 5-1 are
shown in Figure 5-7 (short-time) and Figure 5-8 (long-time).
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Figure 5-7: Short-time (<10 ps) electronic component A extracted by fitting the bulk data in
Figure 5-6 to Eq. 5-1. The amplitude is shown in green, and the amplitude scaled by incidentfluence is shown in purple, also inset. The positive short-time electronic amplitude per incident
photon decreases up to -20 mI/cm 2, and then plateaus.
Both amplitudes increase (in absolute value) with fluence, which is expected as more
lattice sites are photoexcited. When scaled by fluence, as shown in the figure insets, we
observe less contribution from the short-time component upon increasing fluence, up to
about 20 mJ/cm2 . In contrast, we observe increasing contribution from the long-time
component when scaled by fluence, with no apparent plateau.
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Figure 5-8: Long-time (>10 ps) electronic component B extracted by fitting the bulk data in
Figure 5-6 to Eq. 5-1. The amplitude is shown in green, and the amplitude scaled by incident
fluence is shown in purple, also inset. The long-time electronic amplitude per incident photon
increases near-linearly for all fluences measured.
300 nm measurements
Select raw data traces from measurements on 300 nm bismuth films are shown in
Figure 5-9. Measurements at the four lowest fluences (inset) were obtained from
conventional pump-probe measurements, and the remaining data were obtained using
the single-shot apparatus with a pump fluence up to 48.6 mJ/cm2 . Qualitatively, we
observe a similarly increasing electronic response between the 300 nm and the bulk
bismuth data following the pump pulse, with the baseline returning to the pre-pump
level by ~8 ps. At 57 mJ/cm 2, the highest fluence employed, the 300 nm film (Figure
5-10) exhibits a negative response after the initial photo-excitation that descends below
the pre-pump level and does not recover by the end of the 9.5 ps probe window. The
frequency downshifts perceptibly from the lowest to the highest fluences, and no
oscillation is visible in the highest fluence used for photoexcitation in this sample (57
mJ/cm2 , Figure 5-10).
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Figure 5-9: Single-shot reflectivity response of 300 nm bismuth film for a pump fluence range
of 0.566 to 48.6 mJ/cm 2 . The red dashed line indicates pump arrival at 0 ps. The blue dashed
line is a guide to the eye to emphasize the perceptible frequency down-shift upon increasingfluence.
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Figure 5-10: Response of the 500 nm film to the highest fluence employed in our single-shot
measurements: 57 mj/cm2 . The reflectivity drops below the pre-pump level after afew
picoseconds and does not recover within the probe time window. No oscillations are visible.
The 300 nm bismuth film data in Figure 5-9 were fit to Eq. 5-1 and Eq. 5-2. Electronic
amplitudes resulting from these fits are shown as a function of fluence (both raw and
scaled by fluence) in Figure 5-11 and Figure 5-12 for the 300 nm data.
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Figure 5-11: Short-time (<10 ps) electronic component A extracted by fitting the 300 nm data
in Figure 5-9 to Eq. 5-1. The amplitude is shown in green, and the amplitude scaled by
incident fluence is shown in purple, also inset. The positive short-time electronic amplitude per
incident photon decreases up to -10 ml/cm2, and then plateaus.
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The short-time electronic component scaled by fluence decreases in amplitude with
fluence, and levels off near 20 mJ / cm 2 . The long-time electronic amplitude scaled by
fluence increases with increasing fluence, and plateaus above 20 mJ / cm 2 . Although the
fluence values between the bulk and 300 nm data sets are not directly comparable due
to measurement error, both samples exhibit decreasing scaled short-time electronic
amplitudes with distinct plateaus. Both samples also exhibit increasing scaled long-time
electronic amplitudes, the 300 nm component plateauing near the same fluence value as
the short-term component, and the bulk long-term component increasing continuously
in the measurement range.
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Figure 5-12: Long-time (> 10 ps) electronic component B extracted by fitting the 300 nm data
in Figure 5-9 to Eq. 5-1. The amplitude is shown in green, and the amplitude scaled by
incident fluence is shown in purple, also inset. The long-time electronic amplitude per incident
photon increases, then plateaus above 20 mJ/cm 2.
Frequencies of the oscillatory parts of 300 nm photoexcited bismuth data are
shown in Figure 5-13. We observe that frequency decreases with fluence moderately up
to 20 mJ/cm2 , and then drops significantly with fluence, reaching ~2.05 THz at the
highest fluence for which a frequency could be extracted. The most significant
frequency down-shifting occurs above the same fluence (~20 mJ/cm2 ) for which
electronic amplitude plateaus were observed. This result is likely an illustration of the
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strong electron-phonon coupling in bismuth, and will be explored in more detail in the
discussion section.
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Figure 5-13: Measured phonon frequency for a range of pump fluences in 300 nm bismuth
films. We observe decreasing frequency with a sharp drop above 30 mJ/cm2 . No phonon signal
was resolvable in the highest fluence measurement (57 mJ/cm2 ), the data for which is shown in
Figure 5-10.
50 nm measurements
Raw data collected from photoexcitation of a 50 nm bismuth film is shown in
Figure 5-14. In contrast to the previously presented data, we observe a negative
reflectivity change upon pump arrival. We attribute this difference primarily to a
change in the material band structure upon approaching the optical penetration depth
(15 nm). Previous work on the probe-wavelength-dependent reflectivity change has
shown that the bismuth band gap widens from 0.2 eV for bulk and 300 nm films to
~0.35 eV for a 40 nm film. Even for the lowest fluences, the reflectivity does not recover
to the pre-pump value within the 8 ps window. For these measurements, the pump
fluence ranged from 2.6 to 9.4 mJ/cm 2. At the highest fluence employed, oscillations are
not resolvable above the noise.
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Figure 5-14: Single-shot reflectivity response of 50 nm bismuth film for a pump fluence range
of 2.6 to 9.4 mJ/cm 2. The red dashed line indicates pump arrival at 0 ps. The blue dashed line is
a guide to the eye to emphasize the perceptible frequency down-shift upon increasing fluence.
Electronic amplitudes resulting from fits to the 50 nm sample data in Figure 5-14
are shown in Figure 5-15 and Figure 5-16. We observe that for the 50 nm film, both the
short- and long-time electronic amplitudes grow with fluence when scaled. The effect
plateaus after 6 mJ/cm 2 in the short-time (< 10 ps) case, and after 8 mJ/cm2 in the long-
time (> 10 ps) case. The different behavior exhibited at short times in the 50 nm film
could result from absorption by excited carriers constrained in the region due to the
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narrow depth. This would suggest that early-time transport of photoexcited carriers
may play an important role in material dynamics when the system is constrained to two
dimensions. As for the other samples, it was confirmed that a biexponential was
necessary to fit the post-pulse response of the 50 nm film data.
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Figure 5-15: Short-time (<10 ps) electronic component A extracted by fitting the 50 nm data
in Figure 5-14 to Eq. 5-1. The amplitude is shown in green, and the amplitude scaled by
incident fluence is shown in purple, also inset. The positive short-time electronic amplitude per
incident photon increases up to -5 mI/cm2, and then plateaus.
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Figure 5-16: Long-time (>10 ps) electronic component B extracted by fitting the 50 nm data in
Figure 5-14 to Eq. 5-1. The amplitude is shown in green, and the amplitude scaled by incidentfluence is shown in purple, also inset. The long-time electronic amplitude per incident photon
increases, then plateaus above 8 mJ/cm2.
Frequencies extracted from the oscillatory part of the 50 nm film data are shown
in Figure 5-17. As in the case of the 300 nm film, we observe a slight decrease up to the
fluence threshold that marks an electronic signal plateau (8 mJ / cm 2 for 50 nm, 20
m/cm2 for 300 nm) and significant down-shifting of the frequency following or slightly
preceding this plateau. The lowest resolvable phonon oscillation is at -2 THz after
excitation by a 9 mJ/cm2pump pulse. While similar dynamics are observed in the 300
nm and 50 nm samples (with the exception of the short-time electronic amplitude), in all
cases the thresholding behavior occurs in response to significantly reduced pump
fluence in the 50 nm film case.
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Figure 5-17: Measured phonon frequency for a range of pump fluences in 50 nm bismuth
films. We observe decreasing frequency with a sharp drop above 5 mJ/cm2. The highest fluence
measurement yields a frequency below or 2 THz. The measurement at 8.5 mj/cm2 fluence is the
highest fluence which yields a well-resolved frequency.
The time traces were fit to exponential functions after the pump pulse response
(starting at the maximum reflectivity change after t = 0 for bulk and 300 nm, and at the
minimum reflectivity change after t = 0 for 50 nm). Figure 5-18 shows the absolute value
of the instantaneous amplitude scaled by pump fluence for the different samples,
obtained by taking the range over the first 500 fs of the measurement. The scaled
absorption decreases slightly with fluence for the bulk and 300 nm samples (leveling off
at -10 mJ/cm2 in the 300 nm case and ~20 mJ/cm 2 in the bulk case), but increases
sharply for the 50 nm sample until -6 mJ/cm2, at which point it decreases slightly.
These dynamics mirror the short-time amplitudes for each sample discussed above.
With the assumption that the instantaneous response reports primarily on the
photoinduced carrier population, these trends suggest that the short-time electronic
component is due primarily to instantaneous absorption. We propose that carriers
created by the leading edge of the laser pulse absorb additional photon energy and
contribute nonlinearly to the signal in the 50 nm case, where transport out of the quasi-
two-dimensional region is limited. At the plateau near 6 mJ/cm 2, the sample undergoes
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the same saturation in absorption observed in the bulk and 300 nm films that has been
previously reported."
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Figure 5-18: The absolute value of the instantaneous reflectivity response for pump arrival is
shown for each sample. The value is defined as the maximum (bulk and 300 nm) or minimum
(50 nm) ARIR value reached relative to the pre-pump baseline in the first 1 ps.
5.2.2 Long-time Response to Strong Photo-excitation
The previous section presented measurements on the instantaneous
photoinduced electronic and lattice dynamics in bismuth far from equilibrium. By
temporally overlapping the pump pulse with the single-shot probe pulse, those
measurements report on the photoexcitation itself and the subsequent 8 ps of material
evolution. By employing a translation stage in the optical setup, the probe can be
positioned to arrive many picoseconds after the pump pulse during a subsequent
measurement. Post-excitation lattice dynamics are only resolvable with a second pump,
as presented in the next section. With the temporally delayed probe pulse grid alone,
we can capture 9.5 ps of the evolving reflectivity of the perturbed sample at any delay
of interest, as shown in Figure 5-19. The At = 0 measurement corresponds to zero time
delay between the pump and probe, equivalent to the measurements presented in 5.2.1.
The measurement was repeated for several time delays between the pump and
probe and for several different pump fluences. For each set of measurements following
like fluence, probe pulse snapshots were assembled to provide a composite time trace.
Each measurement set per fluence was obtained on the same sample spot, and it was
verified that cumulative optical damage did not occur by reproducing the expected t = 0
response after the measurement. In Figure 5-19, the slowly varying structure visible
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within individual 9.5 ps probe time trace results from variation across the echelon grid,
a spatio-temporal artifact described in Chapter 3. In a typical measurement, this
variation is masked by the larger signal. The fast-varying structure within each
individual 9.5 ps probe time trace results from instrument noise. Despite these
variations, the average intensity from one probe trace (time delay) to another varies
reproducibly for a given fluence. Thus, long-time dynamics may be extracted from
multiple measurements even upon high fluence excitation as long as the baseline noise
is moderately low (below 0.1%). Because the bulk crystalline sample is not optically
smooth, noise exceeds this level. However, the deposited films exhibit optically smooth
surfaces, enabling a comparison of the many-picosecond reflectivity evolution of
photoexcited bismuth in a quasi-three-dimensional environment (300 nm) and a quasi-
two-dimensional environment (50 nm) from moderate to strong excitation.
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Figure 5-19: Composite time trace derived from multiple single-shot measurements on 300 nm
bismuth film after varying time delays following excitation by a 26 mJI/cm 2fluence pump pulse.
Variations over individual 9.5 ps snapshots are due to variation over the echelon profiles, and
do not bear physical meaning in interpreting the signal.
To aid in visualization and comparison, 9.5 ps data traces after the At = 0 trace
are depicted by a single point whose y-value (differential reflectivity) is the average
over the last 2 ps of the specified 9.5 ps time window, and whose x-value (time) is given
by the measurement time delay (e.g., 40 ps, 100 ps, etc.) plus 8.5 ps. The resulting
composite time trace gives snapshots of the material reflectivity up to many
picoseconds after pump excitations of varying fluence.
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Figure 5-20: Composite time traces collected from multiple single-shot measurements of
varying time delays on the 300 nm sample. The -10 ps response increases with fluence beyond
the level visible by our 9.5 ps probe pulse, and recovers by 25-50 ps for most fluences
measured. Colors for a given composite time trace indicate consecutive measurements.
Composite time traces of the 300 nm bismuth film photoexcitation response,
ranging from 0 to 100 ps after pump arrival, are shown in Figure 5-20 for six pump
fluences ranging from 8 to 57 mJ/ cm2 . With the exception of the lowest-fluence case,
there is little distinction in the temporal profiles across the traces. There appears to be a
slow recovery throughout the next 800 ps, but differences are smaller than the
instrumental error of 0.001%, as shown in Figure 5-21. Additionally, there may be an
acoustic response between 200-300 masking the long timescale recovery.
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Figure 5-21: Emphasis on the 100-800 ps reflectivity evolution of 300 nm bismuth data shown
in Figure 5-23, with instrumental error of 0.001%.
Figure 5-22 shows composite time traces of the 50 nm film response for a fluence
range of 3 to 9.5 mJ/cm 2. In the case of the 50 nm film, the reflectivity does not return
to the pre-pump zero level by 100 ps, but rather remains largely unchanged from the
level 9.5 ps after pump arrival. The reflectivity response passes through a minimum
near 50 ps, of moderately increasing depth with increasing fluence, which may be due
to an acoustic response in the thin film upon intense photoexcitation. Because the t = 0
response was reproduced at infinite time (several seconds), it is clear that a slow
recovery takes place on the 100 ps to ns timescale.
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Figure 5-22: Composite time traces collected from multiple single-shot measurements of
varying time delays on the 50 nm sample. The response increases toward the pre-pump level
for 10-15 ps and remains relatively unchanged through 100 ps except for the acoustic strain
pulse. Colors for a given composite time trace indicate consecutive measurements.
5.2.3 One-pump Thin Film Measurements: Key Results
In the measurements presented thus far, we have observed various timescales of
interest that likely result from specific photoinduced dynamics. These timescales are
summarized in Figure 5-23, which displays all composite single-shot time traces for
both the 300 nm (top) and 50 nm (bottom) sample. (300 nm traces are displayed on a log
scale in the main figure).
Generalizing, the 300 nm film exhibits a positive response on the 500 fs timescale
and falls below the pre-pump level to a minimum at ~10 ps. The reflectivity recovers
almost completely to the pre-pump level during the next relaxation phase (from -10 to
50 ps). A slow recovery on the longer timescale after 50 ps is likely but not resolvable
above the instrumental noise.
The 50 nm film exhibits a negative near-instantaneous response on the 500 fs
timescale, recovers moderately on the 10-15 ps timescale, and undergoes a slow
recovery toward the baseline level. An acoustic response is visible at ~50 ps. Though
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measurements were not obtained past 100 ps in the 50 nm sample, the eventual
recovery was verified by reproducing the original t = 0 response at the infinite-time
limit (many seconds later).
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Figure 5-23: Summary of timescales of interest in bismuth single-shot measurements for two
samples: a 300 nmfilm (top), which approximates a three-dimensional environment, and a 50
nm film (bottom), which approximates a two-dimensional environment. The 300 nm traces
were collected out to 800 ps, and are displayed on a log time scale in the main figure (linear
scale: inset). Both samples exhibit an instantaneous response on the order of 500 fs (red), an
early-time recovery on the order of 10-15 ps (orange), and long-time dynamics past 20-50 ps
(blue). We observe an intermediate relaxation stage in the 300 nm sample pnset at 10 ps with a
-15 ps time constant (green).
When scaled by incident fluence, the 50 nm sample-instantaneous response and
the short-time post-pump relaxation component increase with fluence (Figure 5-18, and
Figure 5-15), while the 300 nm instantaneous response and short-time post-pump
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relaxation component decrease with fluence when scaled (Figure 5-18 and Figure 5-11).
In both samples, the scaled responses corresponding to electronic relaxation over > 10
ps increase with fluence (Figure 5-12 and Figure 5-16).
For both samples at moderately low fluence, we observe lattice oscillations 500 fs
after pump arrival that last for 1-5 ps, with a damping that decreases with fluence. The
oscillation frequency red-shifts with increasing fluence, which is the expected mode-
softening result. Strong departure from the ground-state frequency is onset at a much
lower fluence for the 50 nm film than for the 300 nm film (Figure 5-13 and Figure 5-17),
indicating a dependence of lattice dynamics on dimensional constraints. In both
samples, the plateaus that mark strong departure from the ground-state frequency are
similar to identifiable plateaus in the electronic responses (50 nm: 6.5 mJ/cm 2, 300 nm:
20 mJ /cm 2), indicating the possibility of varying regimes of electron-phonon coupling
strengths. At the highest fluences employed for each sample (50 nm: 9.5 mJ/cm 2, 300
nm: 57 mJ/cm 2 ), oscillations can no longer be resolved. Because phonon amplitude
increases with fluence, we expect that this result reflects material dynamics even though
noise increases at high fluence. The effect may be induced by either very fast dephasing
(<1 cycle renders fitting to Eq. 5-2 inconclusive) or to the absence of the Raman-active
mode in the highly photoexcited state.
Our goal in obtaining two-pump measurements (5.2.4) and in modeling the
material dynamics (5.3) is to explore these timescales and their underlying dynamics as
they evolve in time-under varying degrees of displacement from equilibrium and
constrained in varying dimensions-and to interpret them on the microscopic level.
5.2.4 Spectroscopy of Photoexcited Bismuth: Two-pump Measurements
In the previous section, results were presented on photoexcited bismuth films
from moderate to very high excitation densities. The results suggest key differences
between a quasi-two-dimensional environment (the 50 nm film) and a quasi-three-
dimensional environment (the 300 nm film), such as their instantaneous responses and
recovery mechanisms. 1ey also suggest striking parallels, such as analogous
thresholding effects between lattice and electronic parameters despite the different
fluence regimes used for each sample's photoexcitation measurements. In this section
we present two-pump measurements on bismuth while varying both the film depth and
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initial excitation strength. As described in Chapter 2 and demonstrated in our results on
PtI(en) (Chapter 4), overlapping the probe array with a second pump at a specified time
following photoexcitation enables a measurement of the photoexcited lattice as it
evolves. For the 300 nm measurements, the second pump fluence was 8-9 mJ/cm 2 . For
the 50 nm measurements, the second pump fluence was 3 mJ/cm2.
Two-pump measurements on 300 nm bismuth
Figure 5-24 shows select two-pump data on the 300 nm bismuth film. At left is a
comparison of the photoexcited state after 3 ps, varying the level of initial excitation
fluence from 9.5 to 57 mJ/cm 2 . Above 50 mJ/cm 2, there is a small electronic response
but no resolvable phonon oscillation, suggesting the strong possibility of photo-induced
structural change. At right, measurements at varying time delays following 57 mJ/cm2
excitation are shown. Lattice oscillations grow in following the 3 ps delay, and by 400 ps
the lattice response resembles the expected ground-state response (e.g., as compared
with the 11.2 mJ/cm2 one-pump trace in Figure 5-9).
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Figure 5-24: Representative two-pump measurements on 300 nm bismuth film across different
excitation fluences and measurement time delays. Left: the photoexcited state is probed 3 ps
after excitation by the fluence indicated. Qualitatively, we observe the familiar lattice response
below 20 mJ/cm 2 excitation. Above this excitation, the measurement does not identify lattice
vibrations 3 ps after photoexcitation. Right: the highly photoexcited state is probed at varying
time delays. We see oscillations after 3 ps, and the response resembles the ground-state
excitation response after ~400 ps.
Several measurements across multiple excitation densities and time delays were
obtained on the 300 nm film. In order to compress these data for visualization in the
following figures, parameters of interest are displayed versus measurement delay time
with a continuous excitation fluence color-map. Figure 5-25 and Figure 5-26 show the
electronic amplitude for each measurement-defined as the peak height following the
second pump arrival-for various excitation levels for the first 100 ps and the full 800
ps, respectively. Figure 5-27 and Figure 5-28 show the frequency measured (fit to Eq.
5-2) as a function of time delay and excitation fluence, also for the first 100 ps and the
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full 800 ps, respectively. These measurements were obtained under varying conditions,
which yields more variation than a single set of measurements obtained over a few
hours. Still, trends from low to high excitations regimes are identifiable and reasonably
consistent. For clarity in visualizing trends, dashed lines illustrate the trajectory of a
single photoexcited state (i.e., response to a single fluence as a function of time). For the
electronic amplitudes, values are not scaled by pump fluence, as they were in the
previous section, since the second pump intensity was kept constant.
For the lowest fluence range (dark blue), we observe a low instantaneous
electronic amplitude that increases over -30 ps and continues to increase slowly over
the 800 ps measurement span. Similar trends are observed for the moderate fluence
range (light blue). In the highest fluence range, the instantaneous electron amplitude is
lower still. The recovery dynamics on the sub-20 ps timescale are not resolvable above
the noise, but a slow increase is apparent starting from -50 ps throughout the 800 ps
measurement span. These results confirm the slow recovery over 800 ps (or longer)
suggested by the one-pump long-timescale measurements (Figure 5-21). The recovery in
the -30 ps timeframe visible for low and moderate fluence regimes also suggests a
relation to the intermediate recovery from those measurements (green shaded region in
Figure 5-23).
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Figure 5-25: Electronic amplitudes extracted from two-pump measurements on 300 nm
bismuth at varying time delays and degrees of photoexcitation. The first 100 ps are shown.
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Figure 5-26:Electronic amplitudes extracted from two-pump measurements on 300 nm
bismuth at varying time delays and degrees of photoexcitation. The full 800 ps are shown.
We monitor the lattice response of the photoexcited state via the oscillation
frequency launched by the second pump pulse. For the lowest fluence range, we
observe that even immediately after photoexcitation, the ground state frequency near 3
THz is reproduced, indicating that the photoexcited state has quickly relaxed to near
the ground state. Still, there is a slight increase over 800 ps. We note that this fluence-
9.5 mJ/cm2 , the lowest in our two-pump measurements on the 300 nm sample-is still
significantly higher than that employed by most prior work on bismuth. In the
moderate fluence range, we observe a lower frequency (2.3-2.7 THz) immediately
following the initial photoexcitation. There is an increase in measured frequency as the
photoexcited state relaxes over -20 ps, and continued slow recovery over 800 ps. At the
highest fluence, the earliest time points exhibit significantly reduced frequency (below 2
THz). We note that below 2 THz, there is a very large error in the fitting. After -10 ps,
the frequency rises above 2 THz (or alternatively, the frequencies become resolvable
above the noise). The frequency in the highest fluence case continues to rise over the 800
ps span. We note that the highest excitation measurements do not result in the ground
state frequency by 800 ps.
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Figure 5-27: Phonon frequency extracted from two-pump measurements on 300 nm bismuth at
varying time delays and after varying degrees of photoexcitation. The first 100 ps are shown.
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Figure 5-28: Phonon frequency extracted from two-pump measurements on 300 nm bismuth at
varying time delays and after varying degrees of photoexcitation. The full 800 ps are shown.
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Two-pump measurements on 50 nm bismuth
Figure 5-29 displays data from two-pump measurements on 50 nm bismuth up
to 100 ps after two representative photoexcitation levels. At moderate excitation (left),
the lattice response is visibly reduced below 10 ps, but is present at all time delays. The
electronic amplitude increases slightly as a function of time. At high excitation (right),
no lattice response is visible until -30 ps following excitation, which is suggestive of
structural change. Relative to the moderate excitation case, the electronic amplitude
response is reduced for all time delays.
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Figure 5-29: Representative two-pump measurements on 50 nm bismuth film across different
excitation fluences and measurement time delays. Left: the photoexcited state is probed from 3
to 100 ps after excitation by a moderate fluence, 4.5 mJ/cm .Right: the photoexcited state is
probed from 3 to 100 ps following excitation at a high fluence, 9.5 mI/cm 2.
Electronic amplitudes from the 50 nm bismuth film response to four different initial
excitation levels at multiple time delays are shown in Figure 5-30, and the frequencies
measured in each case are displayed in Figure 5-31. For all initial excitation levels, we
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5 mJ/cm 2
observe an increase in the electronic amplitude over 100 ps; however, the amplitudes do
not converge near the same level by 100 ps (as they did in the 300 nm case, for all but
the highest fluence). This is in keeping with the indication from the composite time
traces (
Figure 5-22) that suggest only an initial recovery has occurred by 100 ps. For all
but the highest fluence, the measured lattice frequency at early times decreases slightly
with fluence, and all measurements converge to nearly the same value after 100 ps. At
the highest fluence, no oscillations are resolved until 30 ps after excitation. Afterwards,
the lattice response increases in frequency throughout the 100 ps delay but does not
converge to the same value as the lower fluence measurements. In all cases, the
frequency at 100 ps remains relatively low (2.5 THz), which is similar to the 300 nm case
over this timescale.
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Figure 5-30: Electronic amplitudes extracted from two-pump measurements on 50 nm bismuth
at varying time delays (0-100 ps) and after varying degrees of photoexcitation.
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Figure 5-31: Phonon frequency extracted from two-pump measurements on 50 nm bismuth at
varying time delays (0-100 ps) and after varying degrees of photoexcitation.
From the one-pump measurements, we observed a lower threshold for significant
frequency down-shifting and for the plateau of electronic signal for the thinner sample.
Figure 5-32 compares the frequency value measured as a function of time delay for the
two samples upon similar incident fluence excitation. Being partially transparent, the
thinner sample is likely to absorb a smaller fraction of incident light than the thicker
sample. Still, the 50 nm film exhibits a more dramatic response and recovers more
slowly, while the 300 nm film response to a similar incidence fluence nearly returns to
the ground state frequency in under 20 ps.
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Figure 5-32: Comparison of the effects of similar incident fluence on the photoexcited state
lattice response in 300 nm and 50 nm bismuth films. The thinner film exhibits a more dramatic
frequency reduction, and recovers more slowly, than does the thicker film for comparable
incident pulse fluences.
For both samples, the highest fluence employed for two-pump measurements
was chosen to be above the threshold that led to the disappearance of phonon
oscillations following one-pump excitation (Figure 5-9 and Figure 5-14). Figure 5-33
shows the evolution of lattice frequency upon excitation above this threshold for each
sample. Fewer time points were obtained for the 50 nm sample, so the frequency
recovery time cannot be determined precisely. However, it is apparent that the 300 nm
film frequency response begins recovering from its lowest measured value in under 10
ps, while the 50 nm film does not. Notably, the two sample frequencies converge to
nearly the same value at 100 ps. Furthermore, by comparison to the long-time
reflectivity response (inset for both samples at the indicated fluence in Figure 5-33), we
see that the 300 nm lattice frequency appears to recover on roughly the same timescale
as does the reflectivity response, although not to the ground state frequency. In
contrast, the 50 nm lattice frequency appears to recover on a longer timescale than the
initial electronic relaxation.
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Figure 5-33: Comparison of lattice frequency after the highest photoexcitationfluence (as
determined by the disappearance of phonon oscillations in one-pump measurements). The
initial 300 nm film lattice recovery time appears to be less then 20 ps, while that of the 50 nm
film appears to be ~20 ps. The long-time reflectivity responses are inset for each sample-fluence
pair for comparison of timescales.
5.3 Modeling of Nonequilibrium and Equilibrium Dynamics
We seek to evaluate our measurements in the context of photoinduced structural
change to determine the mechanisms at work. Some theoretical efforts have predicted a
symmetric state that can only be reached nonthermally.4 0 19"1 3 Meanwhile, other works
have illustrated the ongoing interplay between thermal and nonthermal processes in
semimetals and other materials, highlighting their complexity.6 2,68 ,18 4-186 Questions
regarding the potential in controlling material dynamics on the ultrafast timescale
remain open. As presented in this chapter, we have measured electronic and lattice
dynamics under intense photoexcitation far from equilibrium, under conditions
theoretically sufficient to induce structural change with a laser pulse. Further, we have
observed strong indications of structural change via two-pump measurements, and
observed alternative dynamics following this apparent change when the system is in
two versus three dimensions. Finally, our measurements suggest specific timescales and
responses that are due to dimensionality of the electron-phonon coupled system, which
may improve our understanding of the processes at work on a fundamental level.
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5.3.1 Carrier Population Estimates
To proceed in placing our measurements in the context of prior work by Murray,
et al... and Fritz, et al,40 we estimate the photoinduced carrier density.
Assuming linear absorption, the density of promoted carriers in the excited
region at t = 0, ni, may be calculated as the ratio of absorbed photons to the number of
valence electrons in the photoexcited area:
=(1 - R)F a3
6Ey 10v.e. Eq.5-3
where a is the bismuth unit cell length (0.453 nm), a reflectivity of 70% at 800 nm is
assumed, and we consider 5 valence electrons per bismuth atom (10 per unit cell).
Below, n; is multiplied by 100 to be expressed as a percentage in keeping with the
standard convention. For an excitation fluence of 1.15 mJ/cm2 , which we use as a point
of comparison to other estimates below, n; is calculated to be 0.87%.
It is also instructive to relate the measured phonon frequency to the theoretically
predicted corresponding carrier density presented by Murray, et al.'59 We employ the
calculated relationship between frequency and carrier density. In that work, the phonon
frequency was calculated as a function of carrier density via frozen phonon calculations.
In a later work, the same authors presented x-ray diffraction measurements that
verified the validity of these calculations up to a carrier density of ~1.3%.* In those
measurements, frequency was measured alongside the inter-nuclear distance (via
simultaneous measurements of optical coherent phonon detection and x-ray diffraction
efficiency), and the inter-nuclear distance was related to carrier density by DFT
calculations (Figure 5-3, left). Indirectly, a relation between phonon frequency and
carrier density was also established (Figure 5-3, right), which confirmed the prediction
of a harmonic frequency up to a carrier density of 1.3%. Higher carrier densities could
not be induced due to laser-induced damage at the surface.
Using the calculation from Murray, et al.' shown in Figure 5-2, we extract an
estimated carrier density for each measurement via spline interpolation from the
phonon frequency measured. Figure 5-34 shows the result of interpolating carrier
density values from the measured frequencies in 300 nm one-pump measurements (i.e.,
the frequencies displayed in Figure 5-13). The highest fluence measurement for which a
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phonon frequency could be extracted (top curve in Figure 5-9) is estimated to reflect a
carrier density of 2.24% (via a measured frequency of 1.8 THz, obtained from 48.6
mJ/cm2 photoexcitation). The point representing the theoretically predicted symmetric
state is also shown, corresponding to 3% carrier density. Measurements conducted at 57
mJ/cm2 excitation did not yield resolvable lattice oscillations; however, the induced
carrier density at this fluence is assumed to be larger than 2.24%.
300 nm film: Carrier Density Estimate
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Figure 5-34: Carrier densities are interpolated based on the frequency of each measurement.
The dashed curved line is the calculated frequency as a function of carrier density from Figure
5-2. Horizontal lines among the low-frequency data connect the two resulting estimates from
one single-shot measurement.
At a low fluence for which measurements were taken, 1.15 mJ/cm2 , interpolation
yields an estimated carrier density of 0.06%, significantly lower than the estimate from
linear absorption. Calculation of the carrier density n, based on the number of absorbed
photons and linear absorption yielded 0.87% for a fluence of 1.15 mJ/cm 2 as described
above, an order of magnitude larger than the interpolated value. We propose that an
initial high density of carriers created by absorption of photons in an ultrafast pulse is
drastically reduced on the femtosecond timescale by fast transport (diffusive or
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otherwise). Transport dynamics may vary drastically based on the sample geometry
and the carrier density. Given an electron mean free path of 250 nm and electron-
electron scattering times of 100 fs in bismuth,187 it is reasonable to expect a substantial
transport effect out of the sample penetration depth within the first 500 fs of our
measurement post-pulse. Such an effect could account for the drastic reduction in
carrier density from e.g. 0.28% to 0.06% within the first 0.5 - 1 ps of the measurement,
the time at which coherent phonon oscillations are observed. This effect is explored
more fully below in the context of modifications to the two-temperature model for
electron-phonon coupled heat transfer.
5.3.2 The Two-temperature Model
The two-temperature model has been frequently used to describe the transfer of
energy from a heat source to the electrons and interatomic bonds of metallic materials.
It has been especially useful for visualizing energy transfer in ultrafast experiments
where the heat source is a laser pulse and where a femtosecond time resolution is of
interest, despite its inability to correctly characterize nonequilibrium populations.
Because the lattice heat capacity is typically two orders of magnitude larger than the
electronic heat capacity in metals, electrons are assumed to thermalize significantly
faster (femtoseconds) than the lattice (picoseconds).'88 The expressions in this and the
following sections are derived from the fundamental relation:
dQ d
. (nC T) E q. 5-4
In the simplest two-temperature model, the electron temperature Te(t, z) is described in
one dimension by the partial differential equation:
Cn d Te (t, z)= DVz
e(t,Z) -dt CeDeVzne(tZ)VzTe(tz)-g[Te(t,z)-Ti(t,z)] Eq.5-5
The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. 5-5 is a result of Fick's first law for an
electric current] = -De and the diffusion equation ! = DeV 2 ne. In these expressions,
ne is the density of valence electrons promoted to the conduction band, and De is the
electronic diffusivity. The resulting term is a heat source for the electron temperature,
dictated by the population of photoexcited carriers present in space and time. The
second term on the right-hand side governs energy transfer between the lattice and
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electron populations, and is present in Eq. 5-5 as a heat sink for the electronic
temperature. Here, the heat capacity per electron C, has been treated as constant with
respect to temperature to be 2.07 x 10- 23J/K.
Because in our measurements the laser spot size (~500 pm) is several orders of
magnitude larger than the laser pulse penetration depth (~15 nm at 800 nm
wavelength), the temperature and population gradients into the depth of the sample are
of primary importance, rendering the one-dimensional approximation indicated in Eq.
5-5 adequate. For the same reason, photoexcited electrons are expected to diffuse out of
the probed area into the sample depth. Treating the dependence of photoexcited carrier
density in time and space with the diffusion relation, we obtain:
e = De V 2 ne Eq. 5-6dt
The lattice temperature is described using the conventional heat equation
du - V 2 u
dt a u and includes the electronic heat sink term from Eq. 5-5 as a heat source:
dTi
Ci = icjV2 Ti g(Te-Ti) E.-
where C, is the material's volumetric heat capacity (1.18 x 10- 21J/Knm3). K1 is the
material-specific thermal conductivity equal to C;D;, with Di as the lattice diffusivity
(6.7 nm 2/ps). Dependencies of Te , Ti, and ne on z and t are henceforth implied. The
coupled differential relations in Eq. 5-5, Eq. 5-6, and Eq. 5-7 can be solved to yield
space- and time-dependent pictures of electronic temperature, excited electron density,
and lattice temperatures. Boundary conditions are set such that the electron density at
equilibrium ng is 0.001%, the measured value in the ground state.'89 All temperatures
calculated are temperature differences in Kelvin relative to 293 K, corresponding to our
room temperature measurements. The initial condition for the lattice temperature is
AT = 0.
We refer to the creation of an excited carrier population as instantaneous, though
in reality it occurs over pulse duration. The initial condition for electron density ne is
therefore given by the spatial profile of the absorbed laser pulse assuming linear
absorption. For these calculations, the initial time (t=0) is formally after pump
absorption, both because we do not have expressions to describe the creation of the
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electron population in time, and because our measurement is not capable of
distinguishing variation on the 100 fs timescale. Since the laser pulse penetrates into the
material with an exponential profile determined by the penetration depth 8 (15 nm for
bismuth at 800 nm laser wavelength), the initial distribution is given in space by:
n(z) = nliez/6 + ng Eq. 5-8
Electron heating also takes place on the sub-picosecond timescale; therefore, we
set the initial condition for electron temperature to be the maximum calculated
temperature following pump absorption. In interpreting this parameter, it is
acknowledged that the electron temperature is undefined at the earliest times, so the
calculated initial condition for change in electron temperature Te, as well as its earliest-
time evolution, should not be interpreted strictly physically. As carriers are promoted
into the conduction band with excess kinetic energy, the change in electron temperature
Te may be regarded as the maximum available energy contained within the excited
electron population when multiplied by Ce. We expect this energy to be transferred out
of the population through various pathways, only one of which is thermal. Still,
capturing the available electronic energy in one term is convenient, and likely to be
well-defined ~1 ps into the measurement. The maximum change in electron
temperature Te (relative to room temperature) is given by:
E, - Egap F(1 - R)
Tet== Ep 6Cv Eq. 5-9
where C, is volumetric electron heat capacity, Ep is the photon energy (1.55 eV), Egap is
the narrowest bismuth band gap in k-space (0.2 eV), F is the incident fluence, and R the
reflectivity (0.7). The initial electron temperature distribution in space relative to room
temperature is given by:
Te(z) = Tejt=o(e-z/6) Eq. 5-10
Figure 5-35 shows an example solution to the above differential equations and
conditions, solved for the case of a 300-nm bismuth film. The film thickness provides
the z value at which far-edge boundary conditions are enforced.
The electron density is calculated to rapidly decrease as a function of space and
time. The calculated electron temperature change increases appreciably through the
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first 100 nm of the material from a maximum of 10' K above room temperature, and is
seen to decrease appreciably after about 25 ps, with a finite temperature change above
293 K 100 ps post-pulse. The lattice temperature change also extends significantly into
the first 100 nm of material, and the lattice temperature change at -100 ps post-pulse is
600 K.
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Figure 5-35: The solutions to coupled differential equations of the two-temperature model with
diffusion and electron-phonon coupling for the first 100 picoseconds (y-axis) in a 300 nm (x-
axis) bismuth film under 8 mj/cm excitation. Initial electron density is given by the laser
source with temporal and spatial profiles determined experimentally. The color indicates the
value of the relevant property as a function of time and depth: electron density (top), electron
temperature (middle), and lattice temperature (bottom).
Four primary results are suggested by this calculation. First, the electron
temperature peaks near 5 ps, indicating the point at which significant energy is
transferred from the electron population to the lattice. Second, the photoinduced
instantaneous carrier density exceeds 6% at 8 mJ /cm 2 photoexcitation, far greater than
the 3% figure theoretically predicted to correspond to the symmetric state. This high
density is transient, remaining above 3% for only 1-2 ps under these calculation
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conditions. Third, the temperature of the lattice nearly reaches the bismuth melting
temperature of 543 K (AT = 250K) after 100 ps. The latent heat of melting for bismuth is
5.3 x 10-19J/nm3, which corresponds to an effective decrease of 440 K to the lattice
temperature reached relative to the calculated temperature change. Thus, a calculated
lattice temperature change of ATe = 690K (543 + 440 - 298) would indicate conditions
necessary for a melted lattice at the material surface. The calculation was repeated for
increasing incident fluence, and it was determined that the melting threshold is -9
mJ/cm2, resulting in a calculated temperature change of 740 K. Fourth, the lattice
temperature remains very high through at least 200 ps post-pulse, as shown in Figure
5-36. Under these conditions, the lattice was calculated to return to room temperature
over 20 nanoseconds post-pulse by solving the differential equations for extended
times.
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Figure 5-36: The solution to the simple two temperature model for the lattice temperature in a
300 nm bismuth film under 8 mj/cm2 excitation is shown out to 200 ps. The solution calculates
an extended heating time that is not consistent with our experimental data.
We compare the result of this calculation to the measured dynamics of a 300 nm
bismuth photoexcited with a 7.9 mJ/cm2 pump pulse. Referring to the results of two-
pump measurements for 300 nm (Figure 5-28), we note that the lattice remains intact
(with observable phonon oscillations) for all time delays following excitations far
exceeding 9 mJ / cm 2 . (Frequencies became ill-defined or are reported with large errors
above 40 mJ/cm 2 ). Figure 5-37 shows the composite time trace measured following 7.9
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mJ / cm 2 photoexcitation (bottom: log scale). We observe minimum change, up to the
highest measured time delay of 800 ps, after the measured reflectivity recovers close to
the pre-pump level 50-100 ps post-pump. Recalling that the induced change in
reflectivity is the sum of contributions from electron density, lattice motion, and lattice
temperature, we also note that of these, lattice temperature is expected to evolve along
the slowest timescale, as it is governed by thermal diffusion. Therefore, the calculations
shown in Figure 5-35 appear to overestimate both the temperature reached and the
onset time of lattice cooling.
300 nm film
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Figure 5-37: Composite long-time traces of 300 nm film under 7.9 mJcm 2 excitation suggest
that the calculation shown in Figure 5-36 overestimates the lattice heating time. Near full
recovery is observed by 100 ps, with very slowly varying reflecitivity modulation past 100 ps.
Our measurements of background reflectivity changing in time reflect the
dynamics of carrier density, electron, and lattice temperature throughout the depth of
the sample. The physical depth of the sample is expected to matter for heat diffusion,
and possibly carrier transport, but our measurement with the probe laser pulse only
monitors the evolving dynamics in the first several nanometers. To account for this, we
examine time-dependent traces of electron density and temperatures that are integrated
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through the sample depth. The calculated surfaces (such as those shown in Figure 5-35)
are weighted in the depth dimension by Beer's Law up to the maximum depth reported
on by the probe pulse (defined here as the depth at which the pulse intensity fall to 95%
of the maximum, or 26 nm). The result for lattice temperature is illustrated in Figure
5-38. Subsequently, displayed traces are the result of integrating the calculated surfaces
through the sample depth measured by the optical probe pulse.
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Figure 5-38: Demonstration of integrating calculated surfaces for lattice temperature into the
sample depth to simulate the effect of an optical probe pulse reporting on material dynamics.
Here, the difference in reported lattice temperature using the two methods is about 400 K.
5.3.3 Modifications to the two-temperature model
The two-temperature model is a helpful tool to aid understanding of fast-
timescale energy transfer in materials, but the simple case described above must be
modified to provide accurate insight into increasingly complex dynamical questions.
With reference to the solution in Figure 5-35 and other works, we add features to the
coupled equations that are of particular relevance to understanding energy transfer in
bismuth on femtosecond and picosecond timescales under high-density laser excitation.
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Electron-hole Recombination
Carriers recombine through multiple pathways, affecting the temporal electron
density and therefore the electron and lattice temperatures. We modify Eq. 5-6 to reflect
a loss in carrier population determined by the recombination rateKr = 1/Tr-
dnl
=ne - DeV 2fne - Kr(ne - ng) Eq. 5-11dt
Recalling Eq. 5-4, we note that the differential expressions for electron and lattice
temperatures depend on the time derivative of ne. The expression for the electron
temperature is unchanged from Eq. 5-5 due to canceling terms, while the expression for
lattice temperature is modified from Eq. 5-7 to be:
T = KIV 2 TI + g(Te - Ti) + KrfneCeTe Eq. 5-12
The solutions to the modified coupled differential equations for a 300 nm film up to 100
ps post-pulse (8 mJ/cm2 excitation) are shown in Figure 5-39. Relative to the solutions
displayed in Figure 5-35, the calculated maximum lattice temperature change is
significantly higher (1450-2450 K for increasing values of Tr, relative to 600 K for no
recombination effect), and the time corresponding to the maximum is shorter (12-35 ps
for increasing values of Tr, relative to 95 ps for no recombination effect). Subsequently,
we employ Tr = 26ps for the 300 nm film in accordance with recent measurements in
bismuth thin films by Sheu, et al.'90 (By rough extrapolation of thickness-dependent
measurements in that work, a value of Tr =1 ops was used for the 50 nm film).
We see that the introduction of carrier recombination yields a more realistic
heating time for the lattice, given our observations that recovery after 50-100 ps is
gradual (Figure 5-37). The introduction of a recombination term provides an additional
heat source to the lattice, since it dictates that some carrier population will recombine
and release thermal energy instead of diffusing out of the measured region.
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Figure 5-39: Solutions to the coupled differential equations modified to include electron-hole
recombination, with multiple recombination times displayed. The input parameters were for a
300 nm bismuth film under 8 m]|cm2 excitation.
Electron-phonon coupling: temperature dependence
We introduce into the differential equations an electron temperature-dependent
electron-phonon coupling constant g(Te). It has recently been shown by Arnaud, et al.
that the electron-phonon coupling constant, which governs electron cooling to the
lattice, increases drastically with the electron temperature (e.g., by four orders of
magnitude as T is increased from 100 K to 4000 K).'91 This effect can be ascribed to the
increasingly metallic nature of bismuth under high carrier density. Due to
nonequilibrium conditions immediately post-pulse, this factor is unnecessary for
describing the first -1 ps of evolution following excitation. However, it is expected to
contribute significantly on longer timescales. The calculated relation is shown for g(Te)
in Figure 5-40.
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Figure 5-40: Calculated relation from Arnaud, et al.' giving the electron-phonon coupling
constant as a function of electron temperature. The quantity is predicted to rise significantly
with electron temperature. Red markers indicate correspondence to the electron diffraction
results that reported sub-picosecond melting in bismuth.62 The correspondence was established
numerically by relating the electron-phonon coupling constant in the calculation to Debye-
Waller factors extracted from the diffraction peaks in the experiment.
Figure 5-41 and Figure 5-42 demonstrate the effect of varying the electron-phonon
coupling constant on the electronic and lattice temperatures at low and high fluence in
the 300 nm film. When values close to room temperature are used, we calculate an
unrealistically long lattice heating time at low fluence. Subsequently, the temperature-
dependent factor is used.
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Figure 5-41: Demonstration of the effect of varying the electron phonon coupling constant g in
the 300 nm film calculations at low fluence. The lattice heating time, the maximum
temperature reached, and the rate of electronic relaxation are all dependent on the order of
magnitude of g. In the calculations presented below, we use the temperature-dependent g(T,)
presented by Arnaud, et al.191 The room temperature value is ~10-" JI(ps nm 3 K) (yielding the
green curve).
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Figure 5-42: Demonstration of the effect of varying the electron phonon coupling constant g in
the 300 nm film calculations at high fluence. The lattice heating time, the maximum
temperature reached, and the rate of electronic relaxation are all dependent on the order of
magnitude of g. In the calculations presented below, we use the temperature-dependent g(T,)
presented by Arnaud, et al."9' The room temperature value is ~10" JI(ps nm 3 K) (yielding the
green curve).
Diffusion and Transport
Recent measurements have reported diffusion constants for bismuth films based
on counter-propagating pump-probe measurements.'9 0 Ambipolar diffusivities ranging
from 20-30 cm 2 /s in films between 200 and 400 nm thick were measured. For the low
fluence measurement (1.15 mJ/cm2 ), the two-temperature calculation was performed
using the linear absorption estimate from Eq. 5-3. At -0.5 ps, where phonon oscillations
begin in the measured signal, we calculate an electron density of 0.29%, which is
significantly higher than the interpolated value of 0.06%. In 5.3.1, it was proposed that
the discrepancy between the carrier density calculated via linear absorption and the
carrier density estimated by the measured phonon frequency may be due to fast
transport out of the photoexcited region at times faster than the electron-phonon
coupling time. Figure 5-43 compares, the 50 nm thin film sample, the results from both
carrier density estimates across fluence measurements. In green is the interpolated
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carrier density, obtained via the frequency observed in a given measurement. In blue is
the result at t = 0.5 ps (where we observe phonon signal) of the coupled equations Eq.
5-11, Eq. 5-4, and Eq. 5-12. Carrier density n; from Eq. 5-3 is used as the initial condition
for Eq. 5-8, and the film thickness is employed as a boundary condition in the equation
set.
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Figure 5-43: The interpolated carrier density from measured frequency (green) in 50 nm film
measurements is compared to expected carrier densities resulting from varying carrier
diffusivities. A value of~7-8 cm 2ls is expected by extrapolation of the results by Sheu, et al. A
diffusitivity of 7 cm 2ls is chosen by comparison of its slope with the measured quantity.
The results of several diffusion constants are shown. The slope of fluence versus
carrier density for De = 7cm 2/s most closely approximates the interpolated carrier
density. We observe very close agreement for most of the measured fluence range for
the 50 nm film, indicating that linear absorption and a diffusion constant of De = 7cm 2/s
predict with good accuracy the measured phonon frequency 0.5 ps after
photoexcitation. By rough extrapolation of the thickness-dependent measurements of
diffusivity by Sheu, et al,190, the diffusivity value of 7 cm 2 /s is reasonable.
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For the 300 nm film, we begin with the diffusivity value measured for that
thickness. This figure, however, significantly overestimates the carrier density at 0.5 ps,
as judged by comparison to the measured phonon frequency (Figure 5-44). Increasing
the diffusivity value even by an order of magnitude does not closely approximate the
interpolated carrier density. A value of more than 200 cm 2 / s would be necessary to
describe the observed fluence dependence, which is physically unlikely based on
literature values. Diffusion is sufficient to describe early-time transport in the 50 nm
film, and insufficient to describe early-time transport in the 300 nm film. This suggests
that ballistic transport plays a role in determining the early-time electron distribution.
The mean free path of electrons in bismuth films is 250 nm,18 7 suggesting that ballistic
transport is significant in the 300 nm film but not in the 50 nm film, where carriers that
transport ballistically out of the region are reflected back by the interface 50 nm away
from the surface.
300 nm bismuth film
Depth-averaged Carrier Density 500 fs post-pulse =
De = 24 cm2/s
(literature value)
De = 100 cm 2/s
De = 200 cm 2 /s
From Frequency
20 30 40
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Figure 5-44: The interpolated carrier density from measured frequency (green) in 300 nm film
measurements is compared to expected carrier densities resulting from varying carrier
diffusivities. Diffiusivities up to ten times the literature value fail to describe the measured
phonon frequency 500fs post-pulse, suggesting the contribution of ballistic transport to the
carrier density at 500 fs.
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To estimate the effect of ballistic transport, we can consider the ballistic and
diffusive electronic populations separately, as has been described by Hopkins, et al:192
dnle _d
dt =(nb +nd) Eq. 5-13
We can approximate the carrier dynamics by requiring that the ballistic system relaxes
to the diffusive system on a timescale determined by the electron-electron scattering
time:
nd(t) = nbe t/ee Eq. 5-14
where Tee = 0. 1ps. 187 Eq. 5-14 was employed for different values of t to serve as the initial
condition for the thermal model (n; in Eq. 5-8), such that t in Eq. 5-14 is regarded as to in
calculating the solutions. The solution to the electron density was then evaluated at
0.5 ps - t and compared to the carrier density interpolated from the measured
frequency. It was found that employing Eq. 5-14 evaluated at 200 fs as the initial
condition predicts the measured frequency very accurately, as demonstrated in Figure
5-45 by comparison with the interpolated carrier density.
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Figure 5-45: The interpolated carrier density from measured frequency (green) in 300 nm film
measurements is compared to expected carrier densities resulting from sub-picosecond ballistic
transport. The ballistic population is allowed to propagate for 100, 200, and 300fs before
diffusion is onset. The result with no ballistic transport and a diffusivity value of 24 cm 2 is
also shown.
Calculation Results
Figure 5-46, Figure 5-47, and Figure 5-48 show the calculated solutions to the
model described above for the 300 nm and 50 nm bismuth film. In both cases, electron-
hole recombination was included (with a characteristic recombination time of 26 ps for
the 300 nm film and 10 ps for the 50 nm film). The electron temperature dependent
electron-phonon coupling factor was used (Figure 5-40). For the 50 nm film, a percent
absorption of 25% was used to determine the initial carrier density, and a diffusion
constant of 7 cm 2 /s (700 nm2/ps) was used to describe transport. For the 300 nm film, a
percent absorption of 25% was also used to determine pre-ballistic carrier density, and a
ballistic electron population propagating for 200 fs on the electron-electron scattering
time of 100 fs was used to generate the initial diffusive carrier population.
Subsequently, a diffusion constant of 24 cm 2 /s (2400 nm2 /ps) was used for calculations
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on that sample. Electronic and lattice heat capacities, as well as diffusivities, were
assumed to be independent of temperature.
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Figure 5-46: The solutions to the coupled differential equations for a 300 nm bismuth film
under varying degrees of excitation, with all modifications proposed in this section, for carrier
density (left), and electron temperature change (right).
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Figure 5-47: The lattice temperature solution to the coupled differential equations for a 300 nm
bismuth film under varying degrees of excitation, with all modifications proposed in this
section. Left: first 100 ps of evolution. Right:first 5 ns of evolution.
For the 300 nm film, we observe decay in the carrier density that is determined
chiefly by the electron-hole recombination time. There is also a short-time component
that reflects diffusion out of the region before any recombination, discussed in the next
section (Figure 5-49). This is distinct from ballistic transport, which yields the initial
carrier density shown in Figure 5-46. The electron temperature decays on a faster
timescale (sub-10 ps), which is governed by the temperature-dependent electron-
phonon coupling constant. As shown in Figure 5-47, we calculate that the lattice
temperature reaches the melting point for all fluences above -10 mJ/cm2 , and fluences
above 30 mJ / cm2 are sufficient to provide the enthalpy of melting. At these high
calculated temperatures, the lattice is predicted to take many nanoseconds to
recrystallize. Our measurements extend to 0.8 ns. In our measurements, fluences
between 15 and 30 mJ/cm2 are calculated to be high enough to induce melting, but low
enough to yield a recrystallized structure within the 800 ps time span. However, at all
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fluence levels, we observe the recovery of lattice oscillations in well under 10 ps,
indicating that the lattice does not melt at any fluence. As discussed below, the
modeling in the three-dimensional environment is likely to overestimate the lattice
temperature reached, due to an incomplete treatment of ballistic transport in the
material.
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Figure 5-48: The solutions to the coupled differential equationsfor a 50 nm bismuth film under
varying degrees of excitation, with all modifications proposed in this section, for carrier
density (left), electron temperature change (middle), and lattice temperature change (right).
For the 50 nm film, we observe carrier density relaxation over the 10 ps
recombination time that was input, and electron temperature decay over a similar
timescale. The lattice melting temperature is calculated to be achieved under fluences
exceeding ~7.5 mJ /cm 2 . Because of the input energy required for the phase transition,
the higher fluences employed in this measurement (up to 9.5 mJ/cm 2) are assumed to
heat the lattice only to the melting temperature (245 K on the AT above room
temperature scale shown in Figure 5-48). For a lattice heating to slightly above the
melting temperature, the model predicts cooling below the melting temperature on the
timescale of 30 ps.
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5.4 Discussion: Relating Measurements and Modeling
Carrier absorption and sub-picosecond transport
One-pump measurements on bismuth samples of varying thickness across
increasing excitation fluence led to observation of distinctly different temporal
behavior, as well as observation of similar electron-lattice coupling dynamics. In the
instantaneous response, we observed that the thinnest sample (50 nm film) scales super-
linearly with fluence over most of the excitation region employed, while the thicker
sample response and the bulk decrease with fluence. The bulk sample responses
decreases continuously, while the 300 nm sample response decreases and plateaus
above 10 mJ/cm2 . We conclude that the strong positively scaling response in the 50 nm
sample is due to hot carrier absorption. Initially excited carriers are constrained to the
probed region during the pulse duration and afterwards by the lack of a depth
dimension, and absorb additional pulse energy. The percent reflectivity of bismuth was
confirmed to change by less than 1% over a large fluence range (5-50 mJ/cm2 ), over
multiple samples. We therefore ascribe the changes in instantaneous response to the
material response itself rather than a change in the number of photons absorbed, except
for the highest fluence case in bulk bismuth, where we approximate that created
carriers leave the region without constraint on any timescale. This interpretation is
confirmed by the comparison with 300 nm and the bulk. Both instantaneous responses
decrease with fluence. We interpret the threshold in the 300 nm sample, where the
response stops decreasing with fluence, to be indicative of valence carrier saturation,
leading to hot carrier absorption. In this sample, carriers are also constrained, but in a
less dramatic fashion than in the 50 nm sample. The bulk sample exhibits continuously
decreasing absorption with fluence, indicating no constraints to the hot carriers within
this interpretation.
By comparing the result of calculations 500 fs post-pulse with the interpolated
carrier density based on frequency measurements, we have shown that diffusion is
sufficient to describe sub-picosecond carrier transport in the 50 nm film, yet insufficient
to describe sub-picosecond carrier transport in the 300 nm film. We ascribe this
difference to ballistic transport in the 300 nm film, which enables a rapid decrease of
carriers in the probed region on the electron-electron scattering timescale of 100 fs. The
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length scale for ballistic transport is estimated from mean free path literature values to
be 250 nm, which supports the conclusion that ballistic transport is precluded in the 50
nm case.
Picosecond relaxation processes
Post-pulse, the sample response can be fit to a biexponential with a <10
picosecond time component and a >10 ps time component. In the 300 nm sample, the
<10 ps time component decreases when scaled by fluence, while it increases in the 50
nm and bulk samples. This is consistent with the observed pattern of instantaneous
response, and we conclude that the amplitude of the short-time relaxation response is
dominated in large part by the same factor as the instantaneous responses, i.e., carrier
absorption. Because diffusion out of the region is a gradient-dependent process, it is
reasonable to expect the diffusion response to correlate with the size of the carrier
population. Lattice heating and electron cooling are also calculated occur on the sub-
picosecond timescale. Because exponential temporal decay patterns could not be
distinguished among our data above the noise, we cannot determine which of these
effects might be primarily responsible based on the modeling. Additionally, no
mechanism to describe additional absorption by pulse-created carriers is present in our
model. Figure 5-49 shows the fluence-scaled calculated carrier density short-time decay
component for both film samples. In both cases, the short-time component exhibits a
decay time of ~0.5 ps for both samples. (A second calculated decay time corresponded
directly to the input electron-hole recombination time of 26 ps for the 300 nm film, and
10 ps for the 50 nm film). We observe a significant increase of the scaled amplitude in
the 50 nm case relative to the 300 nm case. This suggests that initial relaxation in the
carrier population may indeed be responsible for the observed difference in the
measured amplitudes, also shown in Figure 5-49.
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Figure 5-49: Left: Calculated short-time decay component amplitude (corresponding to <10 ps)
of the carrier density for the 50 nmfllm (top) and the 300 nmfilm (bottom). Right: The
measured short-time decay component amplitude of the reflectivity for both samples. The
displayed calculated quantity may be a dominant contributor to the measured quantity.
In all samples, the longer time (>10 ps) component increases when scaled by
fluence, and plateaus in the thin film cases. We suggest that one primary contributor to
this component amplitude is the extent of lattice heating. Figure 5-50 shows the
maximum calculated lattice temperature reached, scaled by fluence, as a function of
fluence for both film samples. Also shown are the measured scaled parameters from the
data, which increase for both samples until a fluence threshold is reached. Lattice
heating is calculated to occur on a -7 ps timescale, which agrees with prior work.78 The
time component related to cooling from this maximum temperature is expected to be
related in magnitude to the maximum temperature reached.
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Figure 5-50: Calculated maximum lattice temperature change scaled byfluence (left)for the
50 nmfilm (top) and the 300 nmfilm (bottom) as calculated from Figure 5-47 Figure 5-48
(green) and with consideration of the enthalpy of melting on the temperature change (blue). At
right is the measured >10 ps electronic component amplitude scaled byfluencefor each sample.
This comparison suggests melting in the 50 nm case, but not in the 300 nm case.
The melting temperature of 242 K (on the AT scale relative to room temperature)
is noted in Figure 5-47 and Figure 5-48. Above this point, until the lattice melts, the true
lattice temperature is not expected to change. The calculated maximum temperature per
fluence, corrected to account for the enthalpy of melting, is also plotted in Figure 5-50.
The results closely predict the measured component amplitude trends in both cases
when we consider melting in the thinner sample, and no melting effect in the thicker
sample.
We observed frequency red-shifting with fluence for both film samples, in
accordance with the expected mode-softening result under increased carrier density.
We noted stronger dependence of the frequency shift with carrier density above 5.5
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mJ/cm2 in the 50 nm film case, and above 20 mJ/cm 2 in the 300 nm film case. In both
cases, these thresholds correspond to measured electronic signals observed in the data.
These electronic signals were suggested by our modeling to result from a combination
of carrier absorption saturation and lattice heating. The frequency down-shifting cannot
result from an increase in lattice temperature at these early times (500 fs), but may be
due to a significantly more energetic electron distribution which couples more strongly
to the relevant lattice mode. This interpretation is indeed suggested by the
instantaneous amplitudes shown in Figure 5-18. If the saturation of this signal, above 5
mJ/cm 2 in the 50 nm sample and above 15 mJ/cm 2 in the 300 nm sample, indicates
additional absorption by hot carriers, we expect higher electron temperatures to result,
even if the carrier density does not change. Since absorption by conduction band
electrons results in carriers in high-lying regions of the conduction band, it is
conceivable that these carriers scatter toward broader distributions in k-space. In the
interpretation of Melnikov et al-who reported varying relaxation rates across the
Bruillion zone-absorption by hot carriers could lead to an electronic distribution that
more strongly couples to lattice modes." Wavelength-dependent single-shot
measurements are planned, which would be sensitive to this result.
It is typically assumed that the frequency chiefly reflects carrier density, as we
have done here by interpolation of the carrier frequency. This remains an appropriate
estimation on the short timescale, prior to lattice temperature equilibration. Two-pump
results, discussed below, indicate that there may be slight dependence of frequency on
lattice temperature; however, this relation is not likely to dictate the early-time
measured frequency.
Dynamics of the photoexcited state
Two-pump measurements on the photoexcited state induced by varying degrees
of excitation in both samples provide further insight to the dynamics discussed thus far.
In the 300 nm sample, we observe two electronic recovery periods: over 30 ps and over
the 800 ps timescale-and likely beyond (Figure 5-25 and Figure 5-26). The -30 ps time
component was also apparent from the composite time traces presented from multiple
single shot measurements (Figure 5-23). We ascribe this component primarily to
electron-hole recombination based on a literature value of 26 ps, which is also reflected
by design in the solution to electron density for the 300 nm sample shown in Figure
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5-46. An equivalent component was seemingly absent in the 50 nm time traces, as the
initial recovery on the 10-15 ps timescale gave way to no apparent further recovery on
the 100 ps timescale of those measurements (Figure 5-23). We suggest that a shorter
electron-hole recombination time yields the single observable sub-100 ps relaxation, on
the same timescale as lattice heating and electron cooling. This corresponds to the
estimate of a 10 ps recombination time, estimated by extrapolation from the work of
Sheu, et al. 90, and reflected by design in the carrier density solution shown in Figure
5-48. The long-time (>100 ps) relaxation component is ascribed to the slow process of
lattice cooling (estimated to occur on the 10 ns timescale via diffusion). Measurements
on the 50 nm film are planned on the longer timescale to observe lattice cooling in that
sample.
In both samples, the highest fluence employed led to the absence of observable
lattice vibrations, suggesting the possibility of structural change. In our two-pump
measurements on both samples, structural change was confirmed by the absence of
oscillations immediately after initial photoexcitation. In contrast at lower fluence in both
samples, interrogating the lattice response immediately following initial photoexcitation
confirmed that no structural change occurred. In the 300 nm case, no oscillations were
resolved above the noise level until after 3 ps. The two-pump measurements indicate
initial recovery of the lattice on the ~20 ps timescale, and a more gradual continuous
recovery on the >100 ps timescale. While oscillations at the highest fluence are difficult
to resolve, measurements from the moderate fluence regime confirm the separate
recovery timescales. We attribute the faster recovery timescale, over which significant
frequency blue-shifting is observed, to electron-hole recombination. This is in keeping
with the suggestion that electronic recovery over this timescale corresponds to
recombination dynamics. We also suggest that the slow recovery over many hundred
picoseconds is due to the slow cooling of the lattice, although dependence on slowly
relaxing carriers cannot be ruled out by these measurements. Importantly, we conclude
that despite a high predicted temperature from the model employed, the lattice does
not appear to have melted even at the highest fluence. This result is suggested by the
reappearance of oscillations in response to a second pump almost immediately after
photoexcitation. Oscillations may be present at t = 0, and they are clearly resolved
above the noise by -10 ps. As the calculation in Figure 5-47 makes clear, a bismuth
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lattice heated to the maximum calculated temperature, 1500 K (or -1000 K when
enthalpy is accounted for), would not recover to below the melting temperature until
after more than 5 ns. Our measurements, which extend to 0.8 ns, report that the lattice is
intact well before this time. Figure 5-51 summarizes the early-time results under highest
fluence, and links measured frequency with carrier density. We conclude that the
carrier population is induced to a high enough initial density to induce the phase
change to the symmetric structure, and indications are strong that the lattice does not
melt. However, the likely reason that the lattice remains intact-the fast transport of out
carriers out of the region on a sub-picosecond timescale, before electron-lattice
equilibration-also likely precludes the visualization of the symmetric solid state,
which we estimate from these measurements to last less than 100 fs. Given the initial
carrier density, it is likely that the instantaneous photoinduced state is the symmetric
lattice, but it is not resolvable with our ~100 femtosecond pulse given the very rapid
cooling by ballistic transport.
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Figure 5-51: Response of 300 nm bismuth film to strong initial excitation (top) and subsequent
weak perturbation (bottom) at 0, 3, 5, and 10 ps. Blue-shifting of the measured frequency is
observable within the first few picoseconds, indicating a rapid reduction in the carrier density
that may prevent measurement of a transient symmetric crystalline phase. With ballistic
transport, the carrier population is estimated to be reduced from 5.9% to 2.2% within 100 fs.
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In the 50 nm film, two-pump measurements do not resolve phonon dynamics
until 30 ps. Our measurements suggests that melting has occurred in the 50 nm case for
three reasons. First, the lattice is predicted to be in the melting regime in the highest
fluence case (Figure 5-48). Since the evaluation of early-time transport suggests that the
model is well-suited to describe transport in the 50 nm film, we conclude that the
calculated temperature is close to the true one. Second, at all fluences employed for this
sample above 7.5 mJ/cm2 , the lattice temperature is expected to remain at the melting
temperature as a phase transition is induced. Figure 5-48 demonstrates that a lattice
heated slightly above this temperature will cross the melting point and recrystallize at
approximately 30 ps, corresponding closely to the time delay that lattice vibrations are
seen by the two-pump measurement. Third, in the 300 nm case we observed lattice
frequency recovery on the order of the electron-hole recombination time, which
suggests that the carrier population dictates lattice relaxation in that case. In the
thinnest sample, we observe no lattice recovery on the order of the estimated lattice-
hole recombination time (10 ps), suggesting that an alternate process governs lattice
relaxation under high fluence excitation in a quasi-two-dimensional environment.
Figure 5-52 provides a visual comparison of each sample's two-pump response
at comparable time delays. While lattice responses at low frequency are difficult to
resolve with numeric precision, a comparison by eye is sufficient to verify the absence
of oscillations in the 50 nm sample at 5 ps relative to the 300 nm sample. The data are
shown immediately following the electronic response to the second pump. The data are
the same as those shown in Figure 5-24 and Figure 5-29, and are not rescaled.
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Figure 5-52: Early-time response to a second pump pulse after strong excitation in 50 nm
(magenta) and 300 nm (black) bismuth thin films. A conservative indication of the
instrumental noise, 0.002, is shown relative to the height of one oscillation. Oscillations in the
300 nm film are visible at all delays; oscillations in the 50 nm film are not visible until after 20
ps.
Comparing to the results of modeling in Figure 5-47 and Figure 5-48, we
conclude that the lattice temperatures predicted by the model are more accurate in the
case of the 50 nm film than in the case of the 300 nm film. This is consistent with the
understanding that transport dynamics in part govern the carrier distribution in the 300
nm film, since our model only employed a modified initial condition based on the
electron-electron scattering time. A modification to the model that includes a time-
dependent ballistic component within the coupled equations is expected to significantly
reduce the calculated temperature and better describe our experimental results.
Finally, the interpretation of the 50 nm film dynamics as a melting process
presents the intriguing possibility that the frequency down-shifting observed in the
one-pump measurement may be a demonstration of the lattice breakdown as it melts,
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launched by a nonthermal process to a greater degree at higher fluence (observed in our
one-pump measurement) and completed by a thermal process.
At the highest fluence employed on this sample, the instantaneous carrier
density created by the pulse (before any diffusion) is calculated to be 4.2%. In the DECP
picture presented in Chapter 1, we expect the instantaneous lattice potential shift to
induce large excursions of the lattice atoms along the lattice mode coordinate. From the
calculation by Fritz, et al. reproduced in Figure 5-3, we can estimate the extent of
nuclear motion in a lattice vibration at a carrier densities in the calculated region. A
carrier density of 2% will launch the atoms from a fractional lattice spacing of 0.468 to
one of 0.48, or 2.5%. A density of 2.5% will induce a lattice shift of 4.7%, and a 3%
photoinduced density will induce a lattice shift of 6.9%. Extrapolating, a 4%
photoinduced density will induce a lattice shift of ~9.5%, which is in the regime
characterized as the Lindemann criterion for melting as described in Chapter 1
(typically 10-15% of the lattice equilibrium distance). The approximate lattice
displacement as a function of fluence is shown in along with the percent of latent heat
per cubic nanometer provided by the laser pulse above the melting temperature. The
possibility of real-time melting observed in our experiment is also corroborated by the
work of Sciani et al., wherein the authors reported the melting of 30 nm bismuth films
on the timescale of less than a single lattice vibration. 2
Thermal j 0.2 Lindemann Melting 10 Nonthermal
PicturePicture 0.15
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Figure 5-53: For the 50 nm film, the percent latent heat per volume element provided by the
laser pulse (past the melting temperature) is shown (blue, left axis). The approximate lattice
displacement for the upper fluence range is also shown, and nears the 10% Lindemann melting
criterion at the highest employed fluence (purple, right axis).
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5.5 Conclusions and Future Work
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the laser-induced structural response of
the semimetal bismuth can be varied by changing the sample thickness. We attribute
this variability-melting in the quasi-two-dimensional case but not in the quasi-three
dimensional case-to cooling by ballistic transport of photoexcited carriers when the
sample is thicker than the electron mean free path in bismuth (~250 nm). While the
conditions are sufficient in the quasi-three-dimensional case to induce a solid-solid
phase change to the symmetric structure, our measurements suggest that, due to fast
transport which relaxes the lattice potential on a 100 ps timescale, this state cannot be
resolved by our current experimental apparatus on the >500 fs timescale, where our
primary sensitivity to structural state derives from lattice oscillations. We have
presented a modified two-temperature model with a simple inclusion of pre-diffusion
ballistic transport in the three-dimensional case. While the model accurately predicts
the measured phonon frequency at earliest times, adaptation to include time-varying
ballistic transport is likely to better predict the lattice temperature reached when both
ballistic and diffusive electron populations are present. Two-pump measurements,
sensitive to rapid changes in the lattice frequency over multiple measurements, can
provide a platform for experimental verification of carrier density as a function of time
upon further modifications to the model. We propose that melting in the quasi-two-
dimensional (50 nm) case is launched by a nonthermal process as the induced carrier
population generates large instantaneous shifts in the potential energy surface, and is
completed by a thermal process on the order of the electron-phonon coupling time.
Since morphological change was not observed (which is expected upon melting), the
additional measurements are needed to confirm the melting effect. We observe the solid
state to reappear on the timescale of -30 ps, which is consistent with the timescale
predicted by our model. We observe striking similarities in key electronic and lattice
behaviors across samples. We propose two possibilities for this phenomenon, which
may both contribute. First, when hot carriers exceed a key temperature, the
temperature-dependent electron-phonon coupling rapidly transfers energy to the
lattice, inducing larger amplitude, lower frequency vibrations. Second, high-fluence
excitation may lead to hot carrier absorption, which has the effect of scattering carriers
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more broadly in the Bruillon zone and creating populations that couple especially
strongly to lattice modes due to symmetry.
As described in the previous section, wavelength-dependent measurements are
sensitive to electron populations that absorb according to their transition dipoles across
the Bruillion zone. By varying the probe wavelength across one-pump and two-pump
measurements, we can monitor the electron populations at varying points in
momentum space as a function of fluence. We wish to know if creating more hot
carriers, which we have suggested is accomplished in constrained two-dimensional
environments, leads to broader momentum scattering? If so, our measurement may be
sensitive to evidence that certain electron populations in k-space couple more strongly
to the lattice vibration of interest.
The conclusions presented here beg one experiment in particular: the low-
temperature measurement of a two-dimensionally constrained bismuth film. While we
have concluded that our single-shot measurements can induce carrier populations high
enough to yield the symmetric state nonthermally, and that a two-dimensional
environment constrains carriers in the probed region, performing the measurement at
room temperature melts the sample due to the 544 K melting temperature of bismuth.
We estimate that performing the 50 nm measurement at liquid Helium temperatures
will constrain the sample below the melting point up to a fluence of ~8.5 mJ/cm2 .
Samples thinner than 50 nm are preferable for this measurement, as a slightly higher
carrier density will be constrained within the probed region at the same fluence.
Additionally, measurements of the type presented here on the structurally similar
semimetal Antimony can more easily be constrained below its melting temperature of
904 K, 360 K higher than that of bismuth. This and related experiments can continue
and expand efforts to understand the intricate interplay among energetic modes of
solid-state materials, from the near equilibrium regime extending into far from
equilibrium conditions.
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